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ABSTRACT
At the beginning of the viceregal era, the Certosa di San Martino, a Carthusian
monastery of medieval foundation, experienced a resurgence that culminated in the
rebuilding of its church starting in the late 1580s. The new church of the Neapolitan
Certosa featured an innovative design and an extensive and complex decorative program
that distinguished it from all other churches of the order.
This dissertation examines the rebuilding of the church of the Certosa di San
Martino as a process deeply rooted in the changing religious culture of the time and one
that also reveals the tensions inherent to the redefinition of monastic identity in PostTridentine Spanish Naples. The development of the Carthusian project paralleled the
institutional re-organization of the order, but it also assumed a unique trajectory aimed at
highlighting the role of the white monks and contemplative spirituality in the production
of sanctity in Naples.
By tracing the evolution of the rebuilding initiative within its proper cultural,
religious and social context, I clarify the goals of the patrons and the expectations placed
on the artists, and I define the scope of the project according to new parameters of
spiritual authority. The reconstruction of the rebuilding process relies on primary sources
from the Neapolitan State Archives and on recent historical and archaeological research,
in addition to comparative studies. This dissertation challenges the view of PostTridentine monastic architecture as a mere response to the new liturgical requirements
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and sides with more recent interpretations by seeing monastic sacred spaces as dynamic
places of exchange, and their designs and decorations as expressions of the spiritual
authority of the monastic body they house. The rebuilding of the church of the Certosa di
San Martino stands as an important example of the process by which spiritual authority
was produced and redirected in Spanish Naples.
Since 1973, when the first and only monograph on the art of the Certosa di San
Martino was published, studies have been sporadic and limited to the analysis of
particular works contained in the church. I analyze the new architectural plan and
decoration of the church as fundamentally bound to the transformation of Spanish Naples
into a holy city.
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INTRODUCTION
Upon entering the church of the Carthusian monastery in Naples, the Certosa di
San Martino, the visitor is astonished by the richness of its interior (Figure 1).
Architecture, painting and sculpture combine in a unique visual effect that greatly
contrasts with the austerity of form and decoration generally required by the Carthusian
Rule. The interior we see today is the result of a series of rebuilding campaigns that
began in the 1580s and that involved the church and its adjacent spaces.1 Prior to the
beginning of the renovation, the church conformed closely to a prototype favored by
medieval orders of strict enclosure.2
The Certosa di San Martino was begun in 1325 as a royal foundation sponsored
by Charles Anjou, duke of Calabria. It was consecrated in 1368, and remained under the
royal patronage of the Angevin and Aragonese kings throughout the fourteenth and
fifteenth centuries. When the kingdom of Naples was assimilated into the Spanish Empire
in 1504, the Carthusians of San Martino continued to enjoy the benefit of the privileged

1

The only monograph on the church is Raffaello Causa, L’Arte nella Certosa di
San Martino a Napoli (Naples: Di Mauro, 1973).
2

The Carthusian church plan is rectangular with a marked separation between the
space used by the choir monks in the upper portion of the church, and the zone reserved
to the lay fathers, the conversi, in the lower portion of the church. The demarkation
between the upper and lower church is re-enforced by a rood screen, the jubè or
tramezzo. See Marina Righetti Tosti-Croce, “Certosini,” in Enciclopedia dell’Arte
Mediovale IV (Rome, 1993), 625-630. On tramezzi in Italian monastic churches see
Marcia Hall, “The Tramezzo in the Italian Renaissance, Revisited,” in Thresholds of the
Sacred, ed. Sharon E. J. Gerstel (Dumbarton Oaks Research Library and Collection,
2007), 215-231.
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position they had held with the previous sovereignties. Throughout the sixteenth and
seventeenth centuries, the viceroys increasingly supported the religious orders in the city,
encouraging the monumental building campaign that transformed Naples into “the real
capital of the Counter-Reformation.”3 The renovation of the Certosa has often been
interpreted as prompted by this effort, however I see that explanation as incomplete.4 The
motivations and goals of the late-sixteenth and seventeenth century renovation are the
subjects of this investigation.
While the rebuilding of the Certosa continued through the eighteenth and
nineteenth centuries, the chronological span of this study is limited to the years between
the late 1580s and 1656, when the design for the renovation of the church was conceived
and mostly carried out. More broadly, the chronological span of my research
encompasses the period when Giovanni Antonio Dosio (1533-1609), Gian Giacomo
Comforto (1569-1630), and Cosimo Fanzago (1591-1678) consecutively directed the
cantiere of the Certosa. Dom Saverio Turboli (d. 1608), Dom Giovanni Angelo de Spenis
(d. 1626) and Dom Andrea Pisante (d. 1640s) succeeded as priors at the Certosa in those
years. Based on substantial published and new archival material it can be demonstrated
that the renovation of the church of the Certosa at this time followed a precise trajectory
sensitive to the new needs and ambitions of its monastic body.5

3

Romeo De Maio, Pittura e controriforma a Napoli (Rome and Bari, 1983), 23-

38.
4

Causa, 1973, 28; John Marino, “Church Patronage for the New Jerusalem,” in
Becoming Neapolitan: Citizen Culture in Baroque Naples (Baltimore: Johns Hopkins
University Press, 2011), 138.
5
Documents regarding the Certosa of San Martino are from the Fondo Monasteri
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Among the questions this study raises is why the Neapolitan Carthusians chose to
re-build their church adopting a certain design typology and to decorate it with a
particular type of program. Did the new spatial organization respond to Borromeo’s
Instructiones Fabricae (1577) or did it conform to other models? Was the new design a
sign of a Carthusian reforming impulse or of the monks’ growing ambition to mark their
sacred space with greater splendor and spiritual significance? While patrons’ motivations
Soppressi at the Archivio di Stato di Napoli. The documents are grouped in volumes.
Volume 2142, Memorie di alcune opere fatte nelle chiesa del monastero, secc. XVIXVII; volume 2143, Opere d’arte del Monastero, secc. XVII-XVIII; volume 2161, Lite col
pittore Codazzi, anni 1638-1695; volume 2051, Vertenze circa i lavori compiuti da
Cosimo Fanzago; volumes 2156, 2157, 2159, 2160, Lite con Cosimo Fanzago e i suoi
eredi. Excerpts from these volumes were published by Nunzio Federigo Faraglia,
“Notizie di alcuni artisti che lavoravano nella chiesa di S. Martino sopra Napoli,”
Archivio Storico per le Provincie Napoletane XVII (1892): 657-678 and “Le memorie
degli artisti, etc,” Archivio Storico Province Napoletane VII (1882): 343-47 and “Notizie
di alcuni artisti che lavoravano nella chiesa di S. Martino e nel Tesoro di S. Gennaro,”
Archivio Storico per le Provincie Napoletane X (1885): 435; Giovanni De Blasiis, “Le
case dei Principi Angioini nella piazza di Castel Nuovo,” Archivio Storico Province
Napoletane (1887):304 ; Gaetano Filangeri di Striano, “Indice degli artefici delle arti
maggiori e minori la più parte ignoti o poco noti, sì napoletani e siciliani sì delle altre
regioni d'Italia o stranieri che operarono tra noi, con notizia delle loro opere e del tempo
del loro esercizio, da studii e nuovi documenti,” in Documenti per la storia le arti e le
industrie delle province napoletane VI (1891): 485; Camillo Minieri Riccio, Studi storici
fatti su 84 registri angioini, 1876; Vincenzo Spinazzola, “La Certosa di S. Martino:
notizie storiche,” Napoli Nobilissima XI, no. VII (1902): 97-103 and “La Certosa di S.
Martino: notizie storiche della Certosa 1325-1900,” Napoli Nobilissima XI, no. VIII
(1902): 116-21 and Guide du Musèe et de la Charteuse de S. Martino, 1910; Benedetto
Tromby, Storia critico-cronologica diplomatica del Patriarca S. Bruno e del suo ordine
cartusiano (Naples, 1773-9), vol. 6; Arnaldo Venditti, “Urbanistica e architettura
angioina: la Certosa di San Martino,” in Storia di Napoli (1969), III: 786-90; Giovanni
Battista D' Addosio, “Documenti di artisti napoletani dei secoli Xvi e Xvii dalle polizze
dei banchi,” Archivio Storico per le Provincie Napoletane VII (1921): 390-392; Mario A.
De Cunzo, “I documenti sull’opera di Cosimo Fanzago nella Certosa di San Martino,”
Napoli Nobilissima (1967): 98-107; Giovanna Cantone, “La facciata della chiesa di S.
Martino etc.,” Napoli Nobilissima (1960):165-175; Franco Strazzullo, “Privilegium
Fundationis Carrthusiae Napolitanae,” Atti della Accademia Pontaniana (1968). New
documents from volumes 2207, 2255, and 2165 are published in the appendix of this
dissertation.
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can be explored through many lenses, I look at the shaping of the Carthusian sacred space
as bound to changing religious, social, and political forces that prompted the monks to
respond by using architecture and art as the means to convey and enact their authority.
The Carthusians of San Martino were eager to re-assert their spiritual role in response to
the post-Tridentine religious environment and in the context of their interactions with the
new elite that began to populate the hill of San Martino.6 The rebuilding of the church of
the Certosa offered the Carthusians an opportunity to redefine their sacred space and to
convey their spiritual authority and, as such, to enact their special role as mediators
between the human and the divine. By focusing on these issues, this project casts new
light on the relationship between architecture and its decoration and mystical spirituality
in Spanish Naples during the first half of the Seicento.
The reconstruction of the process of the renovation of the church of the Certosa is
crucial to the understanding of this relationship. Through this reconstruction we can reexamine Neapolitan post-Tridentine monastic architecture as independent from
6

Helen Hills in her important study of Neapolitan female convents explains the
genesis of the arrangment of conventual double churches first modelled in early sixteenth
century Milanese examples. She describes their arrangments as “not necessarily created
in response either to criticism of laxity within convents or to desire for reform.” Hills’
conclusion contrasts with Luciano Patetta who interprets architectural reforms as a
response to the directives of the ecclesiastical hierarchies, but the development of the
unique arrangment of seventeenth-century Neapolitan conventual church offers clear
evidences for Hills’ argument. The re-positioning of the nuns’ choir at the clerestory
level at the east end behind the altar in Neapolitan conventual churches was a clear
expression of the the religious body’s growing sense of their own social and spiritual
significance. This newfound social, religious and cultural centrality also motivated
architectural choices at San Martino. Helen Hills, Invisible City: the Architecture of
Devotion in Seventeenth-Century Neapolitan Convents (Oxford:Oxford University Press,
2004), 151-2. Luciano Patetta, “L’Eta` di Carlo e Federico Borromeo e gli sviluppi delle
chiese ‘doppie’ conventuali nella diocesi di Milano, “ in L’Architettura in Roma e in
Italia (1580-1621), Atti del Ventitresimo Congresso di Storia dell’architettura, ed. G.
Spagnesi (Rome, 1989), 160-189.
xix

institutionalized models and as more in accordance with architectural and iconographic
solutions shaped by the goals of the inhabitants. The new design of the church of the
Certosa considered liturgical changes, but it also gestured to the eschatological nature of
its occupiers. When Saint Bernard defined himself as “monachus et Hierosolymita” he
inaugurated a metaphor that connected all monasteries to the Heavenly Jerusalem and
their inhabitants to heavenly creatures.7 At the Certosa, the choir space where the monks
sat during the liturgy became the focal point of the new plan, the point of intersection of
the longitudinal and transversal axis, and the unifying catalyst of the monastic and public
church. The choral monks acted as a pulsating spiritual pole that mobilized the
architecture/art, which in turn participated in energizing the affective impact of the
beholders’ religious experience.
The designers of the church of the Certosa envisioned a program that responded
functionally to the requirements for monastic churches, but that especially highlighted the
privileged role and position of the monks in relation to the laity present in the church, and
that was symbolic of their important mission within the Church.8 Art and architecture
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On this metaphor see M. Rossi and A. Rovetta, “Indagini sullo spazio ecclesiale
immagine della Gerusalemme celeste,” in La Gerusalemme celeste. La dimora di Dio con
gli uomini, ed. M. L. Gati Perer (Milan, 1983), 77-115; S. Pucetti, “Note sulla Simbologia
del Monastero,” and C. Gerosa, “Il Monastero Centro Sacro e Citta` degli Eletti,” in
Iconografia di san Benedetto nella Pittura Toscana, exh. cat. (Florence, 1982), 391-405.
8

The renovation of the church and the design of its decorative program reflect the
increasing status of the order that led first to the beatification and later to the canonization
of St. Bruno. Both the beatification and canonization efforts were connected to
influencial Neapolitan priors whose role in the renovation will be discussed in the
following chapters.
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were essential means through which the silent monks were able to “vocalize” their
mission and actively engage contemporary religious discourse to inspire their audience.
Following a model inaugurated by Helen Hills, the design of the church should be seen as
a physical metaphor for the bodies it houses. 9 The challenges and tensions of
contemplative life are manifested in the architectural organization of the church and its
adjacent spaces, which also reenforce the spiritual conditions of monastic existence. The
delights of contemplative life are manifested through the affective character and
organization of the decorative program that mobilizes – and is mobilized by – the various
phases of spiritual transformation required to achieve contemplation.
This project explores the production and patronage of art and architecture at the
church of the Certosa di San Martino in the early-seventeenth century, and contributes a
new interpretation that challenges traditional readings based on style and individual
patronage. In her insightful discussion of the relationship between architecture and
spirituality in post-Tridentine Naples, Helen Hills invites the reader to “think of
architecture, less as mimetic representation of ‘spirituality’ (preconceived)/liturgy, etc.,
but as producing zones of intensity, or pure ‘affect,’ which can enhance the human power
to become.”10 In support of her argument Hills examines the architecture-sculpture of the
“anthropomorpho-architraves” by Cosimo Fanzago in the cloister of the Certosa of San
Martino. Hills’ transformative emphasis that “what something is, is also its power to
become” follows Gilles Deleuze’s claim that any actual thing maintains its own virtual
9

Helen Hills, 2004, 161-164.
Helen Hills, “Indeterminacy and Architectural History: Deterritorializing
Cosimo Fanzago,” Field 1 (September 2007): 55, http://www.field-journal.org/ 2007.
10
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power. 11 For Hills, architecture reveals the forces or powers of becoming. I believe this
idea of architecture finds its true fulfillment in the design of the church of the Certosa.
Recently, scholarship has focused on exploring the complex Neapolitan religious, social
and political landscape and its impact on religious patronage in the southern city.12
Following this approach, this study also examines the goals of the monastic and lay
patrons of the Certosa in connection with their appropriate religious, social and political
contexts.
Raffaello Causa’s monograph provided the first comprehensive study on the art of
the Certosa di San Martino.13 During the last decade, scholars have contributed new
important studies that aimed to place particular works of art at the Certosa in their proper
contextual frame. Sebastian Schutze’s analysis of Massimo Stanzione’s paintings for the
Chapel of St. Bruno explained the works in the context of the newly fashioned Carthusian
iconographic identity.14 In her study of Jusepe de Ribera’s paintings for the spandrel of
the nave arcade, Jeanne Chenault Porter reflected on the role of these works in the church
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Hills, “Indeterminacy and Architectural History…,” 2007, 55. Gilles Deleuze
and Felix Guattari, A Thousand Plateaus (University of Minnesota Press, 1987), 25 cited
by Hills, 2007, 55.
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Helen Hills, “Cities and Virgins: Female Aristocratic Convents in Early Modern
Naples and Palermo,” Oxford Art Journal 22, no. 1 (1999): 29-54, and Hills, 2004; Maria
Ann Conelli, “ The Guglie of Naples: Religious and Political Machinations of the Festive
Macchine,” American Academy in Rome Publications 45 (2000): 153-83.
13
Causa,1973.
14
Sebastian Schütze, “The Vita S. Brunonis Cartusianorum Patriarchae and its
Interpretation by Massimo Stanzione in the Certosa di S. Martino in Naples,” in
Parthenope’s Splendor: Art of the Golden Age in Naples, ed. Jeanne Chenault Porter and
Susan Scott Munshower (Pennsylvania State University Press, 1993), 195-229.
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and their relationship to Carthusian theology and tradition.15 In another important
publication, John Marino unraveled the mystery of the architectural program, positing
“individual architectural and artistic elements fused Carthusian eschatological spirituality
with High Renaissance theory on the ideal city to make the Counter-Reformation Certosa
the site of the New Jerusalem.”16 In his investigation of the meanings of the use of
polychrome marble revetment, John Nicholas Napoli found that this practice was part of
a broader theory of artistic and architectural magnificence that had its origins in antiquity.
According to this theory, the construction of imposing buildings and sumptuous
decorations could be viewed as an expression of social and religious virtue. The author
posits that this theory was relevant to the use of polychrome marble revetment in the
church of the Certosa, and that the revetment greatly contributed to the forging of the
church’s image as the “New Jerusalem descended from Heaven.”17
The works by these scholars interpreted the art at the Certosa di San Martino
within a larger cultural, religious and historical context departing from the more formal
approach preferred by the famous Neapolitan historian Raffaello Causa. While I rely on
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Jeanne Chenault Porter, “The Prophetic Dozen: Jusepe de Ribera’s Old
Testament Figures at the Certosa di San Martino in Naples,” in Parthenope’s Splendor:
Art of the Golden Age in Naples, ed. Jeanne Chenault Porter and Susan Scott Munshower
(Pennsylvania State University Press, 1993), 251-275.
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John Marino, Becoming Neapolitan: Citizen Culture in Baroque Naples
(Baltimore: Johns Hopkins University Press, 2011), 138-39.
17
John Nicholas Napoli, “From Social Virtue to Revetted Interior: Giovanni
Antonio Dosio and Marble Inlay in Rome, Florence, and Naples,” in Art and Architecture
in Naples, 1266-1713, ed. Cordelia Warr and Janis Elliott (West Sussex, UK: Wiley
Blackwell, 2010), 101-124.
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the contributions of all of these scholars, my study intends to avoid interpretative
fragmentation, and it approaches the study of art and architecture at San Martino as part
of a long, but cohesive evolutionary process expressive of the tensions inherent to the renegotiation of the monastic identity within the changing religious culture in Spanish
Naples.
My research is based on a number of selected primary sources, in particular the
reports from the visits of the Carthusian officials to the Certosa of Naples, but also letters
sent by the priors of the Certosa to their superiors or to collaborators. This material is
preserved in the Archivio di Stato of Naples.18 I also relied on a large number of
documents that came from the same source and that were published in the Archive’s own
journal and/or in Causa’s monograph. The reports from the visits reveal important
information about the state of the monastery prior to and during the renovation. These
formal documents also shed some light on the organization of the order and on the
responsibilities of the prior. In addition, they include information about religious
discipline and the spiritual goals of the order. The letters reveal important information on
the financial state of the monastery and the far-reaching networks of the Carthusian
priors.
Thus my ultimate goal is to portray the Certosa not as another cog in the
mechanism of Counter-Reformation rhetoric, but as a lively and independent institution,
a powerful spiritual force, and an active participant in the transformation of Naples into a
holier city.
Fondo Monasteri Soppressi (Certosa di San Martino), vol. 2165, Scritture su
visite disciplinari fatte dai superiori XVI-XVIII secc.
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The first chapter of this study compares the religious, social and political contexts
of religious patronage in the older urban center controlled by the aristocratic seggi, units
of local government,19 and in the newer suburban neighborhood on the hill of San
Martino, which was favored by the viceregal elite with their palatial estates and ville.
Here I sketch a profile of Naples at the dawn of the seventeenth century, pointing to the
growing cultural influence of the viceregal court. I suggest changes in models of
patronage and spirituality that call new attention to the hermitages on the hill of San
Martino, particularly the Certosa whose connection to the Neapolitan court was a longstanding tradition.
The second chapter focuses on the reconstruction of the Trecento Certosa in order
to determine the condition of the church prior to the renovation. In addition, this chapter
investigates the relationship between the Certosa and its royal patrons, which defined a
model for the Carthusians’ future interactions with their courtly supporters. The Certosa’s
status as a royal foundation entitled the institution to exclusive privileges and to an
unusual cultural openness that participated in establishing the reputation of the monks as
cultured and holy men.
The third chapter examines the external religious, political and social factors that
triggered the resurgence of the Certosa of Naples at the beginning of the viceregal era.
The revival of the monastic ideals of the Observant Orders associated with the preTridentine efforts to reform spiritual life and to promote monastic orthodoxy brought new
attention to the contemplative spirituality and devotional practices of the white monks in
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On the seggi see Giuseppe Galasso, Napoli spagnola dopo Masaniello, politica,
cultura, società (Naples, 1967), 1:X-XIV.
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Naples. As an institution under patronato real, the Certosa continued to function as a
royal monastery receiving the support of the king’s representatives in Naples, many of
whom were beginning to build estates on the hill of San Martino. Patronage of such a
holy and illustrious institution brought great political, social, and religious benefits to the
patrons. While the Tridentine liturgy called for a unified congregational space,
Carthusian directives re-enforced the separation of the sexes in the liturgical space. The
decision to build the Chiesetta delle Donne in the courtyard just outside the entrance to
the monastery allowed for a complete reconfiguration of the plan. The fragmented
execution of the plan was often the result of financial strain, but it also manifested
tensions regarding the organization of the spaces. These tensions reflected the monks’
difficulties in negotiating a proper spatial hierarchy that, while supporting the full
integration of the monastic and lay spaces, expressed their spiritual authority in the
church and over the laity.
The fourth chapter continues to investigate the process of the renovation focusing
specifically on the relocation of the choir at the head of the church and the decoration of
the church and its adjacent spaces. The choir was spatially and symbolically the keystone
of the design and the center of the complex decorative program. The repositioning of the
choir completed the reorganization of the church interior redressing a spatial sequence
that clearly manifested the monastic body’s spiritual superiority and also its centrality to
the laity’s liturgical experience. The presence of the monastic body in the choir sanctified
the interior joining heaven and earth, even if temporarily. In their spiritual superiority the
monks were considered exemplary and a sort of angels or living saints.
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The fifth chapter analyzes the development of the decorative program in terms of
design and implementation. The program of the church decoration expressed and
participated in the difficult, but everyday process by which a monk negotiates his earthly
role and his existence as a heavenly creature.
The sixth chapter concludes this study with a summary of the topics discussed and
an evaluation of the relevance of Carthusian identity and spirituality within the context of
evolving new forms of sanctity in Spanish Naples. As a spiritual powerhouse, the Certosa
di San Martino was perceived as a valuable asset to religious reform, and an important
catalyst to the transformation of Spanish Naples into a città santa.
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CHAPTER I
THE DEVELOPMENT OF THE HILL OF SAN MARTINO: THE
PATRONAGE OF THE NEW VICEREGAL ELITE

The view of Naples as one approaches the city from the sea is as formidable today
as it was at the beginning of the seventeenth century (Figure 2). Emerging from the
coastline, the compact urban fabric spreads upwards toward the top of the hill of San
Martino, culminating in the terraced gardens of the Certosa di San Martino and in the
star-shaped fortress of Castel St. Elmo. This view always elicits comments from visitors,
but in the early seventeenth century what most impressed the travelers was the abundance
of monastic complexes whose churches, with their belfries and domes, were easily
identifiable in the urban landscape (Figure 3). In fact, by the beginning of the seventeenth
century, monastic institutions dominated many sections of the city due to their aggressive
tactic of land and property encroachment supported by the viceregal government.
This chapter analyzes monastic expansion in Naples and examines the differences
in patterns of patronage between the religious institutions sponsored by the local nobility
and those under the patronage of the new viceregal elite. Religious patronage played an
important role within the context of Neapolitan urban politics as a means of establishing
alliances and cultivating special political and religious interests.20 Urban development of
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Elisa Novi Chavarria, “Nobiltà di seggio, nobiltà nuova e monasteri femminili a
Napoli in età moderna,” Dimensioni e problemi della ricerca storica: rivista del
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the area at the feet of the San Martino hill into a viceregal quarter contributed to the
revival of the older monastic institutions located in the area, such as the Certosa di San
Martino, as well as to the foundation of new ones. 21 What follow is a comparison
between patterns of religious patronage in the quarters of the old city center and those of
the newly developed neighborhoods inhabited by viceregal clients. The analysis will
produce a new understanding of the changing parameters of patronage in the viceregal
capital that redirected attention toward a more contemplative type of spirituality and
devotional practices.
Dipartimento di studi storici dal medioevo all'età contemporanea dell'Università "La
Sapienza" di Roma 2 (1993): 84-111.
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On Spanish patronage in Naples see Edoardo Nappi, “I vicere` e l’Arte a
Napoli,” Napoli Nobilissima XXII (1983): 41-57. Recent studies on Spanish patronage of
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Giulio Cesare Fontana in Spanish Naples (1592-1627) (Cambridge: Cambridge Scholars,
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Salvator Salort Pons, “La Coleccion artistica de Don Pedro Antonio de Aragon, Virrey de
Napoles (1666-1672),” Ricerche sul ‘600 Napoletano (2002): 47-110; Gabriele Finaldi,
“Ribera, the Viceroy of Naples and the King. Some Observations on their Relations,” in
Arte y Diplomacia de la Monarquia Hispanica en el Siglo XVII, ed. José Luis Colomar
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artistic and architectural patronage, Vittor Ivo Comparato, Uffici e societá a Napoli in etá
moderna (Florence, 1974); Gerard Labrot, Baroni in cittá. Residenze e comportamenti
dell’aristocrazia napoletana (Naples, 1979); Gerard Labrot, Palazzi napoletani. Storia di
nobili e cortigiani 1520-1750 (Naples, 1993); Gerard Delille, Famiglia e proprietá nel
Regno di Napoli (Turin, 1988); Maria Antonietta Visceglia, Il Bisogno di eternitá. I
comportamenti aristocratici a Napoli in etá moderna (Naples, 1988); Aurelio Musi,
Amministrazione, razionalitá statale, formazione del ceto politico: i funzionari spagnoli
nel Regno di Napoli (Naples, 1993); Maria Antonietta Visceglia, Identitá sociali. La
nobiltá napoletana nella prima etá moderna (Milan, 1998).
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Certainly, the close relationship developed between the Crown and the Papacy
contributed to this phenomenon (Figure 4).22 The Catholic Counter-Reformation of the
late sixteenth and early seventeenth century spearheaded by the papacy and the Spanish
monarchy greatly impacted the religious culture of the city.23 Already during the second
half of the sixteenth century the Spanish government had launched a campaign to revive
older monastic institutions and to support the establishment of new religious orders in the
city. The campaign was driven by the desire to enforce Catholic orthodoxy within the
church and in the city. Catholic orthodoxy was a determining element of the ideological
base on which the Crown depended. In addition, religion served the Hapsburgs as a
powerful instrument of political and social control, and it was a determining factor in the
shaping of Spanish Naples’ new identity (Figure 5).24 Spanish models of religious
patronage particularly impacted monastic institutions located within the new viceregal
urban circuit. These institutions were revived and reconfigured to satisfy the spiritual
needs of the new viceregal elite, participating in the definition of a new culture of piety in
Spanish Naples. 25
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the new Jesuit church in Naples, il Gesù Nuovo which was dedicated to the
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The increased secularization of Italian monasteries was a serious problem and the
focus of much discussion and reform at the Council of Trent, especially in the case of
cloistered monasteries. The reformers were particularly concerned about the permeability
of the claustrum and about the lack of centralized control in many of the monasteries.26
They felt that the spiritual nature of the monastery had been compromised. This was
particularly relevant in Naples, as ecclesiastical authorities often reported problems
caused by the indiscipline of monks and nuns, as well as by the presumptions of the laity
to control monasteries. Archbishop Alfonso Gesualdo’s report from his pastoral visit of
1599 underscored the gravity of these issues in Naples. The archbishop lamented the
ImmaculateConception, patrona Hispaniae. See Schütze, 2007, 561-563. On religious
culture in Naples see Mario Rosa, Religione e societá nel mezzogiorno tra cinque e
seicento (Bari: Donato, 1976); Giuseppe Galasso and Carla Russo, ed., Per la storia
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difficulties of maintaining a necessary level of discipline among the clergy who lived in
the city in vast number, but eluded the control of regular observance of the ecclesiastic
authorities. In addition, Gesualdo also complained about the undue power that the laity
held over the churches “con pretesto di opere pie” [pretending to act charitably].27 It
seemed – and this is peculiar to Naples – that the secular world not only permeated the
sacred spaces, but also could control them.
In its true form, the monastery represented an ideal structure built on the
spirituality and devotion of the religious who inhabited it, a sort of living support of the
monastery’s spiritual foundation. In exchange, the monastery, in its physical form,
offered stability and protection to the religious body. The religious were rooted in the
certainty of their environment and were indissolubly connected to the monastery. The
design of the monastery responded to and participated in the needs and activities of the
inhabitants, shaping and stabilizing their existences. Life in the monastery was marked by
well-defined cadences and repetitive activities; it aimed for an ideal equilibrium that
subdued the desires of the body and enhanced the spirit. In this way the monastery was
considered an ideal place, “a sign and anticipation of Paradise.”28
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An essential requirement of contemplative life was isolation from the world. The
religious needed to be protected from the distractions of the material world by severing
all connection to it. In this sheltered environment, the religious fully engaged in prayer
and contemplation, entering the spiritual and ideal realm in which God resides, leaving
every worldly interest behind. This ideal was lost in the Neapolitan monasteries, which,
throughout the sixteenth century, had been overcome by the tremendous wealth, power,
and influence of the inhabitants, their families and their localities.29
The first chapter from the Tridentine Decrees from the twenty-fifth session “on
the reformation of regulars and nuns” urged the religious to return to the true ideals of
monastic life: “all Regulars, as well men, as women, shall order and regulate their lives in
accordance with the requirements of the rule which they have professed.”30 Ecclesiastical
and secular authorities in Naples collaborated in supporting the reforms of the regulars
and nuns advocating enclosure and moderation. However, as Helen Hills has pointed out
with regard to female convents in Naples, the Tridentine reforms emphatically raised the
status of cloistered monasteries above all other forms of religious institutions, making life
in a monastery stricter, but also financially and socially exclusive.31 Hence, entry gifts
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(dowries in the case of women) and social status continued to play a large role that rooted
the religious and their monasteries to their families and localities.
This unique situation evolved out of political, social and religious needs particular
to Naples. Many of the monastic institutions that can be seen prominently in views of
Naples from the early seventeenth century were very old foundations.32 An earlier surge
in monastic building occurred in Naples during the late thirteenth and fourteenth
centuries when the city was under the Angevin kings (1266-1442). The French kings
patronized the Mendicant orders early on, but in the fourteenth century they shifted their
favor toward the reformed branches of monasticism known for their austerity and
adherence to the ascetic life. This shift began in 1325 when Charles of Anjou, Duke of
Calabria, founded the Carthusian monastery, the Certosa di S. Martino, on a remote site
on top of the hill of San Martino, and it was followed during the 1400s by Angevin and
later by Aragonese sponsorship of Benedictine, Olivetan, and Augustinian institutions,
among others.33
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While the earlier Mendicant houses required proximity to the city center in order
to provide care for the urban poor, the reformed orders’ monasteries were located on
challenging sites outside of the city walls to ensure isolation, as their primary function
was prayer and contemplation.34 The designs of these monasteries were inspired by the
ideal of contemplative life and were based on a prototype characterized by the
combination of three main nuclei: the church, the cloister and the living quarters. Their
churches followed a very simple plan characterized by an aisleless nave, an exposed truss
roof, and a narrow, raised square presbytery that was often vaulted. An arch would divide
the nave from the presbytery and a partition (tramezzo) would separate the choir space
from the nave (Figure 6).35 The reformed church was designed for the exclusive use of
the monastic community, and occasionally of its founder. The absence of lateral chapels,
which were a standard feature of the Mendicant churches, reflects an important point: the
monks did not encourage lay patronage, perhaps in an attempt to protect their isolation
from outside influences.
However, as the city continued to expand during the fifteenth and sixteenth
centuries, the reformed monasteries’ isolation was challenged. After the successive
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enlargements of the city walls during the Aragonese and Viceregal periods, some
reformed monasteries became engulfed in the city proper, while others found themselves
in the newest suburban developing areas.36 For the monasteries incorporated into the city,
the original reformed church type proved insufficient to the new needs of the reformed
communities as they began to engage and be engaged by their new neighboors.37
During the second half of the fifteenth century and throughout the sixteenth
century, many reformed monastic institutions in the city were modified, particularly their
churches. A new typology evolved from the earlier prototype, anticipating CounterReformation designs and setting the standards for Neapolitan church planning throughout
the Cinquecento.38 A single nave flanked by lateral chapels, a centrally placed altar, and
retro-choir characterized this new type (Figure 7). The interior elevation of the new
design lost its earlier simplicity and gained in monumentality, with arches framed by
pilasters resting on high socles and crowned by a classicizing entablature and domed
crossing.39 These changes were aimed at intensifying lay participation in the liturgy by
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Martino to the Castel Nuovo engulfing the Olivetan monastery of S. Maria del
Monteoliveto. See, Anna Giannetti, “Urban Design and Public Spaces,” trans. L.
Leopardi, in Artistic Centers of the Italian Renaissance: Naples, ed. Marcia Hall
(Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, forthcoming 2012).
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As indicated by Nichols the evolution of the early design prototype began with
the addition of lateral chapels sponsored by patrons associated with the local seggio.
Nichols, forthcoming 2012.
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Nichols, forthcoming 2012, 39.
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facilitating the view of the altar by the removal of the tramezzo, while also maintaining a
degree of separation from the monks in the retro-choir.
An indirect result of these changes and the lateral chapels was the introduction of
the possibility for lay patronage.40 The new reformed church type allowed for a new and
enhanced lay presence in the sacred space. It also generated the potential for new
relationships that flexed the boundaries between the monastery and the outside world.
The church, the beating heart of a monastic structure, was now especially vulnerable to
outside influences, and subjected to the conflicts of its locality.
The sponsorship of powerful patrons such as kings or queens originated the
foundation of many reformed monasteries; however, as monasteries were assimilated
within the urban circuit, they also attracted the interest of the seggi (the units of
government of their locality), and of the old nobility that governed them (Figure 8). Since
the Middle Ages, the Neapolitan seggi had been intimately connected to the monastic
institutions established in their territories, but this relationship intensified in the second
half of the sixteenth century.41 Under the threat of a quickly rising new nobility and
professional and merchant classes, the old urban aristocrats and members of the city
seggi, obtained a declaration from Philip II in the 1550s that no new members would be
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Ibid., 84.
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Ibid., 86.

Caroline Bruzelius, 2004, 70; Hills, 2004, 160: “as more aristocratic women
found themselves living in enclosed convent to meet the economic needs of their families
so the conventual space itself became increasingly aristocratized, even when subject to
the demands of Trent.”
10
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accepted into the seggi without a royal license and the agreement of the seggio in
question. As Novi Chavarria has observed, this policy of serrata and of oligarchic closure
of the patriciate increased internal conflicts, including the struggle over the control of
ecclesiastical spaces.42 It is at this time that monasteries began to serve new and
important social, political and religious functions within each seggio.
Due to patrimonial strategies aimed at safeguarding political and economic
power, more and more progeny of the noble families were excluded from marriage.
Monasteries absorbed this surplus of noble daughters and sons, allowing the old
aristocracy to hold sway in the upper levels of the Church in Naples. These positions
were much less available to the new nobility and the professional classes formed in the
orbit of the viceroyal court. Through the control of the sacred spaces, the local aristocracy
was able to affirm and consolidate its power in Spanish Naples, while also providing a
steady connection to holiness for the individual families and the seggio through the
stream of prayers of the religious in the monasteries.43
What is unique about monasticism in Naples is the relationship between the
families, the seggi and “their” convents.44 To have a son or a daughter become a prior or
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Novi Chavarria, 1993, 87-88.
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Ibid., 84-111; Maria Antonietta Visceglia, “ Corpo e sepoltura nei testamenti
della nobiltà napoletana (XVI-XVIII secolo),” Quaderni Storici 50 (1982): 583-614 and
Il Bisogno di Eternità (Naples, 1988); Gerard Delille, Famiglia e proprietá nel Regno di
Napoli (Turin, 1988).
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A. Facchiano, Monasteri femminili e nobiltà a Napoli tra Medioevo ed Età
moderna. Il Necrologio di S. Patrizia (secc. XII-XVI) (Salerno: Altavilla Silentina, 1992),
55. Hills, 2004, 36. On the role of the seggi and on familiar relations and
11

an abbess of a monastery enhanced the authority of the family and their seggio,
protecting their ancient privilege of participation in city governance. The system of
control of the sacred space was one aspect of the autocratic power that the Neapolitan
aristocracy held, and represented a challenge to the aspirations of the emerging social
classes. However, despite the difficulties, many members of the new urban elite were
able to engage this system by placing their children in monasteries under the control of
noble families of important seggi. While patronage of city institutions allowed entrance
in the local political arena, it did not satisfy the viceregal court’s devotional models.
Religious patronage followed a very different trajectory at court.
New nobles, merchants, lawyers, ecclesiastics, and bureaucrats, who had achieved
success in the international orbit of the Spanish empire, composed the new rising elite.45
Loyal to the crown, this new international group was anxious to consolidate its
relationship with the viceregal court and also to affirm its identity among the members of

alliancesgoverning burials see Maria Antonietta Visceglia, Scegliere la sepoltura: il
bisogno di eternità: i comportamenti aristocratici a Napoli in età moderna (Napoli,
1988), 107-139. On the seggi’s control of the the organization of the urban space and of
particular religious orders see Carlo Tutini, Dell'Origine e fundazione de' Seggi di Napoli
(Napoli, 1644). Also see Caroline Bruzelius, review of Invisible City,
http://www.history.ac.uk/reviews/review/439. Date accessed: Sun 19 June 2011.
For an analysis of identity and beheviors of this elite see, Vittor Ivo Comparato,
Uffici e Societá a Napoli in Etá Moderna (Florence, 1974); Gerard Labroat, Baroni in
Cittá. Residenze e Comportamenti dell’Aristocrazia Napoletana (Naples, 1979); Gerard
Labrot, Palazzi Napoletani. Storia di Nobili e Cortigiani 1520-1750 (Naples, 1993);
Visceglia, 1988; Aurelio Musi, Amministrazione, Razionalitá Statale, Formazione del
Ceto Politico: i Funzionari Spagnoli nel Regno di Napoli (Naples, 1993); Maria
Antonietta Visceglia, Identitá sociali. La nobiltá napoletana nella prima etá moderna
(Milan, 1998).
45
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the well-established older urban elite. Connected by numerous business and political ties,
the group sought to make their mark on Neapolitan society by building elegant
residences, by making advantageous connections with old aristocrats through their
childrens’ marriages, by placements in important city monasteries, and by forming
privileged relationships with religious institutions in the viceregal orbit.46 At the end of
the sixteenth century, the nouveau riche’s social climb began to assume a precise
trajectory that included the building of a family palace in an exclusive area of the older
city or along the new Via Toledo, the placement of sons and daughters in the important
monasteries of the seggi, and patronage of these institutions as well as of the monastic
houses located in the proximity of the elite’s new suburban retreats. 47
The dynamism of this new urban class contrasted with the hold on tradition of the
old nobility of the seggi. Even their neighborhoods stood in stark juxtaposition; the older
clans rooted in the dense urban center of the Aragonese rulers, and the newcomers in the
open, newly planned quarters developed around the viceroyal palace, the hub of Spanish
Naples.48 The zones located between the port and the base of the hill of San Martino,
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Hills, 2004, 88.
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See Gerard Labrot, Baroni in città. Residenze e comportamenti dell’aristocrazia
Napoletana, 1530-1734 (Naples: Societa` Editrice Napoletana, 1979); Hills, 2004, 81-89.
“Dalla Fontana di Palazzo a dirittura fino al vicolo, che va nella Porta Carrese
di Monte Calvario, tira fino a Suor Orsola, volta per S. Carlo delle Mortelle, e per quanto
si contiene dentro la città scende nella Porta di Chiaia, va fino a Pizzofalcone, donde, per
S. Maria della Catena, torna nella Fontana, dalla quale partì” [The boundaries of the
Spanish neighborhood extend from the fountain at Palazzo, straight to the alley that leads
to the Carrese Portal at Monte Calvario, uphill to the monastery of Suor Orsola, toward
the Church of S. Carlo alle Mortelle, and still remaining within the city, down to the
13
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developed into the quarter of “los espagnoles” in the second half of the sixteenth century
(Figure 9). 49 This section had been the focus of the viceroy Don Pedro di Toledo (153253)’s urban plan to modernize the city, and it stood in juxtaposition to the older center,
the stronghold of the old Neapolitan aristocracy.50 The center of the “Spanish Quarter”
was the viceroyal palace, and the Castel Nuovo. The main artery of the Spanish city, Via
Toledo, began in the proximity of the palace. This major thoroughfare was built by Don
Pedro de Toledo when he demolished the old Aragonese walls and extended the
boundaries of the city further west on the hill of San Martino to make room for an area to
house the Spanish troops. Another major avenue near the royal palace was the Via
Chiaia, which allowed access to the new residential quarters of Le Mortelle, on the side

Chiaia Portal, to Pizzofalcone, where continuing near S. Maria a Catena, one returns
nearby the fountain at Palazzo], in Giuseppe Ceci, “Pizzofalcone,” Napoli Nobilissima
s.I, I (1892): 60-62, 85-89, 105-109, 129-133.
“Habitan los españoles la parte mejor de la ciudad, á quien llaman cuartel, por
vivir todos dentro de sus limites” [The Spaniards reside in the best area of the city, which
they call cuartel (quarter), and they all live within its boundaries], from “Descripcion del
Reino de Napoles […] sacada del Pasajero de Cristóbal Suarez de Figueroa, edicion de
Madrid, por Luis Sanchez, año 1617,” in Coleccion de documentos ineditos para la
historia de España, XXIII, ed. M. Salvá (Madrid 1853), 17-26. Also cited in Benedetto
Croce, “Memorie degli Spagnuoli nella città di Napoli,” Napoli Nobilissima s. I, III
(1894): 108-12, 122-26, 156-59, 172-76. A document in the Archivio Generale of
Simancas regarding the Church of Santa Maria Apparente, gives the exact boundaries of
the Spanish quarter “…el quartel de los Españoles, cerca del Palacio Real, a las faldas del
Castillo de Sant Elmo…” [The quarter of the Spaniards, near the Royal Palace, to the
slope of St. Elmo Castle], AGS, Secretarias provinciales, leg. 11 [1608], cited in Emilio
Ricciardi, “Il convento di S. Maria Apparente in Napoli,” Archivio Storico per le
Province Napoletane CXVI (1998): 419- 470.
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For the biography of Don Pedro and the Neapolitan viceroys see Antonio
Parrino, Teatro eroico e politico dei governi de` vicere` del Regno di Napoli 1692-94
(Naples, 1874).
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of the hill of San Martino and to the promontory of Pizzofalcone. The most important
urban infrastructures also resided in this zone, such as the port, the arsenal, and the
church of the Spanish nation of S. Giacomo degli Spagnoli with its bank, jails and
conservatory for poor Spanish women. In addition, the area was also graced by the
presence of numerous churches founded by Spanish nobles and supported by Spanish
residents for religious Spaniards. Many members of the governmental and judicial elite,
the nobiltà di toga, chose to establish their palatial residences on via Toledo in order to
be close to the viceroyal court.51 However, as the city boundaries began to be challenged
by urban growth, the residential district gradually expanded up the hill of San Martino,
despite the viceroyal order to leave the base of the hill free of construction.52 Alessandro
Baratta’s 1627-29 printed portrait of the city of Naples – Fidelissime Urbis Napolitanae
Cum Omnibus Viis Accurate et Nova Delineatio – depicts a new residential neighborhood
developing on the hill of San Martino by the beginning of the seventeenth century, with

“Per aderire al gusto del Viceré e per l’amenità e salubrità del sito e per la
comodità del negozio, standosi vicino al palazzo, dall’una parte e dall’altra si cominciò
ad abitare da diversi spagnoli e ministri” [To adhere to the taste of the viceroy, and
because the beauty and fresh air of site, and because of the advantageous location near
the Royal Palace, many Spanish administrators began to live in this location], in C.
Celano, IV, (Napoli 1859), 636. On Via Toledo see A. Colombo, “La strada di Toledo,”
Napoli Nobilissima s. I, IV (1895): 1-4, 25-29, 58-62, 105-109, 124-127, 169-172, and V
(1896): 41-46, 77-80, 92-94.
51
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The first viceroyal decree was from 1555 and was completely ignored. After that
other prammatiche were issued to protect the spianata around Castel Sant’Elmo that were
also often challenged. It was prohibited to build, but also to extract tufa from the hill.
Franco Stazzullo, Edilizia e urbanistica a Napoli dal ‘500 al ‘700 (Napoli 1968), 71133.
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beautiful palaces, villas, churches and monasteries, and a breath-taking view. It was an
eloquent symbol of the power, success, and piety of Spanish Naples. 53
Observed in comparison to the earlier views of Naples from the 1560s by Carlo
Theti54 and Antoine Lafrery,55 the development of this new area clearly stands out in the
Fidelissime Urbis Napolitanae Cum Omnibus Viis Accurate et Nova Delineatio.56 In the
view by Carlo Theti, a military engineer, the hill of San Martino is shown as an inhabited
area, outside the new viceroyal walls. The new urban development of the sixteenth
century delineated by Theti is centered closer to the harbor and around Castel Nuovo and
only focuses on the hill at its very base where the housing of the Spanish troops was
located. The hill of San Martino appears decentralized, completely outside the city
53

Giulio Cesare Capaccio, Il Forestiero (Napoli 1634), 842 “… che monte beato
pensate che sia questo? Che poderi tiene? Che giardini? Che delitiose abitazioni? Beato
dico per tanto Monisteri, e chiese che vi sono.” [What blessed hill do you think this might
be? What estates does it possess? What gardens? What beautiful houses ? Blessed, I say,
for the many monasteries and churches that are there.]
54

The work’s date is 1560 and the printer’s name is Sebastiano di Re.
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The work’s date is 1566 and it was printed by Etienne Du Perac.
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For the image of the city, see G. Pane, “Napoli Seicentesca nella veduta di A.
Baratta, I ,” Napoli Nobilissima 9 (1970): 118-59; “Napoli Seicentesca nella veduta di A.
Baratta, II,” Napoli Nobilissima 12 (1973):45-70. See also Giancarlo Alisio,
“L’Immagine della Citta`,” in Civilta` del Seicento a Napoli, exh. cat., ed. Nicola Spinosa
(Naples: Electa 1982), 1: 91-92, and La citta` di Napoli tra Vedutismo e Cartografia, exh.
cat., ed. Giulio Pane and Vladimiro. Valerio (1987). Preparatory drawings for the view
were published by Cesare De Seta, “Topografia urbana e vedutismo nel Seicento: a
proposito di alcuni disegni di Alessandro Baratta,” Prospettiva 22 (1980): 46-60; Cesare
De Seta, Napoli fra Rinascimento e Illuminismo (Naples, Electa, 1997). On an edition of
the view from 1670, see Leonardo di Mauro, “Fidelissimae Urbis…,” in L’immagine
delle citta italiane dal XV al XIX secolo, exh.cat., ed. Cesare De Seta (Naples: De Luca,
1998), 158-59.
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proper, dominated by wild vegetation, with few rural dwellings just below Castel
Sant’Elmo and the Certosa di San Martino (Figure 10). The Lafrery view, only six years
later, shows an increase in residential and religious fabrics in the western section, at
Pizzofalcone, but especially on the hill of San Martino where country retreats and small
monastic houses appear separated by cultivated fields and gardens. The western zone is
here shown as an integral part of the city and connected to the old center through major
arteries (Figure 11). While all three maps share a birds-eye view of the city, the
seventeenth-century view by Baratta is organized according to an optic cone centered
directly on the new arsenals, the gardens of the viceroyal palace, the quarters housing the
Spanish troops, and the Certosa di San Martino. In his view, the urban fabric appears
compressed along the east-west axis, while relief is increased in the center of the view, in
the areas of the newest urban development (Figure 12).57 Baratta’s view illustrates a
unified city at the apex of its urban evolution. Civic and religious architecture is
identified in the legend, and information regarding the history of the city, its social body
and its urban development is summarized and placed in a box under the cavalcata, a
depiction of a ceremonial procession probably relating to the viceroyal possession of the
city.58 The work was commissioned by and dedicated to the viceroy Antonio Alvarez di
Toledo duca d’Alba, and can be interpreted as a real celebration of viceregal Naples.
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De Seta, Napoli fra Rinascimento e Illuminismo (Naples: Electa, 1997), 128.
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S. De Cavi, “Ephemera del vicerè V Conte di Lemos (1599-1601),” in Espana Y
Napoles: Coleccionismo y Mecenazgo Virreinales en el Siglo XVII, ed. Jose Luis
Colomer (Centro de Estudios Europa Hispanica, 2009), 164-165.
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The newly developed neighborhoods on the hill of San Martino visible in the
Baratta map formed the suburban residential quarter of the new urban elite, but the hill
was also a location favored by religious institutions (Figure 13). Many of these religious
institutions originated as small religious communities founded by reformed branches of
monastic orders that sought isolation and devoted themselves to austere, contemplative
practices. The first hermitage founded on the hill was the Certosa di San Martino, but in
the second half of the sixteenth century there was a new surge in monastic settlements of
this type stimulated by the desire to restore the “ancient and regular discipline” of
monasticism as advocated at the twenty-fifth session of the Council of Trent. These small
religious communities were modest houses “fuori dell’habitato, picciole, e divote con
ornamenti poveri, ma politi” and with “small cloisters with a few small cells.”59 These
hermitages were built by excavating the side of the rocky hill, and adhered to the simplest
prototype of monastery design. Because of the challenging topography and the porous
rocky composition of the soil (called tufa), building on the hill was particularly arduous.
Leveled sites were rare and small, and in most cases the original builders of these small
monasteries had been forced to dig away from the hill to extend the site available for
construction. As the hill was excavated, the extra soil was used to build up the lower level
where the earth was contained by thick retaining walls. This strategy was first used by
Tino da Camaino in 1325, when he was ordered to build the Carthusian monastery of San

Carlo De Lellis, Parte seconda o vero supplemento alla Napoli Sacra di D.
Cesare d’Engenio Caracciolo (Naples,1654), IV: 195-199.
59
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Martino just below the Angevine fortified residence that predated Castel Sant’Elmo at the
top of the hill.60
Eventually, these religious settlements began to be viewed with suspicion by the
local ecclesiastic authorities. Because of their isolation, these hermitages could easily
elude formal ecclesiastical control. The Archbishop Gesualdo was particularly suspicious
of these types of institutions and denounced the reformed religious. He bemoaned, “those
that live in certain little places over which there cannot be regular observance, cause
many disturbances [and]…many scandals.”61
For these hermitages the return to the “ancient discipline” meant a revival of the
anchorite model. 62The ecclesiastical authorities that sought monastic reform in
orthodoxy challenged the hermitic ideal embraced by the reformed communities on the
hill of San Martino. Accordingly, Archbishop Gesualdo ordered that monasteries outside
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Causa, 1973, 16.
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ASV, Congregatione di Concilio/Relationes ad Limina, Neapolitana I& II, ff.
27-36v/113-22v, Alfonso Gesualdo, Visita Limina Apostolorum, Relationi dello Stato
della Chiesa di Napoli per il 4’ et 5’ trienno, 1599, f.28-31v as cited in Jennifer Selwyn,
A Paradise Inhabited by Devils: The Jesuits’ Civilizing Mission in Early Modern Naples
(Rome: Institutum Historicum Societatis Iesu, 2004), 51
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The reccomandations of the twenty-fifth session of the Council of Trent invited
the religious to conform to ancient and regular discipline of their orders. As Witte has
pointed out this did not mean only a return to the structure of the written Rules, but to the
historical foundations, the first version of these rules. Arnold A. Witte, The Artful
Hermitage: the Palazzetto Farnese as a Counter-Reformation Diaeta (Rome: L’Erma di
Bretschneider, 2008), 131. In the case of the Observant communities on the hill of San
Martino including the Certosa it meant a return to the anchorite ideal that originated their
foundations. However the hermitic monks were encouraged to live their ideal within the
context of approved monastic practices and within the restrictions of monastic enclosure
in order to avoid disciplinary problems.
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the urban circuit and with a reduced number of clerics were to be closed out of suspicion
of religious unorthodoxy. Many smaller institutions were closed, but the ordinance also
caused a surge in monastic building at other hermitages on the hill of San Martino, as
they aimed to avoid suppression by transforming their communities into large religious
houses.63
Writing in 1624, fifty years after the founding of Santa Maria Apparente, Giulio
Cesare Capaccio attributed to the friar P. Maestro Filippo da Perugia the merit of having
transformed a deserted and wild area into a beautiful suburb as his institution and the
other of its kind attracted many important residents to the hill:
On the other side of the hill you will see the church of S. Maria a Parete
begun by P. Maestro Filippo da Perugia, man of letters and valor, in a
location that used to be deserted. The Neapolitans are in debt to him
because he transformed this unsightly site, and created a colony, the most
beautiful in the city, enriched by many and beautiful houses, deports for
the most important gentil’uomini among which there are Gio. Tomaso
Borello, known for his business involvements with the government, for
his interest in pious works and his patronage of the religious orders,
honest and wealthy, he died recently. Benedetto di Vivo, favored by his
Majesty the king Philip with a noble title for him and his heirs added this
honor to his credits that were many. Dionisio di Maria, Regio portolano
from Terra di lavoro, Gio. Donato Correggio and others that if they have
shown nobility of soul in all things, in their decision to build in such a
beautiful place demonstrated it even more. I will not speak of the
Marchese di Belmonte who has shown great prudence in the handling of
all of its affairs, when he built in this location his earthly paradise; he
revealed how he surpassed everyone in generosity.64
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Emilio Ricciardi, “Il Poggio delle Mortelle nella Storia dell’Architettura
Napoletana,” Ph.D. diss., Universita` degli Studi di Napoli “Federico II,” 2005, 47. www.
Fedoa.unina.it/2406/1/01
“Nell’altra parte del monte vedrete la chiesa di S. Maria a Parete cominciata in
loco deserto prima dal P. Maestro Filippo da Peruggia, homo di lettere e valore, a chi
sono obligati i Napolitani per che ridusse quegli sterpi a coltura, e fattavi una colonia la
più vaga che sia in qualsivoglia parte della cità, arricchita di copiose e bellissime
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Capaccio’s comment underscored how the “principali gentil’homini” who moved onto
the hill were members of a closely-knit group of powerful and wealthy men involved
with the viceregal government. The writer describes them as pious men and patrons of
religious institutions who showed a noble spirit by deciding to build their residences on
the hill. Certainly, the location was unique as it offered a rural setting with fresh air and
open views to the city below, while still retaining its proximity to the viceroyal court.
However, the presence of monastic institutions in need of sponsorship contributed to the
appeal of the site, as the gentil’uomini’s “paradises” were built on land that had belonged
to these monastic institutions and that was sold to support the expenses of their rebuilding
or renovating campaigns.
The suburban residence had antique origins, but the idea was revived during the
Renaissance and saw a moment of great splendor in Naples during the Aragonese
period.65 At the beginning of the viceregal era, the trend of having a country residence in

habitationi, diporti di principali gentil’homini, frà i quali sono Gio. Tomaso Borrello
assai cognito frà noi come persona di maneggio di governo, di affettione all’opere
pietose, e sussidij di Religioni, d’integrità grande, e molto facoltoso, poco fà andato in
paradiso. Benedetto di Vivo, favorito dalla Maestà di Re Filippo con un privilegio di
nobiltà per lui, e suoi successori, aggiungendo questa chiarezza a i meriti suoi che certo
sono grandi. Dionisio di Maria Regio Portolano di Terra di lavoro, Gio. Donato
Correggio; e altri che se in ogni cosa han mostrato nobiltà d'animo, in questa di eligersi
così amena stanza, l'han mostrata grandissima. Non parlo del Marchese di Belmonte, il
quale com’è stato prudentissimo nell’elettione di tutte le grandezze, così in questa di
fabricarsi là il suo terrestre paradiso, hà fatto conoscere quanto superi tutti di animo
generoso.”
Capaccio, 1634, 566.
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Anna Giannetti, Il Giardino Napoletano dal Quattrocento al Settecento
(Naples: Electa, 1994).
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the suburban areas continued, involving not only the western sites of Chiaia and
Posillipo, traditionally favored for the villeggiatura, but also the hill of San Martino. In
Lafrery’s view of Naples, it is possible to identify the villa of the abbot Carafa, later the
Palazzo Cellamare, on the Via Chiaia, and the villa of the bishop of Caracciolo dell’Isola
on the hill of San Martino. In the view by Alessandro Baratta, the country residences of
Carlo de Tappia and the villa of Giovanni Tommaso Borrello are identifiable on the side
of the hill.66 The designs of these villas were unpretentious in form and modest in size,
with panoramic logge and gardens as their major distinguishing features.67 By the
beginning of the seventeenth century, the rebuilding and ex novo building of suburban
residences on the hill of San Martino paralleled those of monastic complexes. The new
residents formed close bonds with the monastic institutions in their neighborhood seeking
not political influence nor social representation, as was the case for their relationship with
the city institutions, but spiritual counseling and guidance. Local patronage was the
engine behind the renovation and new foundation of many of the monastic institutions of
the hill, but the relationship sought by these patrons was based on new courtly
expectations that promoted monastic patronage as an important outward sign of devotion.
Religious institutions were also envisioned as personal refuges for the patrons’ private
meditation, and future places for their retirement.68
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Gerard Labrot, “ From the Aragonese to the Spanish, From the Feudal Lord to the
Courtier: Dwelling Styles and Residences, 1420-1600,” in Artistic Centers of the
Italian Renaissance: Naples, ed. M. Hall (New York: Cambridge University Press,
forthcoming 2012), 39.
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Proximity to a monastery was desirable and patronage of a neighboring religious
institution would guarantee access to the monastery and to the spiritual guidance of its
monastic body.69 Carlo de Tappia, Regent of the Cancelleria and Marchese of Belmonte,
invited the Barnabite fathers to officiate in a location on his property until they found a
suitable space to build their monastery in Tappia’s neighborhood. The fathers officiated
there for four years until Tappia and the local residents acquired the house next to the
Marchese’s property and founded the Church of S. Carlo alle Mortelle.70 Hence, the

Expression,” Renaissance and Reformation / Renaissance et Réforme XXVIII, 1 (2004):
21.
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Francis De Sale, “The Necessity of a Guide to Conduct us on the Way to
Devotion,” in Devout life, (1619), “If you would really tread the paths of the devout life,
seek some holy man to guide and conduct you.”
70

BNN, MS. X-B-23, C. De Lellis, Aggiunta alla Napoli Sacra dell'Engenio
(n.d.), 149-151.
Di San Carlo alle Mortelle
Per havere più distinta relatione di quella che pone l’Engenio di questa chiesa si haverà
da sapere come nell’anno 1610 D. Carlo Tappia regente de Cancellaria, e marchese di
Belmonte, per la divotione che portava a padri Chierici Regolari di S. Paolo volgarmente
dimandati Barnabiti quelli richiese a voler officiare una sua cappella vicino alla sua casa
situata sotto Santa Maria a Parete, con dirvi una messa ogni festa fino a tanto che si
ritrovasse luoco comodo nel medesimo quartiero detto le Mortelle da potervi fondare un
collegio atto a potersi officiare, et habitare comodamente da essi Padri. Nell’anno poi
1614 i governatori della Casa Santa della Santissima Annunciata di Napoli, volendo
vendere una casa che fu di Girolama Mancina vicino alla cappella sudetta con l’aiuto
delle limosine de convicini, fu da padri comprata col giardino, e nell’anno 1616, diedero
principio alla fabrica della chiesa sotto il titolo di S. Carlo cardinale di S. Chiesa, e del
convento che si sono andati a poco a poco fabricando, e per che nell’anno 1618 fu
visitato questo luoco dal cardinal Decio Carafa arcivescovo di Napoli. [About S. Carlo
alle Mortelle. To have a more complete account about this church than the one by
D’Engenio, one needs to know how in 1610, D. Carlo Tappia, Regent of the Cancelleria,
and marquese of Belforte, because of his devotion toward the Regular Clerics of S. Paolo,
usually called Barnabites, asked them if they wanted to officiate in a chapel by his house
that was located under S. Maria a Parete. There the fathers would recite a mass on feast
23

presence of a monastic institution was an important asset for the villa, as it offered the
opportunity for exchanges that supported particular devotional practices associated with
courtly ideals of devotion. Certainly, this model was not new on the hill of San Martino.
In fact, the monastery of San Martino was established in the fourteenth century in the
proximity of a suburban royal residence with this very goal. However, it was Philip II’s
sponsorship of the El Escorial that set an important example for future royal
representatives in Spain and at the various viceregal courts. Most Neapolitan viceroys
patronized monastic institutions in their hometowns and built their residences often as
part of the monasteries that they sponsored. The Duke of Lerma supported many
monasteries and expressed the desire to retire into one.71 Similarly, Philip IV’s palace of
Buen Retiro in Madrid originated as a royal apartment in the monastery of San
Jeronimo.72
Between the end of the sixteenth century and the middle of the seventeenth
century, the small monasteries found wealthy supporters and they were enlarged,

days until they would find an appropriate place in the same neighborhood called Le
Mortelle to establish a college where they could officiate and live. In 1614, the governors
of the Casa S. Annunciata of Naples decided to sell a house that belonged to Girolama
Mancina near the chapel mentioned. With the help of many inhabitants of the
neighborhood, the fathers bought the house and garden and in 1616 began to build the
church that was dedicated to S. Carlo. In 1618 the Archbishop of Naples Decio Carafa
visited the church.]
71

Lisa Banner, The religious Patronage of the Duke of Lerma, 1598-1621
(London: Ashgate, 2009).
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Jonathan Brown and John H. Elliott, A Palace for a King. The Buen Retiro and
the Court of Philip VI (New Haven: Yale University Press, 1980).
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renovated, and decorated.73 All the gentil’uomini named by Capaccio played an important
role in promoting religious foundations in the area.74As we have seen, Carlo Tappia
favored the Barnabites by founding and endowing their monastery of S. Carlo alle
Mortelle, but later the merchant Giovan Tommaso Borello also supported the institution.
Both gentil’uomini lived very close to the new institution. The villa owned by Tappia
was located on the winding road originating near the Certosa di San Martino. The
residence developed on a terraced site overlooking the city and included two courtyards
and a beautiful garden with a variety of fruit trees.75 Borrello’s residence was vast and
located in front of the monastery of S. Carlo alle Mortelle. It extended on one level and
included various buildings all overlooking the sea.
Because of the site restrictions, the newly renovated monasteries adopted simple
layouts, especially for their churches: either a centralized plan, based on a Greek cross
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The names of the residents mentioned by Capaccio are also found in records
regarding financial transactions and donations benefiting the monasteries of the area in
question.
Ricciardi, 2005, 14 describes the renovations of S. Maria Apparente, S. Lucia al
Monte, S. Nicola da Tolentino, S. Maria della Cocordia. These monasteries were all
founded in the 1550s and were enlarged by the 1630s composing a strong reformed
mendicant nucleus on the hill just below the Certosa.
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“Un giardino fruttato, e murato circum circa, con alcune fabriche, seu magazeni
con case terranee, cisterne, cantine e territorij circum circa sotto detto giardino, et altri
edificij principiati, sito nella pedamentina, seu falda di S. Martino, e proprio dove si dice
a Santa Maria a Parete” [An enclosed garden with fruit trees, and some buildings. storage
areas, rural dwellings, cisterns, cellars and land surrounding the area underneath the
garden, and other palatial buildings. Situated at the pedamentina on the slope of S.
Martino, a place known as Santa Maria a Parete.] (ASN, Monasteri soppressi, vol. 3473)
cited in Ricciardi, 2005, 29, note 15.
75
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inscribed in a square, or a longitudinal plan with a short nave. Both types also employed
the addition of a square volume at the end of the presbytery that functioned as a retrochoir, and lateral chapels flanking the nave. The introduction of the choir accentuated the
longitudinal axis, but in both types of plans, the resulting interior spaces developed more
horizontally than longitudinally, compensating for the lack of depth of the site. In
addition, the area surrounding the choir offered the possibility of organizing additional
spaces in successive phases, as funds became available.76 The morphology of the site
required great flexibility, but overall the plans of these settlements conformed to the type
used for the designs of the churches of the reformed orders in the old center of the city
that were renovated throughout the fifteenth and early sixteenth centuries, described
earlier in this chapter. The reformed church type that had prevailed in Naples at that time
anticipated the Counter-Reformation requirements by promoting the separation of the
monks in the retro-choir as well as favoring a more direct involvement of the laity in the
liturgy by eliminating the tramezzo and re-positioning the high altar closer to the
audience.77 These characteristics made the type even more viable in the second half of the
Cinquecento, as it fully satisfied the expectations of Counter-Reformation church design
delineated in Carlo Borromeo's Instructiones et supellectilis ecclesiasticae of 1577, and
embraced by the viceroyalty in the 1580s.78 Between 1580 and 1620 the hill’s
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Ricciardi, 2005, 50. Also see Gaetana Cantone, Napoli barocca e Cosimo
Fanzago (Napoli, 1984), 105-142, for the influence of this type on Fanzago’s designs.
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Nichols, forthcoming 2012, 85.
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monasteries were enlarged and renovated and some were built ex novo, supported by
local patronage, and favored by the viceroyal laws that protected cloistered monasteries’
expansions in Naples.79
The renovated monasteries introduced other important innovations in the design
of the front elevation. While the details of each façade were worked out differently, the
introduction of a portico or a vestibule was a consistent element in many examples and
responded to the unique nature of the site. In many cases, the main façade was open to
the panorama through a portico or a vestibule, or was preceded by an open outdoor
churchyard that could be reached by stairs from the zone below the church (Santa Maria
Apparente, Santa Lucia al Monte).80 (Figure 14) The churchyard was the ideal place to
stop and rest after the long walk up the hill, and to admire the beautiful view before
entering the church proper.
For most of the monasteries as well as the private residences on the hill it was a
priority to have and maintain the panoramic view of the city and the coast. In fact, as the
hill’s development continued, views were challenged by the proximity and height of the
neighboring new constructions. In order to protect their views, residents used various
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strategies. If in Rome, power struggles occurred at a street level where one could gain a
better view by jutting out the perimeter of a palace at an important urban intersection, in
Naples and on the hill of San Martino in particular, families dominated their
environments not only by controlling street frontages, but also by claiming the urban
skyline.81 To protect such control, the Francucci family affixed an epigraph on the side of
their residence facing the street, warning neighbors about subtracting fresh air and the
panoramic view from their property.82 In 1630, Giovan Tommaso Borrello left an
inheritance of 2000 ducats to the Barnabites of S. Carlo alle Mortelle with the condition
that all their future buildings would not impede the view to and from his house.83 The
religious institutions were a source a great anxiety for the residents, as monasteries
vehemently claimed spaces on the hill not only horizontally, as in the case of the terraced
churchyards, but especially vertically with panoramic loggias and belvederes that allowed
for privileged viewpoints and visual dominance over the skyline and of the sight-lines
across, through and over the city.
As Helen Hills has discovered through her analysis of the forms conventual
rivalries assumed urbanistically, “command of the view was epitomized vertically.
Convents competed with each other to dominate vistas, to enjoy open views to the sea
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and the mountains and to tower over surrounding buildings.”84 Conflicts between
institutions often focused on what Hills calls “optical power” – what could be seen, and
who could overlook whom and from where, following a model assimilated from
aristocratic practices.85 The importance of the view for cloistered institutions was
obvious, as it represented the only connection that the cloistered religious had with the
outside world. However, to the contemporaries, the religious’ privileged vantage point
had less to do with social dominance and more with spiritual superiority. The religious’
focus on contemplation enabled them to look beyond the mundane reality that surrounded
them and penetrate the transcendental realm.86
The relationship between the real and the ideal could be discovered through
meditation and would lead to spiritual edification. The masters of this contemplative
search were the Carthusians who occupied the most dominant site on the hill of San
Martino and, in fact, in Naples. Their control of the hill was unchallenged as the
viceroyal prammatiche objected to new construction in the spianata surrounding the new
Castel Sant’ Elmo. This order protected the Certosa’s isolation and allowed for
formidable views of the city and coast and uncontested dominance of the skyline of the
city. The Certosa’s vantage point as expressed in the Baratta’s view was immense, and
with Castel Sant’Elmo, it dominated the view of the city from the sea. Under the close
protection of the Spanish troops in the star-shaped fortress, the monks devoted
84
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themselves to the pursuit of God. Their existences were focused on prayer and meditation
and spiritual edification. This emphasis on contemplative spirituality was exemplary for
all the Neapolitans whose heightened interest in self-reflection and pious patronage was
the core of the new identity of Naples as a viceregal capital.87
In summary, religious patronage in Naples was characterized by a close
relationship between the families of both the old nobility and of the new international
elite with the monasteries in their localities. For the old nobility of seggio, the control of
the sacred spaces was mostly motivated by strategies aimed at the consolidation of the
aristocratic financial and political privileges in the viceregal city, but it was also intended
to provide spiritual protection through the steady stream of prayers from the noble
progeny in the monasteries. On the other hand, the interest in the sacred spaces of the
emerging new nobility and professional classes, formed in the international orbit of the
viceroyal Court, was motivated by social ambition as much as by the assertion of a new
sense of Catholic identity based on the heightened self-reflection of Counter-Reformation
piety fully embraced by the viceroys and their Neapolitan entourage. The development of
87
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the hill of San Martino into the new classes’ residential quarter was a consequence of its
proximity to the viceroyal court, its natural beauty and panoramic appeal, and its
connection with ascetic orders most associated with the fervor of self-reflection and
spiritual edification. While the patronage of these orders expressed the social status of the
nouveau riche, it also manifested this class participation in a larger cultural phenomenon
that saw contemplation and self-edification as important components of the new
gentil’uomo identity. For the religious orders on the hill of San Martino, their
benefactors’ patronage and interest allowed them to maintain religious relevance and to
compete with the city’s institutions. Especially the more contemplative and cloistered
monasteries found themselves in a dominant position, also expressed by their elevated,
and panoramic topographic locations. The Carthusian rule represented the exemplary
embodiment of the ideal of contemplation and self-reflection, and the white monks’
presence on the summit of the hill attracted the attention of influential patrons eager to
benefit from their guidance and prayers. The beginning of the renovation of the Certosa
di San Martino in 1582 responded to the viceregal elite’s new interest in ascetic
monasticism and to the preoccupation with spiritual edification that so impacted Catholic
identity in viceregal Naples at the end of the sixteenth century and throughout the
seventeenth century.
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CHAPTER 2
THE ORIGIN OF THE CERTOSA DI SAN MARTINO: MYSTICAL
SPIRITUALITY AND ROYAL PATRONAGE
The church of the Certosa di San Martino was built in the fourteenth century and
its design remained unaltered until the late sixteenth century, when the church underwent
a complete transformation. The design of the original church responded to the monastic
ideal advocated by the Carthusian Rule, but it also reflected, the spiritual values and
aesthetic preferences of its courtly patrons.88 The Counter-Reformation effort
spearheaded by the Church and the Spanish Crown in the late sixteenth and seventeenth
centuries greatly affected religious culture in Naples.89 The viceroyalty collaborated with
the Church in promoting religious orthodoxy in the city, while also supporting a
particular type of spirituality that much influenced devotional practices at court and in the
city. The late Cinquecento and early Seicento rebuilding of the church of the Certosa was
informed by these new values confirming the cultural and spiritual alliance between the
Carthusians and the Neapolitan sovereignties.
This chapter will focus on the reconstruction and analysis of the earliest church of
the Certosa in order to establish a point of reference for the Cinquecento-Seicento
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renovation of this sacred space. The reconstruction of the original design is a particularly
challenging endeavor, as the Certosa was altered not only during the late sixteenth and
seventeenth centuries, but also during the eighteenth, nineteenth and twentieth centuries.
After 1867, in particular, the Certosa was the focus of intensive re-adaptive renovations
that transformed it into an efficient and beautiful museum.90 These successive
transformations make the reconstruction a necessity in order to establish a departure point
for the late Cinquecento and Seicento works. What follows is the reconstruction of the
Trecento Certosa and a discussion of the formal and symbolic components of the design.
In order to fully understand the architecture of a Carthusian monastery, it is
necessary to analyze it within the context of the order’s history, rule, and ideals. The
spiritual fervor that animated the ecclesiastical reform movement of the eleventh and
twelfth centuries found its full expression in the austere and contemplative character of
Carthusian life. The Carthusian order evolved as the most austere of the reformed
Benedictine orders and, as such, the Carthusians considered themselves to be the
descendants of the desert fathers Elijah, St. John the Baptist, and St. Paul the Hermit.91 St.
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Bruno (1035-1101) was the founder of the order, although he never formalized the uses
of the Carthusians in established guidelines, preferring to lead by example. He
established the first house, the Grande-Chartreuse (or, in Latin, Carthusia), at Grenoble
in 1084 or 1086 (Figure 15). The layout of the Chartreuse monastery evolved as a direct
response to the spiritual and liturgical needs of the order. A good source of information
regarding the early Chartreuse is Guibert, abbot of Nogent, who wrote in 1104. In his
writings, the abbot observed the Carthusian uses in comparison to his own Benedictine
rules. Guibert described the Chartreuse as it was circa 1114-1115:
[T]he church is there, not far from the mount’s precipice, in an inlet of the slope;
and in that sacred place live thirteen monks, and even if they have a cloister
adapted to the coenobitic life, they do not live as the other cloistered monks. In
fact, each one has his own cell; the cells are all around the cloister, and in the cell
the monk engages in all of his activities – he sleeps, eats….They do not accept
gold nor silver nor other ornaments for their church: here there is only a silver
chalice. And in the church they do not meet at the usual hours, as we do, but only
at certain established times. They only participate in Mass, if I am not mistaken,
on Sunday and on the solemn days. They almost avoid speaking all together, and
if they need to ask something they use hand gestures....Although they observe the
utmost poverty, they are getting together a very rich library; they deprive
themselves of physical nourishment as much as they seek the type of sustenance
that never perishes and lasts forever.92
mendatione solitariae vitae), PL 153, coll. 757-58, cited in Concetta Restaino, "Le Tarsie
Lignee Della Certosa Di Padula. Rapporti Tra Immagini E Testi Nel Coro Del Padri,"
Annali (2010): 296.
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“E una chiesa è là, non lontano dal dirupo del monte, dov’è come un’ insenatura
in leggero pendio; e in quel sacro luogo vivono tredici monaci, e pur avendo un chiostro
veramente adatto agli usi della vita cenobitica, non vivono tuttavia come gli altri monaci
“ claustraliter.” Hanno infatti ciascuno le proprie singole celle tutt’all’intorno del
chiostro, e in esse svolgono le loro attività, dormono mangiano (...) Non accettano da
alcuno nè oro nè argenti nè ornamenti per la chiesa: qui non vi è infatti se non un calice
d’argento. E in chiesa non si radunano alle solite ore, come noi, ma unicamente a certe
ore stabilite. La messa poi l’ascoltano, se non sbaglio, soltanto la domenica e i giorni
solenni. Quasi mai essi parlano, giacchè se devono chiedere qualcosa lo chiedono con un
segno (...) Conducono la loro vita sotto la guida di un priore, mentre la vece dell’abate e
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The passage clearly identifies the secluded mountainous location of the first
hermitage, and the essential buildings associated with the monks’ religious practices
(Figure 16). The cloister, surrounded by the cells of the monks, was the first nucleus of
the Carthusian monastic layout, and the austere church, with minimal display of precious
objects, was the second nucleus. The passage also explains some of the uses peculiar to
the order that remained in practice through the centuries: the practice of solitary living in
the cell, where the monk meditated and recited the Liturgy of the Hours or the Divine
office; the meeting in the church three times a day for sung prayer services in the middle
of the night, in the morning, and in the evening; and the community Mass on Sunday and
on Holy days of celebration. Guibert also reflected upon the Carthusian vow of silence
and poverty and the monks’ continuous emphasis on spiritual nourishment over physical
sustenance exemplified by their very strict, frugal, and meatless diet that was described
by Peter the Venerable, abbot of Cluny, whose chronicle was written about twenty years
later.93 In his narration, the Abbot of Cluny highlighted the difference between the meals

di supervisore viene svolta dal vescovo di Grenoble, uomo religiosissimo. Sebbene si
umilino in una completa povertà, hanno tuttavia riunito una biblioteca ricchissima;
quanto meno infatti vanno ricchi nella qualità di questo pane materiale, tanto più si
affaticano per quel cibo che non perisce, ma dura in eterno...” Guibert of Nogent, De vita
sua libri tres (1104), lib I, cap. XI (in P.L. 156, col.854) translated in italian by Giovanni
Leoncini and cited in Giovanni Leoncini, “Il Monastero Certosino: Attuazione di un
Ideale,” in Certose e Certosini in Europa: Atti del Convegno alla Certosa di San Lorenzo
a Padula, 22-23-24 Settembre, 1988, ed. V. Di Martini (Napoli: Sergio Civita, 1990), I,
50, my translation in english.
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"They always abstain from the eating of meat, whether in health or ill. They
never buy fish, but accept them if given in charity. Cheese and eggs are allowed on
Sundays and Thursdays. On Tuesdays and Saturdays, they eat cooked vegetables, but on
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the monks took in their cells, and the meals of the festive days taken in the refectory. The
refectory and its adjacent spaces represented the third and final nucleus of the earliest
Carthusian monastic layout.
In 1127 Guigo I, fifth prior of the Grand-Chartreuse, committed the uses of the
motherhouse to writing in the Consuetudines.94 In his introduction, Guigo explained that
the Carthusian customs were largely based on the epistles of St. Jerome and on the
Benedictine rule, as well as on other official writings.95 The Consuetudines were
approved by Pope Innocent II in 1133 and became the foundation for the later statutes,
establishing basic guidelines for all future institutions. A first set of statutes was
published in 1258, Statuta Antiqua, and the updated version was published in 1368 as
Statuta Nova. In 1509, the Tertia Compilatio was approved and was published in 1510. In
1581 the Nova Collectio Statutorum was published. This work, which had taken eleven
years to complete, included all the various pieces of legislation in one well-ordered
series.96

Mondays, Wednesdays and Fridays, they take only bread and water. They eat once a day
only, save at Christmas, Easter, Pentecost, Epiphany, and on certain other festivals . . . .
On feast days they go to the refectory, eat twice, and sing the whole office in the church."
(P.L., http://transfiguration.chartreux.org/Bruno/Chartreuse_sn.htm.) Also see The Letters
of Peter the Venerable, Harvard University Press, 1967.
Guigo I, Consuetudines Cartusiae (1083-1137), Coll. Documenta Catholica
Omni, 635-758, www.documentacatholicaomnia.eu/02m/10831137,_Guigo_I_Carthusiae_Prior_Quintus,_Consuetudines,_MLT.pdf
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In 1504, just a few years prior to the publication of the Tertia Compilatio, the
Carthusian general chapter intensified their efforts for the canonization of their founder.
Pope Leo X finally responded in 1514, allowing veneration of St. Bruno within the limits
of the Carthusian monasteries.97 This was the equivalent of a beatificatio formalis, and it
was at this time that agiographic literature on St. Bruno began to flourish.98As early as
1508, don Zaccaria Ferreri wrote a poem that included the most legendary episodes of the
life of St. Bruno, and in 1515, Francois du Puy wrote a biographical account that included
a series of prints illustrating the life of the saint. Pietro Blomevenna and Lorenzo Surio
published additional agiographic contributions in 1530 and in 1574, respectively. During
the early seventeenth century, a series of twenty engravings designed by Giovanni
Lanfranco and executed by Theodor Kruger were published contemporaneously with
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Meleagro Pentimalli’s Vita del Grand Patriarca S. Bruno Cartusiano.99 Though
published by different editors and dedicated to different patrons, the prints and the Vita
were connected, as Pentimalli’s volume contained cross-references to
Lanfranco/Kruger’s prints.100 The volume and engravings were published in connection to
the final stage of the process of St. Bruno’s canonization, which was achieved in 1622
and confirmed by Pope Gregory XV in 1623.101
The early Carthusians were principally agrarians interested in husbandry and
forestry, but they also became renowned for their libraries, manuscripts copying and their
members’ great erudition throughout the late Middle Ages.102 In addition, the Carthusians
were esteemed for their asceticism and commitment to the search and communion with
God in the solitude of their cells and in the isolation of their monasteries. The isolation of
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the cell and of the Carthusian monastery in general referred to the solitude of the desert as
experienced by the early Christian hermits. Solitude and isolation in the desert were
considered necessary means to the development of the enlightened state required to
experience God’s presence. In the monastery, within their cells, the monks lived in an
alternate world, seen as a place between heaven and earth. The monastery thus
represented an ideal place devoted to the ideal life that is contemplative in nature. St
Bernard referred to the inhabitants of monasteries as “monachus et Hierosolymita” [monk
and inhabitant of the New Jerusalem] establishing a firm symbolic relationship between
the monastic structure and the ideal celestial city of the new Jerusalem that is particularly
relevant to the Carthusian order (Figure 17).103
In fact, in a Carthusain church, this symbolism is fully articulated in the rituals
relating to its consecration and dedication and clearly expressed by its architectural
layout. To re-enforce this ideal connection, the hymn urbs beata Jerusalem, dicta pacis
visio was sung during consecration and dedication, and re-sung during the celebration of
the yearly anniversaries. Furthermore, the interior of the Carthusian church referred to the
Temple of Solomon corresponding respectively, the nave to the temple’s vestibule, the
choir to the temple’s Holy Place, and the presbytery to the temple’s Holy of the Holies,
the Sancta Sanctorum, underscoring not only the connection to the future Jerusalem, but
Leoncini, “Il Monastero Certosino…,” (1990), 53. On the theme of the monastery as a
representation of the He venly Jerusalem
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also to the ancient one (Figure 18).104 The symbolism of the relationship between the
Certosa and the Heavenly Jerusalem enlivened all aspect of Carthusian identity,
endowing the members of the order with a privileged status and the structure of the
Certosa with a unique transcendental significance. These characteristics made the order a
favorite among the aristocratic classes eager to develop a connection to heaven through
the intercession of the Carthusian fathers.105
Charles of Anjou, Duke of Calabria (1298-1328), who was the favorite son of
Robert, the Angevin King of Naples (1275-1343), founded the Carthusian monastery of
the Certosa di San Martino in 1325.106 Charles died in 1328, before the construction of
the monastery was brought to an end, but he left instructions in his will to finish the
building, and in 1333, Robert’s wife, Sancia of Mallorca (1304-1345) was asked to attend
to its completion.107 Charles’s daughter Joan I (1326-1382), who succeeded her
grandfather to the throne of Naples, continued to support the Carthusians. The queen
endowed the order with a Regal Diploma in 1348 that exonerated the monastery from
fiscal responsibilities and established that the Carthusians should always be favored in
104
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case of legal disagreements. The Certosa was solemnly consecrated in 1368 in the
presence of the queen and of the highest secular and temporal officials in Naples.108
The foundation of the Certosa di San Martino on the remote hill of Sant’Erasmo109
conformed to the need for solitude and isolation of the Cartusian monks, but it also
paralleled the politics of urban development that began in the Trecento110 and culminated
in the viceregal era. The development of the hill of Sant’Erasmo began, according to
legend, as early as the tenth century. A building was sited on the summit of the hill,
which in some sources was referred to as a small hermitic chapel dedicated to St. Erasmo,
and in others as a Norman watchtower. However, more reliable documentation revealed
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that by 1275, a castle, Castel di Belforte, stood on the hill.111 The building served as a
residence for members of the royal family.112 The castle on the top of the hill overlooked
an open space, the “campum,” where, four years later, construction for the new royal
residence of Castel Nuovo began. Magistro Petro de Chaulis, who had also overseen the
construction of the Belforte, built the new residence. The Castel Nuovo overlooked the
sea and was surrounded by a large open space and green hills, in complete contrast with
Castel Capuano, the old royal residence in the eastern part of the city. Defensive but also
aesthetic reasons determined the selection of the site of the new royal residence. On one
hand, the structure was inserted at the center of the network of garrisons that surrounded
the Gulf, but on the other hand, it was also situated on the border of a vast plane, rich in
water, delimited by the green hills of Pizzofalcone and of Sant’Erasmo, and close to the
areas of Chiaia and Pozzuoli near the beach.113 The new residence was the ideal backdrop
to the noble living pursued by the Angevin kings.
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The Certosa of San Martino was founded during King Robert’s reign. Robert’s
court was known as an important intellectual center, but the king and his wife, Sancia,
were also admired for their intense piety. In fact, their support of Observant and
Reformed spirituality initiated a trend in religious patronage that lasted throughout the
last decade of Angevin rule.114 In 1310 the royal couple founded the grand complex of
Santa Chiara, which completed the move to the West of the heart of the Angevin city. As
Anna Giannetti has explained, the church, the monastery of the Clarisse, and the convent
of the Franciscan Spirituals “became the Saint Denis of the Anjou dynasty.”115 Sancia
was more directly involved with the project than her husband, 116 but she was assisted by
her step-son Charles, Duke of Calabria who served as “an agent of royal enterprises of all
types.”117 However, when King Robert asked Charles if he was pleased with the design of
Santa Chiara, he replied “the great nave made it seem like a stable and the side chapels
were like so many horse-stalls.”118 Charles’s response indicates that the immense nave
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flanked by lateral chapels, typical of Mendicant churches, did not appeal to his aesthetics.
In addition, perhaps, Charles did not share Robert and Sancia’s commitment to the
religious and philosophical principles of the Spirituals that motivated the foundation of
Santa Chiara.119 As has been demonstrated, the Franciscan Spirituals did not dominate the
intellectual and court culture in Naples.120 Charles’s patronage of religious institutions in
the Western city reflected his own preference for the ascetic and contemplative
Carthusian order, whose increased relevance in the cultural and spiritual milieu of
fourteenth-century European courts had also made it a favorite among members of the
Neapolitan court. 121 Bruzelius suggests that the Duke’s interest in the Carthusian order
was inspired by the Sanseverino foundation at Padula in 1306.122 The counts of
Sanseverino were closely allied with the royal family and a strong presence at court.
60), 2: 340, n.1, “…sembrava di essere una scuderia che avea una sola navata, onde le
cappelle laterali rimanevano come tante mangiatoie.”
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Favor for the order continued during the reign of Queen Joan I. In fact, in 1363 Giacomo
Arcucci, secretary of Queen Joan I, also founded a Certosa dedicated to San Giacomo on
the island of Capri, on a piece of land donated by the queen.123 Arcucci retired at the
Certosa in 1386 after taking the monastic vows. In 1380, the queen also gave the
administration of the Church of the Incoronata – which she had founded in the early
1350s – to the Carthusians of Naples so that they could establish and manage a hospital
for old Carthusian monks on the site. In 1394, Ladislas I of Anjou-Durazzo (reigned
1386-1414) founded a Certosa at Chiaromonte in Basilicata while his sister Joan II
continued to support the Certosa di San Martino in Naples during her reign.124Angevin
patronage of the Carthusian order remained significant throughout the fourteenth century.
In 1329, the year after Charles’death and shortly after work had started at the
Certosa of Naples, King Robert ordered Giovanni De Haja, Regent of the Vicaria and
possibly an architect, to transform the Castel Belforte in a fortified palace palatium sive
castrum for the delight of members of his family and his court.125 The proximity of the
palace to the projected Certosa alluded to the close relationship between the royal family
and the Carthusians, but it also underscored the function of the palace as a visitor annex
to the Carthusian monastery. The earliest surviving portrait of the Certosa’s original
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appearance is in the Tavola Strozzi, a topographic masterpiece from the second half of
the fifteenth century (Figure 19). The view confirmed the close integration between the
palace and the monastery, whose enclosure appeared as an extension of the base of the
fortified palace. Documentary sources report that in 1348 Niccolo Acciajoli (1310-1365),
Grand Seneschal of the Angevin king and great benefactor of the Carthusians, was a
resident at the Certosa, perhaps living in its royal dependence.126 Acciajoli, who was
originally from Florence, had founded the Certosa di Galluzzo in 1341 near his native
city.127 At this Certosa he had also built a palace where he planned to live with his family
whenever he could get away from his political and business responsibilities. Similarly,
the Visconti family founded the magnificent Certosa di Pavia in 1396 where they also
planned a family retreat, which was later converted into the visitors’ quarters, the
Foresteria.128 These examples underscore the elite’s practice of regularly sojourning at
the Carthusian institutions they favored, making necessary the proximity of residential
quarters to the traditional monastic layout.
The plan of the Trecento Certosa di San Martino was characterized by a unique
combination of the three basic units – the church, the cloister, and the refectory with its
small cloister – that were the essential structures of every Carthusian monastery as
derived from the first domus Carthusiae at Chartreuse. While the program of the Certosa
126
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di San Martino adhered to the prototype of Chartreuse, its spatial configuration and
organization responded specifically to the morphology of the site, and its architectural
form was influenced by the local requirements concerning building practices,
construction materials, financial endowments, and by the patrons’ stylistic and cultural
preferences.129The first challenge encountered by the builders of the Certosa – Francesco
de Vico (unknown dates), Tino da Camaino (1280-1337)130, and Mazzeo de Malotto
(unknown dates)131 – concerned the adaptability of the site. The difficult topography
required superb engineering skills in order to alter the steep slope of the hill to
accommodate a leveled area sufficiently large enough for the buildings. The capi maestri
transformed the slope by combining a two-leveled area. They shaped a higher zone by
digging into the side of the hill, and they elevated a lower zone by adding a raised plane
on the side of the slope where they placed the monastery’s cloister. Vaulted arcades
supported this lower platform with ogivial arches on thick pilasters that run throughout
the length of the cloister above. The arcades created a strong foundation for the cells that
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surrounded the cloister and retained the earth for the garden at its center.132 The main
architectural nuclei of the Certosa were organized on these two platforms.
The capi maestri’s solution was extremely innovative, but also enormously
expensive. However, the Carthusians of Naples did not object to the novelty of the
solution or to its cost. In fact, while the domus Cartusiae was generally organized around
the church, the small cloister with the chapter hall and the refectory, and the grand
cloister surrounded by the cells, it did not have to follow specific architectural
configurations.133 Independence in the design was allowed and since each Certosa was
financially self-sufficient, and self-administered, the budget was established
independently in each institution. The only form of centralized control all the houses
were subjected to was the disciplinary authority of the General Chapter.134 Since novelty
and costs did not present problems at S. Martino, work moved forward and Francesco De
Vito and Tino da Camaino were sent to visit other Carthusian institutions in 1331.135 Sent
on the journey by Father Riccardo, appointed building supervisor by the king, and by
Giovanni de Haja, Regent of the Vicaria, the builders were accompanied by the judge
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Martucio Silico di Napoli, the project accountant.136 The journey might have been
deemed necessary as a way for the team to experience firsthand the realization of the
Carthusian ideal in the unique architectural solutions of each Certosa. In fact, as Leoncini
has pointed out, the Carthusians did not transmit architectural practices from one
monastery to the other as it happened for the Cistercians, but they favored the “exchange
of ideas” among the various institutions.137
The architectural solutions featured at the Certosa di San Martino generated a
functional design rich in religious symbolism and expressive of the cultural values shared
by the Carthusians and their patrons. The three main nuclei were distributed throughout a
unique spatial layout organized on three parallel axes. A large courtyard that extended
from the entrance to the garden developed along the first axis. This was a transitional
space that mediated the monastery’s interactions with the outside world while still
protecting the professed monks’ isolation. This area was closely connected to the zone
just outside the monastery entrance where the Conversi, the lay brothers who served the
needs of the professed monks, lived and worked. The building housing the visitors’
quarter, the foresteria, was located close to the Belforte Palace and overlooked the
courtyard. Among the early-sixteenth-century intarsia panels by Giovan Francesco
D’Arezzo that decorated the wooden choirstalls originally in the church and later
transferred in the Coro dei Conversi, one illustrates a partial view of this transitional
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space as seen from a window located in either the foresteria or the Belforte palace.138 The
view presents a large, square courtyard, surrounded by a loggia (Figure 20). The church,
which is entered through the loggia, emerges on the side of the courtyard opposite the
foresteria. The façade of the church is divided in three vertical bays by large pilasters. A
central entryway, a large trifora (triple lancet) window, a thick entablature, and a
triangular pediment characterize the central, larger bay. Small side entryways, bifora
(double lancet) windows, triangular gables and side buttresses characterize the lower side
bays.
The second organizational axis consists of the buildings between the courtyard
and the outer side of the cloister. These included the church interior, its annexed spaces,
the refectory and its small cloister. All of these spaces could be accessed through the
courtyard. The large cloister dominated the third organizational axis and was shown
prominently in another intarsia panel from the choir stalls (Figure 21). The panel
illustrates the cloister as seen from the east wing, from one of the cells located on that
side. The loggia that surrounds the open space was built above a small wall that enclosed
the garden and the cemetery as well. Through the loggia, the monks would enter their
cells disposed on the northern, eastern, and southern sides of the cloister. The Prior, the
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spiritual leader and general administrator of the Certosa, enjoyed a larger living
arrangement in the southwestern corner of the cloister. The Prior’s cell was connected to
the reception rooms, the library and a large panoramic terrace. These formal spaces were
organized outside the perimeter of the cloister. The cloister was the most important as
well as the most isolated nucleus of the monastery, as it contained the cells of the
hermitic monks. The cell was the ideal center of the Certosa, where Carthusian
propositum reached its complete fulfillment;139 it was in the silence and solitude of the
cell that the monk was best able to connect with God. William of St. Thierry, friend of St.
Bernard, wrote to the monks of the Chartreuse of Mont-Dieu exalting the Carthusian cell
as “a holy land and a sacred place where God and his servant can communicate
frequently as if they were friends.”140 The architecture of the Certosa participated in
celebrating the cell’s privileged role by emphasizing its isolation. Access to the cloister
was limited to only one gate. This door was located on the western side of the cloister,
which bordered the coenobitic zone and contained no cells.
In the intarsia panel, the tall dividing wall on the western side of the cloister is
shown prominently. The wall clearly marked the separation between the hermitic and
coenobitic zones of the monastery. The wall appears supported by buttresses, and the
various types of window openings reflect the changes in the hierarchy of the interior
spaces. The posterior façade of the church is clearly identifiable. The presbytery is
depicted as one side of a tall rectangular volume that is illuminated by a large trifore
139
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window that punctures the façade in the middle. Behind it, the main church façade
emerges much taller than the presbytery’s rear façade. To the left of the presbytery, a
smaller bifora window is centered between two masonry supports, perhaps placed in
correspondence with the interior walls. The supports are repeated at regular intervals
toward the left, delineating additional, less formal, interior spaces illuminated only by
smaller window openings. The change in height between the church’s façade, the
presbytery, and the interior spaces to the left is noticeable, indicating relative shifts in the
heights of the elevation of the various interior spaces. The area to the right of the church
is excluded from the view, but the sharp ninty degree turn of the cornice of the roof of the
presbytery might imply a symmetrical disposition on the right side, at least for the
interior space most adjacent to the presbytery.
The delineation of the spatial arrangement of the second axis – the plan of the
church and the surrounding buildings – relies on a hypothetical reconstruction based on
available documentation, comparative studies, and archeological findings, executed by
the architect Adele Pezzullo and published in 2000 (Figure 22).141 According to the
reconstruction, the Trecento church was characterized by a cross-vaulted single-nave
flanked on the left side by four cross-vaulted chapels of inferior height compared to the
nave. The nave was divided into four bays, while the raised presbytery delineated a bay
of its own – square, and slightly narrower than the ones in the nave. From the corner of
each bay rose large pilasters that articulated the nave and presbytery walls and supported
the spring of ogivial arches that formed the vault. The chapels were connected to each
other through a long corridor and only one of them was open to the nave. The same
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configuration of the chapels was used at the Certosa at Padula and it was a design that
particularly suited the practices of the Carthusian order (Figure 23). 142 In fact, either
before or after the daily mass, the fathers would read additional masses in the privacy of
the chapels. The chapels were also vaulted, employing as supports pylons attached to the
nave wall and to the external wall, whose structure was itself re-enforced by buttresses.143
Before 1368 Niccolo Acciajoli had commissioned four of these chapels.144 A series of
Acciajoli family emblems were discovered, in the early twentieth century, crowning the
top of the openings where the original Gothic windows once stood on the left side of the
church.145
In the presbytery, the large trifora window, visible in the intarsia panel, and two
additional windows illuminated the altar placed at the center of the space. 146 Pezzullo
doesn’t consider the placement of the choir in her reconstruction. According to the
architectural prototype inaugurated in the Middle Ages at Chartreuse, the choir was the
essential component of the Carthusian sacred space and all the churches of the order
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located it in the two bays preceding the presbytery, separated from the nave by a
partition, tramezzo (Figure 24).147 This screen delineated the choir as a special area
reserved for the professed monks and their illustrious male patrons who visited the
monastery, separating it from the lower portion of the nave used by the conversi, and less
important lay guests. Eventhough in most monastic churches women were also allowed
to worship in the lower nave, sometimes called the chiesa delle donne, 148the Carthusian
statutes firmily banned female audience from the Carthusian sacred space (Figure 25).
However, in the fifteenth century, Pope Eugene IV agreed to ammend this rule allowing
women’ worship in the lower church of Carthusian sacred spaces. 149 When in the early
sixteenth century the ammendment was revoked, women continued to worship in the
Carthusian churches. The issue of women presence in Chartusians churches was
eventually resolved by relocating women in a separate liturgical spaces built for that
specific purpose in the external courtyard of many certose.
Since the liturgies were all sung, the choir included a large sound box cassa
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armonica located directly under the pavement.150 This large void amplified the sound of
the monks’ voices. The sounds’ reverberation was captured in the presbytery and it
projected out into the higher vaulted space of the nave. According to Pezzullo’s
reconstruction, the presbytery was flanked on each side by two rooms of similar size. As
discovered by the archaeological/restoration team, the Trecento sequence of interior
spaces along the western wall essentially followed the same current configuration,
maintaining the same relationship with the external perimeter wall. 151 The excavation
has revealed that the original Chapter Hall was smaller and it was connected to an
adjacent room at a higher elevation. In addition, an external staircase was placed
transversely between these spaces and another group of rooms, opening a passageway
between the great cloister and the little cloister. This stairway allowed the monks to
access the refectory directly from the cloister, which they did on Sundays and feast days
when they ate communally, and to enter the church through a side entrance, also located
in the smaller cloister. This connecting stair was similar to the one still existing at the
Certosa di San Giacomo in Capri, which for the most part retains its Trecento appearance
(Figure 26). Based on this similarity, Pezzullo was able to formulate a hypothesis
regarding the design of the original little cloister at San Martino. Following the
reconstruction, which is accurate, in my opinion, the loggia of the little cloister abutted
the southern wall of the church’s nave, thus confirming the absence of chapels on the
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right side of the nave. In addition, the loggia continued uninterrupted on each side of the
square cloister. Such regularity and symmetry was eliminated during the Seicento
overhaul of the church and its adjectent spaces.
The format of the Trecento church conformed to an architectural prototype that
was also adopted by other reformed orders in Naples.152 With the exception of the vaulted
nave’s ceiling, the design of the church at San Martino also resembled the design of the
Palatine Chapel at Castel Nuovo (Figure 27).153 Charles II, who wished to foster religious
worship in his own household, commissioned a chapel in the new royal residence.154
Unsatisfied with the two existing chapels in the palace, Charles initiated a much more
monumental palatine chapel beginning in 1307, which was completed twenty years later
when his successor Robert commissioned Giotto to decorate the chapel.155 The new
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chapel was a simple, austere interior volume that was large enough to accommodate the
royal household and the court (Figure 28). The rectilinear geometries of the simple single
nave design refer to the model of the small churches of the reformed hermitic orders that
were designed for the exclusive use of the monastic community, and occasionally of their
important patrons. The design embraced at San Martino relied on the same formal
austerity dispayed in the new royal chapel supporting not only the architectural
preferences of the order, but also the ones of the royal patrons. In fact, the church
doubled as a royal chapel when the royal family and the members of the court were
residing at the Belforte.
In addition, the innovation of the vaulted nave ceiling endowed the church with a
new elegance that contemporary courtly taste required, compensating for the emphasis on
simplicity and austerity in the original design. This coexistence of austerity and display
was a major element of Angevin court culture of the fourteenth century, especially during
the reign of Robert and Sancia, when courtly splendor was matched by intense piety and
religious devotion.156 The decision to implement particular architectural features in the
design of the church was also motivated by political reasons. Since the beginning of the
Angevin rule, the sovereignties had used culture for political display in an attempt to state
dynastic hegemony, to strengthen political alliances, and to align the Angevin court
culturally with the other Italian centers.157 At the beginning of the Angevin reign in
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Naples, Charles I tried to impose the French style in Neapolitan religious architecture.
The decision to build in the French style had political motivations, as the deliberate
rejection of the vernacular architectural tradition firmly expressed the Angevin political
and cultural hegemony in the city.158 However, this strategy proved difficult to execute, as
the master masons imported from France lacked experience with yellow tufa stone, the
local material, and could not complete the designs “ad modum franciae.”159 Conversely,
local builders who would have had more familiarity with the porous stone generally
lacked the technical expertise to build in the French style. In fact, it seemed that in
architecture the preference for a French aesthetic was often “constrained by the local
exigencies of labor and materials.”160 As political priorities shifted away from France and
in the direction of the Italian peninsula during the reign of King Robert in particular,
French models were replaced by prevailing influences from Rome and then from
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Tuscany, conforming to the new Angevin political interests. 161 At a time when political
ties between the Angevin and the papacy were very strong, the king favored the Roman
Style in art and architecture.162 Similarly, King Robert’s political ties with Florence –
where he ruled from 1313 and through his son Charles from 1326-1328 motivated a
revision of the architectural models of the Angevin court. The choice of a vaulted nave at
San Martino, a unique and innovative feature that would have distinguished the Certosa’s
church from all other churches in Naples, was the result of the Angevin endorsement of
the art and architecture not only of Florence, but also of Siena and other Tuscan cities.163
King Robert’s decision to invite Giotto to his court in Naples in 1328 further underscored
his full commitment to Tuscan artistic culture.164 By assimilating and transmitting the
culture of their Tuscan dominions, Robert and his son Charles made clear their hegemony
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over that region.165
To ensure the success of the Certosa, the builders needed to be carefully selected
among expert masons with experience in building in Tuscan Gothic Style. The capi
maestri at San Martino, in particular Francesco de Vico and Tino da Camaino, were from
a group of exceptional, highly paid, skilled masons that could be trusted with such a
challenging and exclusive project. Tino da Camaino was a Sienese sculptor and architect
who worked in Siena, Pisa and Florence before joining the service of King Robert. Tino
apprenticed in Siena first with his father, an architect, and later with Giovanni Pisano, an
important sculptor and architect whose artistic approach was based on a combination of
French Gothic influences and classical tendencies. Giovanni was appointed chief
architect at the Cathedral of Siena between 1287-1296 and Tino worked closely with him
during those years, acquiring an in-depth knowledge of Italian Gothic architecture and
building techniques.166
Very little is known about Francesco de Vico; however, the commission
documents reveal that he was paid higher wages than Tino, an indication of his ability
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and primary role as architect of the project. Tino seems to have served as his specialized
consultant and Matteo Malozzo as his construction manager. 167 The document regarding
the commission also mentioned Giovanni d’Aja, Regent of the Vicaria, as one of the
supervisors of the project.168 D’Aja was also hired by King Robert in 1329 to work on the
renovation of the Belforte, which he transformed in a fortified palace.169 D’Aja’s
expertise was probably centered on the knowledge of the properties of the tufa and the
piperno stones normally used in fortified buildings. Since these same materials were
employed at San Martino to create the supporting structure of the Certosa as well as to
build its buildings and vaults, d’Aja’s role as supervisor might have been significant.
Even if documents do not shed much light on the interior decorations of the Belforte
Palace and of the Certosa in the Trecento, it is plausible to assume that from the outset
the intention was to decorate the interiors of these buildings with frescoes painted by the
Tuscan artists called by King Robert for that purpose at the Angevin court.170
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In conclusion, the foundation of the Certosa di San Martino in 1325 responded to
a variety of stimuli. First, the shift of the Angevin court toward the eastern part of the city
opened the possibility for the development of the hill of Sant’Erasmo. Second, Charles’s
personal preference for the Carthusian order followed a trend well-established at the
Neapolitan Angevin court that found parallels in other European courts. Third, the design
of the Certosa, while responding to the functional and spiritual requirements of the
Carthusian rule, also reacted to the unique building conditions and to the particular
aspirations of the patrons. At the church of the Certosa, austerity and display were
harmoniously combined in order to create a sacred space that served the liturgical and
symbolic needs of both the monastic and royal communities. The Certosa was founded as
an appendix of the fortified Belforte palace, and its church was intended to function as a
royal chapel for the use of the royal family and its courtiers when living at the Belforte.
As such, the inspiration for the church design came also from the royal chapel at the
king’s residence at Castel Nuovo. The intimate scale, the austerity of the form, and the
sophisticated beauty of the fresco decorations underscored the spiritual, but also the
courtly raison d’etre of the royal chapel. Similar priorities were expressed in the design of
the church at the Certosa. Finally, the additional architectural innovations displayed at the
church of the Certosa embraced the new aesthetic direction of Robert’s court that aimed
to validate the king’s new political hegemony in Tuscany.
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The design of the church of the Certosa responded not only to the functional and
symbolic requirements of the Carthusian rule, but also participated in re-enforcing the
political status and the religious practices of the royal patrons by engaging the cultural
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Figure 1. Certosa di San Martino, Naples, view of church interior to east
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Figure 2. Naples, contemporary view of the hill of San Martino

Figure 3. Unknown, View of Naples, early 17th century
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Figure 4. Titian, Spain to the Aid of Religion, 1570s, oil on canvas (Doria Pamphili
Gallery, Rome)

Figure 5. Domenico Gargiulo, Eruption of the Vesuvius 1631, 1640s, oil on canvas
(Private Collection, Naples)
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Figure 6. Fra Giovanni da Pistoia (?) plan for church and convent of S. Francesco, Arezzo
(from D. Cooper, 2001, 7, figure 2)

Figure 7. Attributed to Giovanni Francesco di Palma, upper church at SS. Severino and
Sossio, Naples, ca. 1560 with marble decoration and altar by Cosimo Fanzago, 1609
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Figure 8. Alessandro Baratta, detail showing the location of the Seggi from Fidelissimae
Urbis Neapolitanae cum omnibus viis Accurata et nova delineatio aedita in lucem ab
Alexandro Baratta MDCLXX, 1627-70, print (Collezione Banca Commerciale Italiana,
Rome) Photo from Marino, 2011, 101, figure 2.2
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Figure 9. Alessandro Baratta, detail of the Viceroyal city from Fidelissimae Urbis
Neapolitanae cum omnibus viis Accurata et nova delineatio aedita in lucem ab Alexandro
Baratta MDCLXX, 1627-70, print (Collezione Banca Commerciale Italiana, Rome) Photo
from De Seta, 1997, 128
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Figure 10. Carlo Theti, Sebastiano del Re, Petrus Alexandreus, Neapolis Urbs ad
verissimam effigiem,1560, print (Museo di San Martino, Naples) Photo from Cesare De
Seta, 1997, 60

Figure 11. Etienne Du Perac printed by Antoine Lafrery, La Nobile Citta` di Napoli,
1566, print (Museo di San Martino, Naples) Photo from Cesare De Seta, 1997, 68
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Figure 12. Alessandro Baratta, Fidelissimae Urbis Neapolitanae cum omnibus viis
Accurata et nova delineatio aedita in lucem ab Alexandro Baratta MDCLXX, 1627-70,
print (Collection of the Banca Commerciale Italiana, Rome) Photo from Cesare De Seta,
1997, 128

Figure 13. Alessandro Baratta, detail from the Nova Delineatio... showing urban
development extending toward the top of the hill of San Martino. Photo from De Seta,
1973, Tav. 68
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Figure 14. Giovan Battista Cavagna, facade of Santa Maria Apparente, 1581. Naples
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Figure 15. Herman, Paul and Jean, Limbourg, Saint Bruno and the Founding of the
Carthusian Order from the Belles Heures of Jean de France, Duc de Berry, 1405-1409,
folio 95v., manuscript illumination (Metropolitan Museum of Art, New York)
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Figure 16. Herman, Paul and Jean, Limbourg, Saint Bruno and the Founding of the
Carthusian Order from the Belles Heures of Jean de France, Duc de Berry, 1405-1409,
folio 97v., manuscript illumination (Metropolitan Museum of Art, New York)
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Figure 17. Alonzo Cano, St. John the Evangelist's Vision of Jerusalem, 1634, oil on
canvas (Wallace Collection, London)

Figure 18. Paul Leslie Garber, Reconstruction of the Temple of Salomon (from Garber,
1951, fig. 1)
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Figure 19. Unknown, detail of hill of San Martino from the Tavola Strozzi, late 15th
century, oil on panel (Museo di San Martino, Naples)
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Figure 20. Giovan Francesco d'Arezzo e Maestro Prospero, detail of panel from
choirstalls depicting facade of the fourteenth-century church of the Certosa, choir of
Conversi, Certosa di San Martino, Naples, 1510-20, inlaid wood
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Figure 21. Giovan Francesco d'Arezzo e Maestro Prospero, detail of panel from the
choirstalls depicting rear of the fourteenth-century church of the Certosa, choir of the
Conversi, Church of the Certosa di San Martino, Naples1510-20, inlaid wood
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Figure 22. Adele Pezzullo, Reconstruction of the fourteenth-century Certosa di San
Martino (from Adele Pezzullo, 2000, p. 40)

Figure 23. Detail showing unilateral chapel arrangement at the church of the Certosa di S.
Lorenzo in Padula
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Figure 24. La Grand Chartreuse and the Certosa di Trisulti, details of choir partitions
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Figure 25. Unknown, detail showing audience distribution in a medieval monastic
church; women are shown in the lower church and the monks and the important male lay
guests are shown in the choir area with the tramezzo separating the two zones, from St.
Francis at Greccia, upper church of S. Francesco, Assisi, ca. 1253, fresco
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Figure 26. Capri, Certosa di San Giacomo, plan (from De Stefano, p. 35, figure 8)

Figure 27. Naples, Castel Nuovo, the palatine chapel, plan (from Chierici 1934)
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Figure 28. Naples, Castel Nuovo, the palatine chapel
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CHAPTER 3
THE SIXTEENTH CENTURY REVIVAL OF THE CERTOSA AND
THE BEGINNING OF THE RENOVATION IN THE LATE 1580S

At the close of the Angevin era (1266-1442), the Certosa di San Martino
dominated from above the Angevin cité in the newly developed western section of
Naples, and it stood as a symbol of the strong relationship between contemplative piety
and magnificent patronage that characterized Angevin court life. During the Aragonese
period that followed (1442-1501), the center of the city shifted back toward the ancient
nucleus in the eastern part of Naples, and as a result, the Carthusians remained isolated
from direct interaction with the courtly circuit. 171 While patronage of religious
institutions in the old urban center thrived during the fifteenth century, patrons neglected
the more peripheral Certosa di San Martino. At the beginning of the viceregal era, in the
early sixteenth century, however, the fate of the Carthusians of Naples suddenly changed.
The lack of patronage of the Certosa throughout the fifteenth century spared the
monastery from the renovating impetus that transformed many of the reformed orders
churches’ sacred spaces. Far from the eastern urban center and the territories of the seggi,
the Certosa lay outside the focus of interest of local patrons who favored religious orders
within the urban areas under their control. The Carthusians maintained contact with the
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Aragonese kings who recognized the monastery’s ancient privileges,172 and with
members of their court who occasionally visited the Certosa,173 but architectural patrons
were uninterested in the Certosa at this time, and directed their attention elsewhere in
Naples. In this chapter I will investigate the factors that triggered the revival of the
Certosa and their impact on the beginning of the renovation.
There are two major factors that led to the resurgence of the Neapolitan
Carthusians in the Cinquecento. The first was the renewal of the monastic ideals of the
Observant orders associated with the pre-Tridentine efforts to reform spiritual life and to
promote monastic orthodoxy.174 The second was the beginning of the development of the
hill of San Martino as a residential quarter of the new emerging professional elites
associated with the new Spanish government in Naples. These two forces contributed
greatly to the recovery of the Certosa as a symbol of exemplary religiosity, and to its
identification as a powerful spiritual asset for the hill’s new residents.
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The new spirit of reform that prevailed among the monastic orders in earlyCinquecento Europe found its full expression in the Libellum ad Leonem X, drawn up by
Vincenzo Querini (1479-1514) and Tommaso Giustiniani (1476-1528) for the Fifth
Lateran Council (1512-17).175 In their “little book,” the writers put forth a concrete
program for the reform of the church and advocated that education of the clergy and the
laity in the Scripture would provide a means to personal renewal and institutional
reform.176 This approach was based on the authors’ own monastic experience in the
Camaldolese order, but it also relied on the belief that the contemplation of the Scripture
practiced in the monasteries could be applied to the whole world.177 The reformist
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impetus of Querini and Giustiniani had a particular impact on the Camaldolese Order, but
it also affected other monastic orders. At the beginning of the sixteenth century, the
Carthusian Order began to tighten control over their institutions in order to promote
adherence to the ancient and regular discipline. The newly elected General of the
Carthusian order, Francois Du Puy (1503-1521), was a major force behind this effort. 178
For Dom Du Puy the intensification of discipline also offered the opportunity to solidify
central control of the order by reclaiming monasteries that had strayed into following
different rules (especially the Certose of the Regno) (Figure 29).179 The general’s primary
concern was to keep the order’s monasteries unified under the original Rule of the Order,
preventing the formation of independent congregations. The Carthusians of Naples
supported Dom Du Puy’s interest in institutional reform and consolidation of the Certose
of the Regno, and played a major role in the re-annexation of the Certosa di S. Stefano in
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Calabria that had defected to the Cistercians.180 The reclaiming of this monastery and its
hermitage was crucial to the reorganization of the order in the Regno.
In fact, the Certosa di S. Stefano had been founded by San Bruno himself in 1090
and it was here that his relics were discovered in 1502. The annexation reincorporated
this tangible connection to San Bruno in the Regno’s hinterland to the authority of
Grenoble, an important factor in the process that led to the beatification of St. Bruno in
1514. The annexation initiative was coordinated by the prior of San Martino, Jacopo
D’Aragona, who obtained the support not only of many members of the nobility from
Naples and Calabria, but also of the viceroy himself, and important cardinals in Rome
who lobbied the cause directly with the pope.181 The project would not have been
successfully concluded without the support and intervention of the social, political and
ecclesiastical elites. The fact that the Neapolitan prior could count on such powerful
connections reveals the raising status of the Certosa in Viceregal Naples.
In fact, in Naples, the contemplative monks could count on a large following
among members of the old and new elites who saw in the monks’ lives of contemplation,
prayer and solitude an inspiring model for an alternative lifestyle to which they were
irresistibly drawn.182 The founder of the Accademia Pontaniana, Giovanni Pontano, was
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a friend of the Neapolitan Carthusians and corresponded with many of the priors of San
Martino.183 The Pontaniana bonded in friendship individuals who found in the discussion
and meditation of sacred and profane letters a way to appease “the spiritual debasement
which accompanied the rise of the modern individual and left each men and women
isolated from each other and God.”184 Another member of the academy who was also a
favorite at the Certosa was the poet, Jacopo Sannazaro, a friend of Vittoria Colonna and
an important figure in the religious reform movement in Naples.185 The lively exchanges
between the white monks and the intellectual and social elites kept the Neapolitan
Certosa at the center of cultural and religious discourse in Naples, establishing its
reputation as an “emporium of great men for both their holiness and erudition” that was
unique within the order, and which lasted throughout the Cinquecento.186
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To their supporters, the white monks appeared as ideal beings, and their life of
contemplation was viewed as the threshold of Heaven.187 This theme was highlighted in
the designs for the inlaid wood panels (intarsia) of the new choir stalls executed by Fra`
Giovan Francesco d’Arezzo and Maestro Prospero and completed in 1520 (Figure 30).188
The twenty-five wooden stalls featured rectangular back panels decorated with intarsia
perspectival representations in the tradition of humanist architecture that much impressed
contemporary connoisseurs.189 Inlay wood panels and perspectival representations were
intertwined from the first Renaissance intarsia executed in the cathedral at Modena
between 1461-65. 190 In Naples, intarsia with architectural views began to be used in the
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1470s. 191 The power of these representations is based on their illusionism. The consistent
use of perspective “conjures up an artificial world into which the spectator is forcefully
drawn, a world beyond the reality of everyday life.”192 The intarsia panels in the stalls at
San Martino include two portraits of the Certosa. 193
The church of the Neapolitan Domus Carthusiae is the focus of both views.
However, each intarsia illustrates the church from a unique point of view. One observes
the church from a window located in the foresteria, the lay guest quarter; the other, from
a window of a monk’s cell. In the two views, the church is defined as the contact point
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between the monastic and the lay worlds. In the intarsia illustrating the front of the
church, a vignette is figured prominently in the foreground, depicting St. Hugo, St. Bruno
and a group of monks. The bishop saint proudly introduces the Certosa to the monks
announcing, “This is your place,” a phrase written in a cartouche placed above their
heads. Here the Certosa is defined as an ideal setting for the particular type of life sought
by the hermits of St. Bruno. As the Desert Fathers found their ideal place in the desert of
the Tebaide, the modern hermits found in the structure of the monastery the ideal
environment for the spiritual transformation they sought, “a desert on the threshold of
Paradise.”194
The intarsia panels not only identify the Certosa as an ideal place, but also define
it as the place for a specific type of inhabitants and a particular kind of existence, life on
the threshold of Paradise. The images of the Certosa in the choir stalls serve as a
reminder to the monks and their illustrious guests that the austerity of the monastic
existence is the only means to spiritual perfection and to the savoring of God’s infinite
love. This celebration of monastic life participates in the renewal of the monastic ideals
of the Observant Orders associated with the pre-Tridentine efforts to reform spiritual life
and promotes monastic orthodoxy. In addition, the intarsia panels clearly declare the
monastic body as an exclusive group of spiritually superior creatures worth veneration.
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The second factor to influence the revival of the Certosa in the early sixteenth
century was the development of the hill of San Martino as a residential quarter of the new
emerging professional elites associated with the new Spanish government in Naples. This
elite was particularly interested in the Certosa that, originating as a royal foundation,
continued to enjoy patronato real.195 In fact, private patronage probably re-entered the
Certosa with the encouragement of the Spanish viceroys who supported the rapid rise of
the Gesualdo family who acquired the right to one of the chapels in the church. For an
ambitious family such as the Gesualdos, acquiring the rights to a chapel at the Certosa
was a way to demonstrate their high status and close connection with the sovereignty.
Cesare D’ Engenio Caracciolo remembers the funerary monument of Carlo
Gesualdo located in a chapel of the church of the Certosa that was dismantled at the time
of his writing, in the 1620s.196 Gesualdo was sent to defend the islan of Rhodes from
Turkish attacks in 1522 on the order of the viceroy Charles of Lannoy (1522-27); he died
in 1523 most likely during his return journey to Naples after the island fell to Sultan
Suleiman the Magnificent.197 Gesualdo’s “marble sepulcher” is the only tomb in the
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church cited by D’Engenio from the sixteenth century. Considering that in the original
design of the church there were only four chapels, all on the left side of the church, the
Gesualdo family must have had the rights to one of them. Only the chapel closer to the
presbytery was open the nave and it served as the sacristy, the others were accessible
enfilade through an entrance to the side of the main portal of the church. These chapels
also had independent entrances on the side exterior wall. In the early twentieth century,
Vincenzo Spinazzola discovered marks on the northern exterior wall of the church
corresponding to the top of the original gothic windows. Above these marks the coats of
arms of the original patron, Niccolo Acciajoli were also identified. A drawing of the
elevation was prepared and published by the scholar. In the same drawing, additional
marks on the lower register of the side façade are also recorded. These marks lay in
correspondence of the second and third chapel. The openings are small and decentered
toward the right. It is consistent with Carthusian uses to provide external, independent
entrances to the side chapels where masses could be said in privacy and independently of
the church’s services. 198
The Gesualdos maintained the claim to their chapel, “ la cappella nostra nel
monastero,” throughout the Cinquecento. Both Antonio Maria Gesualdo and his mother
Laura Loffredo Gesualdo requested and expected burial in their family chapel (Figure
31).199 The Gesualdos’ tombs remained in the chapel until 1631 when they were moved
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elsewhere by Cosimo Fanzago.200 The presence of the Gesualdo chapel in the church of
the Certosa should not be considered exclusive; however, due to the limited number of
chapels available, patronage was certainly restricted at S. Martino. Due to the limited
number of chapels available, the design of the church was ill suited to respond to the
request for chapel patronage just at a time when wealthy and powerful residents,
associated with the viceregal court, were moving to the hill.
For the viceregal elite, religious patronage of the Certosa not only offered a means
for personal and family affirmation, it also provided an opportunity to engage in
devotional practices modeled by members of the royal family and embraced by most
members of their courts. In fact, members of the royal family who visited Naples often
retreated to the Certosa and attended liturgy at its church, as it was considered a
particularly spiritual place. In 1573, Don Juan of Austria, Philip II’s half brother, retired
at the Certosa di San Martino during the Easter Season in order to benefit from the
intense spirituality of the Carthusian church.201 He remained at the Certosa the whole
week in observance, while the members of his entourage pursued different and more
active engagements.
The superior spiritual status of the Certosa continued to attract the interest of
many religious among the male and female members of the Neapolitan elite throughout
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the sixteenth century. However, the officials of the orders who visited the Certosa in 1574
viewed the increased interaction between the Carthusian fathers and their patrons with
suspicion.202 In line with the Roman Church’s new shift toward orthodoxy, these “Padri
Visitatori” described the Certosa as an illustrious institution with great financial wealth,
but with inherent faults that required stern remedies.203 The visiting fathers reported how
the prior and monks failed to comply with the original statutes, and they were most
appalled by the fact that women were allowed to enter the monastery and that enclosure
was not enforced. They reproached the prior and punished the community by limiting
activities such playing games and reading books, instead re-directing the fathers’ focus to
more intensive religious practice, as the fame of the Certosa was to rely exclusively on
the sanctity of the place and commitment to the rule. The expectations of the disciplining
fathers accorded with the Church’s new stress on orthodoxy emphatically supported by
the general of the order, Dom Bernardi, who was the successor of Dom DuPuy.
The issue of women’s presence in the Carthusian houses must have been of grave
concern, even beyond Naples. In 1506 and 1566, papal decrees were sent out confirming
and enforcing the inviolability of the original rule restricting women’s presence in the
certose.204 However, the problem must have persisted into the late sixteenth century
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despite the ordinances, as many monasteries, including San Martino, opted to add a small
church immediately outside the walls in order to accommodate women visitors. Women’s
familiarity with meditative practices and texts certainly sustained their interest in
Carthusian spirituality. The meditative exercises based on the Vita Christi by the
Carthusian Ludolph of Saxony were commonly practiced by many in this period, and
served as a source for the devotional works of many female religious writers of the
time.205
Furthermore, and this is particular to the Neapolitan Certosa, royal women had
been strong supporters of San Martino since its foundation. As previously mentioned, the
Angevin queens, Sancia, Joan I, and Joan II, were instrumental to the establishment of the
Carthusians in Naples, and women from the Angevin court were allowed burial in the
church. 206 It is possible that these precedents established a tradition in Naples that
tolerated the admission of female patrons to the church. From its inception, the church of
the Certosa was designed as a sacred space with a double function. The upper sanctuary
served the needs of the monks and of the illustrious guests allowed behind the single-wall
allowed a dispensation that permitted female presence in the Carthusian churches in an
attempt to increase the alms offered to institutions of the order in need. Pope Julius II
revoked this dispensation in 1506, but women continued to be such a presence in
Carthusian monasteries that in 1566 another papal bull was sent out to enforce the
ordinance. See Tromby, 1776-79, X, 275.
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partition.207 The lower church, which traditionally served as a congregational space only
for the conversi, and less important lay male guests at San Martino, it was also accessible
by the female members of the royal family. The separation between the inner and outer
churches via a tramezzo had been of paramount importance in monasteries of medieval
origin. On one hand, the tramezzo separated the general laity from the privileged
audience of the clergy, the professed choir monks and the particularly pious male
guests.208 On the other hand, the tramezzo also served the important function of
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maintaining the separation between the sexes, as women could worship in the outer
church but were never admitted to the inner church, a privilege bestowed only on men.209
One of the immediate consequences of the revival of the Certosa in the early
sixteenth century was an increase in the number of novices and a larger lay attendance to
the liturgical celebrations in the monastic church. The document from the visit of 1574
not only reports a significant increase in the number of choir monks, but especially in the
one of the conversi.210 The lower church was not suited to accommodate a large audience
that beside the Conversi also included the lay male and female guests. In addition, the
close proximity of the women to the conversi during the liturgical functions certainly was
viewed as an issue that needed an immediate resolution. This situation in the church
demanded intervention in terms of new spatial solutions that would address these
pressing issues. When the church of the Certosa was severely damaged in 1587 by the
explosion of the Armory at the adjacent and newly rebuilt fortress of Sant’Elmo the plan
for a new church was concretized. 211
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The new building program had to address practical considerations such as the
need for a larger congregational space, but it also had to consider the issue of female
presence in the church and the requirements of Carthusian devotional practice. The initial
plan for the renovation of San Martino followed a very precise trajectory. While the
original organization of the church’s interior space was to remain unaltered, maintaining
the traditional spatial sequence of nave, choir and altar, the plan of the original church
was enlarged through lateral additions. The architectural campaign at San Martino in this
phase focused on these objectives, while embracing the novelty of a larger liturgical
space the Carthusian fathers resisted changes that impacted the spatial sequence in the
church so relevant, both functionally and symbolically, to the monks’ devotional
practices.212 The intention of the renovation was to maintain the essential balance
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between form, function and spiritual ideals embodied in the original Carthusian model at
Grenoble while also accepting a new relationship with the laity brought about by the
removal of the tramezzo made possible by the building of the Chiesetta delle Donne.
The main financial and cultural force behind the initial phase of the renovation
was Dom Saverio Turboli, prior of S. Martino from 1583 to 1593 (Figure 32).213 Turboli
became also co-visitor (a position of administrative oversight of Carthusian monasteries)
and principal visitor of Lombardy in 1586. He was transferred to Pavia in 1597 and
served there as prior until 1606, when he returned to Naples.214 His contribution to the
Certosa was acknowledged by all of the contemporary sources, which attributed to him
the financial support of the church’s renovation as well as the decision to re-organize the
interior spaces.215
Dom Saverio was the scion of a newly enriched and ennobled family from Massa
Lubrense (near Sorrento.) The Turbolis acquired the barony of Ischitella in 1572 and the
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marchesate of Peschici in 1622 (both in the province of Capitanata [Foggia] in Puglia).216
The Turboli family achieved financial and social prominence through commerce and
banking.217 Berardino Turboli was the first of the Turbolis to move to Naples, where he
established a branch of the family bank and joined other private financial institutions in
supporting the viceregal initiatives.218 The Turboli Bank prospered throughout the late
Cinquecento and early Seicento, allowing Berardino to purchase the right to a chapel in
the church of Santa Maria la Nova where he was buried in 1575,219 and to acquire a
palatial residence in the area called the Olimpiano on the slope of the hill of San
Martino.220 According to Camera, the Turbolis also commissioned the church of Santa
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Caterina da Siena, just below the Certosa di S. Martino, which later was incorporated
within the Monastery of Suor Orsola Benincasa.221 The Turboli family represented the
epitome of the rising new elite that populated the newly developed urban quarters. Newly
enriched, newly ennobled, heavily connected to the viceregal government, the Turbolis
sought social recognition through astute patrimonial strategies, important marriages, and
influence within the Church hierarchy and the religious orders.222 The election of Saverio
to prior of San Martino was part of the family’s social ascent, ensuring them
representation and control of an important sacred space in the new residential suburb of
the viceregal elite.
In addition, Dom Saverio himself had a well-established reputation as an expert
and collector of books and ancient manuscripts and, in that capacity, he was contacted in
1607 by Federico Borromeo for information regarding the contents of the scholar Gian
questa strada vi era un famoso palazzo della famiglia Turuola de’ marchesi di Péscaci.”
[... on both sides of this street there were beautiful and monumental palaces: today most
of them have been converted in monasteries... at the top of this street there used to be the
famous palace of the Turuola (Turboli) family of the Marquises of Peschici]
And Parrino, 1700, I, 148 “… fu il luogo già arricchito di palazzi, la maggior parte
convertito in monisteri e conservatorii.
Nel principio, ov’era il Palazzo de’ Turboli …” [... this place was enriched by palaces,
now converted in monasteries and conservatories. At the top of the street, where the
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Vincenzo Pinelli’s library that was soon to be for sale.223 Saverio eventually donated his
collection of Greek codices to Charles Borromeo’s new library, the Ambrosiana, for
which he received a thank-you note from Federico Borromeo in 1607.224 The financial
security, social position, and intellectual background of Dom Saverio were crucial to the
development and execution of the new vision for the Certosa.
Likely Dom Saverio discussed the project with the viceroy Juan de Zuniga, Count
of Miranda (reigned 1586-95), who was to grant his permission before the renovation
could begin. Since building was severely restricted in Naples, only the viceroy and the
Collateral Council could override the strict dictates and grant license to erect, restore, or
expand a building in the city.225 However, finding suitable professionals to carry out the
projects was a challenge. The count of Miranda in 1587 sought the help of Francesco I de
Medici to find skilled hydraulic engineers to work in Naples, and in 1590 he wrote to
Philip II explaining the trials of rebuilding Castel Sant’Elmo because of the difficulties
finding a skilled engineer to execute the project.226 In both cases the count had to look
outside of Naples to find the talented professionals he needed. The condition of the
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Certosa required a capable specialist, an architect who had experience with religious
buildings and understood the practical as well as the ideological challenges of the
renovation.
It is possible that the Cardinal Enrico Caetani (1550-1599), protector of the
Carthusian order at that time, proposed Giovanni Antonio Dosio (1533-1609) as the
architect for the project. Dosio had participated in the design of the cardinal’s family
chapel at Santa Prudenziana in Rome.227 However, it is even more likely that Dom
Saverio himself suggested Dosio for the commission. Dom Saverio knew about the
architect through his family’s involvement with the Gaddi, a Florentine banking family
that was active in Naples throughout the Cinquecento, and that had business connections
with the Turbolis.228
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The Gaddis were involved in the lucrative trade of importing grain to Rome from
the Pugliese towns of the province of Capitanata, where the Turbolis were landowners. 229
Since 1555, land in Capitanata was auctioned off to rent for grain production.230 Many
speculators benefited from the sale of the grain to both the papal and Spanish courts. The
Gaddis certainly did, and it is plausible to think that the Turbolis did as well. Dom
Saverio was certainly aware of the Gaddi family’s new chapel at Santa Maria Novella in
Florence, whose splendor he might not have experienced directly but would have known
from Antonfrancesco Grazzini’s poem that exalted the splendor of the chapel and the
magnificence of its patron.231 Dosio built the Gaddi Chapel in 1577 using colored
marbles, mainly spolia. The chapel was part of an ongoing campain of restoration in
Santa Maria Novella under Duke Cosimo I de’ Medici and directed by Giorgio Vasari. 232
In emulation of such a celebrated example, Dom Saverio might have sought the
collaboration of the artist that created it.
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In addition, the Oratorian Father Antonio Talpa, who was transferred from Rome
to Naples in 1586 to start a new branch of the congregation, might also have brought
Dosio to the attention of Dom Saverio. In Rome, Father Talpa was the prefect of the
building workshop at Santa Maria in Valicella where Dosio was advising architects
during the construction of the church’s side chapels.233 It was probably Talpa who
encouraged Dosio’s move to the Spanish capital, where he was to build the new
Oratorian church of the Gerolamini.234 As the papers regarding St. Philip Neri’s process
of canonization demonstrate, the Oratorians and the Carthusians enjoyed a close
relationship, since Carthusian spirituality and practices played an important role in the
formation of the Oratorian founder and saint.235 The solidity of the relationship between
the two orders in Naples is confirmed by a 1589 donation to the new Oratorian
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foundation in the city by the Carthusians of San Martino, when Dom Saverio was
prior.236
Probably arriving in Naples in the late 1580s, Dosio is documented as the
architect of the Certosa di San Martino in 1591, when he supervised the work of three
master marble workers from Carrara who were responsible for delivering, cutting and
installing marble for the church of the monastery.237 As John Nicholas Napoli has noted
“the importation of marble for decoration was a significant feature of the Carthusian
decorative campaign” from the outset. 238 Dosio was chosen for the project for his
experience as a chapel designer in new and renovated churches, for his knowledge of the
materials, and for his ability to find and negotiate the desired stones for his patrons. The
use of polychrome marbles in the church of the Certosa was a unique and important
feature that underscored a specific act of magnificence that referred to antique practices
of quarrying rare stones from exclusive sites. Having the means and desire to support the
project exalted the status and piety of the patron, and expressed the spiritual wealth of the
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institution to whom the act was dedicated.239 In his book De Magnificentia (1498),
Giovanni Pontano maintained that the construction of imposing building and the
sumptuous decoration of their interiors could be viewed as an expression of social and
religious virtue.240 Furthermore, in De Cardinalatu (1510), Paolo Cortesio extends this
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idea to describe the expenditure of religious leaders as an appropriate reflection of their
high status as princes of the church.241
However, at the time of Dosio’s direction, colored marble purchases were limited.
Only one document refers to the purchase of polychrome stone in the form of “two little
yellow columns.”242 As Raffaello Causa astutely points out, Dosio’s preference at San
Martino would have been for local gray stones such as the pietra di Massa and the
Vesuvian piperno, and white Carrarese marble with a few colored accents in grayish-blue
bardiglio and mischi, as well as restrained, classicizing stucco details.243 Causa sensed
Dosio’s design restraint and rightly explained it as the architect’s homage to the austerity
of the Carthusian rule.
Michelangelo took a similar “minimalist” approach a few decades earlier, in his
design for the Carthusian Basilica of Santa Maria degli Angeli at the Bath of Diocletian
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in Rome, which was begun in 1563.244 Here, Michelangelo deliberately minimized the
use of marble, limiting purchases to a travertine cornice and six travertine capitals for the
chancel surrounding the high altar.245 Michelangelo’s unassuming design also served as a
model for the Vicentine architect Andrea Palladio. 246 In 1577, Palladio submitted a
design for the Church of the Redentore in Venice that displayed similar formal solutions,
as well as the same restraint in the use of materials and the manipulation of architectural
elements especially in the monastic choir. The Capuchin order governed the monastery,
and Palladio’s somber architectural approach reflected his sensitivity to the austerity of
their monastic rule. Dom Saverio and Dosio were certainly aware of Michelangelo’s
work at the Roman Certosa, and both recognized that a harmonious balance between the
needs of the monks and the needs of the patrons, and between the display of
magnificence and monastic decorum were key factors to the success of the new design
for the church of the Certosa.
Certainly the renovation of the church began after the Chiesetta delle Donne was
completed by 1590 (Figure 33).247 With the female audience officiating in the Chiesetta,
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the tramezzo that divided the inner and outer churches became unnecessary. Once the
tramezzo was demolished, the reorganization of the interior began. Dom Saverio and
Dosio’s main concern was to redefine the sacred space of the church as a monastic
domain shared with an exclusive lay audience that traditionally would have been allowed
behind the tramezzo. The goal was to expand the monastic church to incorporate the
entire space into a unified experience. The plan designed by Dosio featured a T-shaped
layout characterized by a longitudinal axis intersecting a transversal one. The nave and
the choir were aligned along the longitudinal axis. This sequence was thought by the
monks to assist in projecting the voices of the monks into the nave.248 The new sacristy,
the Sancta Sanctorum, and the new chapter hall were organized on the transversal axis.
The two axes intersected in the Sancta Sanctorum where the altar was located (Figure
34).
The plan featured a single nave flanked by standardized lateral chapels that
conformed to the Neapolitan Cinquecento prototype used in many churches of the
Reformed orders, but it did not include a retro-choir, a major element of these designs.249
In fact, in Dosio’s plan, the Sancta Sanctorum remained at the head of the church with the
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altar in its center, and the choir retained its original location in the middle of the church.
Seventeenth-century sources attributed the relocation of the altar in the middle of the
church to Dom Saverio and therefore to the earliest face of the renovation. 250 An
unpublished document in the State Archives in Naples reveals that the choir was not
moved into the last bay of the church until after 1614.251 If the altar had been moved to
the center of the church early on, the Sancta Sanctorum would have been a purposeless
space liturgically until the choir’s relocation after 1614, which does not explain why it
was the main priority of Dom Saverio’s decorative campaign. In addition, a document
dated 1587 records payments for repairs to the original altar,252 and a document from
1608 reports details about the commission of a custodia, a tabernacle for the same
altar.253 When the choir was relocated at the head of the church after 1614, the altar was
moved in its current location in the middle of the third bay. Between 1617-1622 a
ciborium was commissioned - probably for the center of the church in front of the choir
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where the altar was relocated before it was replaced by the double altar/screen we see
today (and which was completed at the beginning of the eighteenth century.) 254
The reach of the renovation was ambitious: re-defining the Sancta Sanctorum,
adding the new sacristy, opening the existing chapels on the left side of the church to the
nave, and adding new ones on the opposite side. While these changes were part of the
renovation program from its inception, with the exception of the new sacristy, they were
begun but not completed under Dom Saverio’s priory (contrary to what contemporary
guidebooks suggest.)255 While the scope of the renovation was established at this time,
its execution was staggered due to financial constraints as documents show.
In 1588 Dom Saverio’s list of expenses reveals the severity of the Certosa’s
debt.256 In an attempt to fulfill his financial obligation, Dom Saverio borrowed money.257
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A letter from 1588 directed to Dom Saverio from Bernardo Olgiati confirms that the prior
was struggling financially and had borrowed money to finance the project. In fact, the
letter stated how Bernardo had lent money to the prior for “his expenses” through the P.
Giuseppe di Napoli, procurator of the church of the Certosa in Rome, and he expected the
money returned soon to close the debt. 258 The project might have received new
momentum around 1596 thanks to the intervention of the viceroy Enrique de Guzman,
Count of Olivares (reigned 1595-99), who also invited Pietro Bernini to Naples to work
specifically at the Certosa (Figure 35 and 36).259 At this time, a survey of the church and
in particular of the chapels and the chapter hall was requested, indicating a renewed
interest in the project.260
Dom Saverio’s ambitious plan was brought to completion by his successor Dom
Giovanni Angelo De Spenis (d. 1626).261 Dom Giovanni Angelo was able to solidify the
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financial position of the Certosa, relieving its debts, and securing the capital necessary for
the renovation. The new prior, however, revised the plan, encouraged by the officials of
the order who visited the Certosa in 1614. The Padri Visitatori suggested the construction
of a new choir that responded to the requirements of the Carthusian Rule. The reconfiguration of the choir as executed at San Martino, however, deviated from the
tradition established at the Grand Chartreuse and followed in the other certose. The new
layout responded more specifically to the particular goals of the Neapolitan monastic
community who sought to affirm their role and position in relation to the exclusive lay
audience who celebrated in their church.

Dom Saverio’s contribution to the decoration of the church was limited to the vault
of the Sancta Sanctorum and to the sacristy. However, his decisions are significant in the
way they reflect Carthusian interest in a particular type of visual representation, and they
introduce the idea that art could have a role in the meditative process. This idea had
already been tested in the designs of the inlaid panels of the choir stalls at the Certosa of
San Lorenzo in Padula that were completed in 1507 (Figure 37). The main sources for
this program were a masterpiece of the Devotio Moderna, the Vita Christi by the
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Carthusian Ludolph of Saxony and the medieval Vitae Patri, a biographical and
hagiographical compendium of the life of the desert fathers.262 The goal of the figurative
program was to offer the monastic audience of the choir concrete life models against
which the monks could measure their own existences.263 However, as noted by Restaino,
the program emphasized the images of Christ’s Passion, which served more specifically
as meditative foci for the enhanced intimate, affective and personal contemplative
experience central to Carthusian spirituality, and promoted by another important text of
the Devotio Moderna, Thomas de Kempis’s Imitatione Christi. 264 As a result, the
program of the choir stalls at Padula served a double function, to present inspiring
monastic models as well as to provide visual, affective stimuli conducive to meditation.
The decorations of the Sancta Sanctorum and the sacristy at San Martino followed
these same parameters. Dom Saverio and Dosio fully recognized the instructive and
affective power of images.265 They sought a decorative program that would exploit such
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powers to celebrate Carthusian ideals and to support meditative practices that shaped the
activities of each space of the Certosa. It was certainly Dosio’s suggestion to give the
artist Giuseppe Cesari, known as the Cavalier D’Arpino (1568-1640), the responsibility
for the decoration of the Sancta Sanctorum and the sacristy.266
The reconstruction of the circumstances surrounding these commissions sheds
some light on the condition of the church in general at this time. The church was “in
transition” not only from the point of view of the construction process, but especially in
terms of the relationship between use and space much altered by the removal of the
tramezzo. Perhaps Dom Saverio’s initial hesitation in defining an appropriate subject for
the decoration of the Sancta’s vault can be attributed to his own anxiety about the spatial
transformation that the removal of the tramezzo had brought about. In fact, even though
Dom Saverio had already signed a contract in 1589 with Cavalier D’Arpino for the fresco
decoration of the vault of the Sancta Sanctorum,267 the theme of the decoration had not
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in detto loco et ponere et pictare anco un quarto di nostro S.re crucifisso con san
Giovanne et la Madonna ad Oglio sopra tela I mezzo del muro del predecto loco dalla
Cornice In su dove hoggi e` il spatio.”
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yet been decided, and remained the selection of the prior.268 However, the contract also
required Cavalier D’Arpino to paint an oil painting whose subject and location were
specified in details in the document.269 The prior commissioned a painting of the
Crucifixion to be placed high above the cornice in the Sancta Sanctorum. The particular
position dalla cornice in su of the painting distinguished it from a traditional altarpiece,
but it is consistent with Carthusian use to line the lower portion of the walls of the
presbytery with a tall wood reredos.
Furthermore, the theme of the painting was a fairly standard choice for a
Carthusian church and cannot be used as an indication of the subject of the iconographic
program for the Sancta. When the tramezzo was removed, the crucifix that was always
placed above the center of the partition was displaced.270 Dom Saverio’s commission of
the Crucifixion referred to this tradition, and underscored the reluctance of the prior to
abandon familiar uses (Figure 38). The painting was eventually moved to the sacristy in
the late 1630s, and replaced by an altarpiece of a different theme.271 However, at that
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time, a fresco of the Crucifixion was commissioned for the same wall, in the lunette just
underneath the arch of the vault. 272
The theme for the frescoes of the Sancta Sanctorum must have been decided
shortly after the contract, as the Cavalier d’Arpino had already received payments in
November of 1589 for work he had begun at the monastery.273 The artist had only worked
there for eight months when he had to return to Rome, and at that time he received
payment for the preparatory work he had completed on the vault. Bernardino Cesari,
Giuseppe’s brother, replaced the artist and continued to work on the vault in 1592-93.274
According to Causa, at that time Bernardino also decorated the domical ceiling of the
chapter hall’s vestibule,275 another area touched by the renovation.
There has been some confusion regarding the d’Arpino commission in the Sancta
Sanctorum. Most of the confusion is derived from the assumption that the Sancta
Sanctorum contained the choir and that it was located in the fourth bay of the church.
Since the choir we see today is composed of two bays, it was concluded that the fifth bay
was added. In addition, it was believed that the vault of the fourth bay was lowered to
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allow a better view of the paintings, determining the height of the added fifth bay.
According to this argument, the addition of a fifth bay was decided shortly after the
contract with the Cav.d’Arpino in 1589 as in this document the Sancta Sanctorum is
defined as a space containing only two windows rather than the four windows of the
choir today. Consequentially, it has been believed that the contract referred to the
painting of the “original” fourth vault, with the Cavaliere supposedly executing the new
fifth vault upon his return to the Certosa in 1594-95, or else in 1596-7 when he also
painted the Sacristy’s vault.276
It is my contention that the Cavaliere d’Arpino’s commission only involved the
vault of the fifth bay that was original to the church, but which was not yet used as part of
the choir at the time of the frescoes’ execution. As determined by a recent survey, the
newer parietal revetment of the chapter hall encases the original foundation wall of the
room.277 The close relationship between this wall and the back wall of the presbytery of
the church is visible in the intarsia by Fra` d’Arezzo discussed previously. The
information provided by the survey established more securely that the fifth bay was
original to the church. The choir claimed the fifth bay, the area occupied by the Sancta
Sanctorum when it was pushed back from the third and fourth bay to the fourth and fifth
bay, while the altar was moved forward in front of it. This change had yet to occur in
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1614.278 In fact the new choir stalls were only commissioned in 1629,279 and at that time,
the floor of the choir by Cosimo Fanzago must also have been close to completion.280 As
a result, it was probably between 1614 and 1630 that the choir space was completely reorganized in its definitive location and the altar was moved between the choir and the
congregational space.
The Cavaliere first worked on the vault of the Sancta Sanctorum in 1589 and then
again when he came back to the Certosa in 1596-1597. At that time, the Sancta
Sanctorum was independent of the choir as it still maintained its old identity as a
presbytery. Following the old reformed church plan, the location of the Sancta Sanctorum
was in the last bay of the church, and it was a well-delineated area, raised, separated from
the choir by an arch, and covered by a lower vault than the one in the nave. The monks
had used this space exclusively during the communal liturgy, where they congregated to
receive communion, but with the elimination of the tramezzo, the Sancta Sanctorum had
become the liturgical center of both the monastic and lay audience alike.
In this configuration, Rottgen’s comments about the frescoes of the fourth bay as
inferior to the brilliant execution of the ones in the fifth bay make more sense,281as does
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the lowering of the fourth bay vault. 282 The fifth bay vault was painted in different
phases by Cav. D’Arpino with some assistance from his brother and probably completed
in 1597. When the choir was later moved back into the fourth and fifth bay, the vault of
the fourth bay was lowered to conform to the design of the fifth bay and painted to
coordinate with the frescoes of Cavaliere D’Arpino.283 In addition, such transformation
also included the elevation of the floor in the fourth bay to match the height of the
pavement of the fifth bay. 284 However, during Dom Saverio’s priorate, the choir
remained in its original position in the third and fourth bay of the church, with the Sancta
Santorum in the fifth bay with its vault painted by Cavaliere D’Arpino by 1597.
As a monastic presbytery open to the lay audience that now was allowed to
participate in the Sacred Mysteries, the theme of the vault of the Sancta Sanctorum
related to this function. A framework inserted between the ribs of the vaulting system
organized the frescoes of the vault of the Sancta Sanctorum into four main quadrants
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(Figure 39). The four Old Testament stories depicted in the quadrants illustrate God
providing nourishment for his people in difficult times (Fall of Manna and Angel Feeding
Elijah in the Desert) and the sharing of the sacral bread among high priests and the
Israelites (Ahimelech Gives the Sacral Bread to David and Jethro and the Elders of Israel
Share Bread in God’s Presence).285 These biblical events were understood as
prefigurations of the institution of the sacrament of the Eucharist while, in keeping with
contemporary liturgical changes, they also claimed the right to this sacrament for all
believers and not just for the privileged clergy and laity.
The theme of the Eucharist dominated the vault of the Sancta Sanctorum painted
by the Cavalier d’Arpino and remained relevant even when, in the seventeenth century,
the choir was moved into this location in a combined presbytery/choir. In fact, the
Eucharistic theme extends to the frescoes of the fourth vault with scenes from the New
Testament depicting the Feeding of the Five Thousand, the Last Supper, the Wedding at
Canaan, and the Supper at Emmaus, and to the paintings hung on the sidewalls of the
choir/presbyter (Figure 40 and 41).
The execution of the frescoes of this vault have been attributed to various artists,
and scholars agree that they are inferior to the frescoes of the fifth vault painted for the
most part by the Cavaliere. According to Rottgen, the Old Testament scenes in the vault
of the fifth bay show stylistic similarities with the frescoes of the Olgiati Chapel at S.
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Prassede in Rome, which the Cavaliere completed in 1595.286 The scholar finds that the
intensity of the colors and the way in which the figures’ contours dissolve in their
surroundings evolved out of the Cavaliere’s Olgiati experience.287 Based on these stylistic
similarities, Rottgen dates the frescoes after 1595 and contemporaneous to the ones in the
sacristy that Causa attributed securely to the master’s hand.288
Dom Saverio’s choice for the vault was to be complemented by a large painting,
also by Cavalier D’Arpino, to be placed underneath the cornice on the wall across the
entrance to the new sacristy. The commission of this painting was part of the 1589
agreement, and did not specify the subject of the frescoes in the vault, which was to be
decided by the prior.289 There is not a trace of such a painting; however, it is easy to
imagine, based on the decorative choices of the sacristy that will be discussed shortly,
that the subject of the painting would have been in accord with the ones in the vault. In
addition, since the Old Testament stories illustrated precedents for the sharing of the
Eucharistic rite with the laity, it is likely that the oil painting on the wall would have
solidified the theme by presenting an inspiring image that would prepare the
communicants spiritually to receive the Sacrament. It is possible that the Cavaliere’s
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commission for this painting never concretized and that the painting of the Last Supper
now in the choir, by the school of Veronese, was commissioned in substitution for the
unexecuted D’Arpino’s. 290
The new space of the sacristy must have been close to completion by 1587-1588,
since the finishing touches began to be commissioned then. At that time the Flemish
intarsia artists Lorenzo Ducha and Teodoro de Voghel received payments toward the
fifty-four intarsia scenes for the panels of the room’s wardrobes, which were to be fully
installed by 1600. At that same time, Battista Vigilante and Nunzio Ferraro began to
work on the wardrobes’ carvings, and Felice De Felici received the commission for the
marble floor of the sacristy.291 While the finishing interior touches were completed in the
sacristy, Dosio and Dom Saverio’s attention shifted to the decorative program (Figure
42).
The Cavalier d’Arpino and Lazzaro Tavarone worked in the Sacristy in 1596-97.
The frescoes and paintings of the stories of the Passion of Christ represent the
culmination of the Biblical prefiguration of Christ’s coming depicted on the intarsia
wardrobe panels along the north wall, and they are linked to Christ’s Second Coming
depicted in the Apocalyptic cycle of the wardrobe panels along the south wall.292 John
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Marino posited that the Sacristy is “the key to the whole monastery’s Baroque
architectural program.”293 According to this interpretation, the metaphor of the New
Jerusalem, the apocalyptic city “on the threshold of Paradise” served as the concetto for
the Baroque architectural program of the Certosa. While Carthusian monasteries were
designed referring to the ideal of Paradise, it was the commitment of the monks to their
rule and contemplative practices that transformed the certosa from a material, real place
into an ideal, spiritual place comparable to Paradise. In my opinion, it is this conceit that
inspired and grounded Dom Saverio and Dosio’s renovation of the Certosa. In this vision,
sacred images played an important role as decorative and instructive elements, but
especially as vehicles of religious truth capable of impacting the viewer’s emotions,
enhancing religious experience, and re-directing behaviors.
The Passion cycle was a particularly suitable theme for the sacristy, where the
celebrating clergy dressed and prepared for the liturgy. The images of the suffering Christ
reminded the celebrants that only through Christ’s sacrifice was human redemption
attainable. The brilliant vault by the Cavaliere contrasted with the somber mood, dark
tonality, and simplified composition of the images attributed to Tavarone on the
sidewalls. The affective intensity of the images, especially the Flagellation, recalls the
emotional focus of Sebastiano del Piombo’s works that Tavarone certainly saw while
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living and working in Rome before coming to Naples (Figure 43).294 The painting above
the door to the sacristy would be the last image viewed by the celebrants before entering
the Sancta Sanctorum. This work was another Flagellation by Tavarone’s teacher, the
artist Luca Cambiaso, which was replaced in 1631 by the Cavaliere’s Crucifixion.
Cambiaso’s painting, unfortunately in a poor state of conservation, is impressive for its
emotional intensity and its focused composition that anticipated Caravaggio’s treatment
of the same subject.295 Tavarone and Cambiaso’s images complemented the Cavaliere’s
passion cycle in the vault and served as meditative stimuli for the clergy entering the
Sancta Sanctorum to celebrate the liturgy. Meditation over the relationship between
Christ’s suffering and human redemption culminated in the celebration of the Eucharist
on the altar of the Sancta Sanctorum.
By the end of the sixteenth century, the Certosa di San Martino was only in the
initial phase of its renovation; however, important decisions had been made that greatly
impacted the architectural and the decorative campaigns of the early Seicento. When
Dom Giovanni Angelo was elected prior (1605-1626), the church of the Certosa of San
Martino was still “in transition,” maintaining some of the characteristics of its older form
while also beginning to incorporate new tectonic and decorative solutions. Dom Saverio
sought to expand the church by eliminating the tramezzo and absorbing the whole interior
into the upper church. By doing so, he eliminated the signs of separation between the
spiritually superior monastic audience and the inferior laity. The early seventeenth294
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century architectural and decorative development in the church should be interpreted as a
manifestation of the monks’ desire to re-stabilize the spiritual energy of the church within
a specific area and with a specific body. Through renunciation, detachment and
mortification of the senses, the choral monks focused exclusively on attaining divine
illumination. This disdain for worldliness places the white monks into a superior
category, as they are closer to heavenly creatures than men. The position of the choir
within the church and the decorative program of the whole interior needed to be selected
carefully, to manifest the monks’ status and spiritual force, as well as to celebrate their
role as living saints.
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CHAPTER 4
ARCHITECTURE AND
THE SANCTIFICATION OF THE “MONASTIC BODY”
The continuing revival of the Certosa culminated in the rebuilding of its church in
a grander style. The increased interactions between the monks and the laity within the
new sacred space greatly heightened the monks’ spiritual identity, re-routing the authority
of sanctity.296 The evolution of the church’s design and decorative program at the
beginning of the seventeenth century clearly reflected the increased spiritual superiority
of the monastic body, its significance in the promotion of mystical spirituality, and the
production of holiness in Naples.297 The complex goals of the architectural and
decorative program at San Martino required innovative solutions that challenged artists
and led them to develop a new type of devotional design.
This chapter continues to investigate the process of the rebuilding of the church of
the Certosa, analyzing the evolution of its spatial organization as a manifestation of the
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changing relevance and authority of the monastic body within the sacred space. The
relocation of the choir at the head of the church would recognize the spiritual dominance
of the monks, and would establish the choir as a zone of intensity toward which the
spiritual authority would be re-directed. The affective intensity generated in the choir
would radiate to the whole church interior, transforming it into a spiritual place. Such
force would also mobilize the decorative program, which would be designed as a visual
manifestation of the upward movement of the contemplative soul.

Under Dom Saverio’s priorate in the late sixteenth century, the architectural
renovation had begun according to the design of the sculptor and architect Giovanni
Antonio Dosio. By the beginning of the seventeenth century however, building stalled. In
the church, the tramezzo was demolished, but with the exception of the Sancta Sanctorum
and the sacristy, which were completed by 1597, construction of the nave and chapels
was delayed. The monks certainly enjoyed the decorous elegance of Dosio’s design, but
they were frustrated with the slow progress – especially in light of the completion of the
churches of the other religious orders and of the royal chapel at the new royal palace.298
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With a longitudinal single-nave space and lateral chapels that responded to the
requirements of public churches, the royal chapel perfectly accommodated the new
courtly liturgical ceremonials.299
Dosio’s team moved slowly through the renovation, as financial challenges and
organizational setbacks impacted their performance after the departure of Dom Saverio in
1593. When Giovanni Angelo De Spenis was elected prior of San Martino in 1605, 300 the
situation continued to decline, as he refused to accept his nomination in person for
several years, thus causing further disorder in the monastery (Figure 44).301 The
Neapolitan monks petitioned their General for a new election so that the Certosa could
finally receive the guide it so much needed, “as the absence of the elected prior had
caused problems due to the uncontrollable desire of some to dominate.”302 By the time
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Dom Giovanni Angelo finally agreed to abandon “other plans and interests” in Rome and
to accept his election in person, before 1613, the situation at the Certosa was dire.
A letter dated 1613 from Dom Giovanni Angelo to the Padri Commissari, the
order’s inspectors, requested a revision of the monastery’s accounts in an attempt to
resolve the financial problems encountered by the Neapolitan institution.303 More
precisely, Dom Giovanni Angelo hoped to collect money from other monasteries in the
Regno that in the past had benefited from the generosity of the Neapolitan Certosa. The
Padri Visitatori, the order’s overseeing officials, visited the Certosa in 1614 and
confirmed the institution’s financial need, revealing that the monastery was in great debt.
They declared in their report that, in order to come to a resolution, the Certosa needed to
sell some of its properties and to limit expenses as much as possible.304 The Padri
Visitatori recognized that the monastery was under construction and encouraged the
completion of the work, but forbade any addition to the scope of the project. They urged
the reconstruction of the cloister, the completion of the work started in the church, and
the repair of all that lay in a ruinous state. In addition, they specifically ordered the choir
to be built soon, according to the requirements of the Carthusian Rule.
The income from the sale of the grancie allowed by the overseeing officials
would have covered only part of the cost of the renovation, as most of the profit would
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have been used to repay the debts of the monastery.305 The wealth of San Martino came
from fixed assets such as long-held properties; as a result, cash flow was limited and
could only partially be devoted to the support of the project. The financial magnitude of
the renovation could only be handled by liquidating some capital, but mostly through the
intervention of external patronage.
Progress in the process toward the canonization of St. Bruno provided the needed
stimulus to revamp patronage at the Certosa in the seventeenth century. The campaign for
the canonization of the founder of the Carthusian order had been launched with the
support of the viceroys of Naples by the Neapolitan prior Jacopo d’Aragona in 1504. The
effort resulted in the beatification of the saint in 1514, but further attempts to promote his
canonization had dwindled. At beginning of the seventeenth century, members of the
order, probably including Dom Giovanni Angelo de Spenis, who was, at the time, prior of
the Roman Certosa, revamped the canonization effort by presenting an official proposal
to the Congregatio Sacrum Ritum in Rome. While in Rome, Dom Giovanni Angelo
befriended important cardinals and gained access to Pope Clement VIII (1592-1605),
who showed admiration for his austerity and religious devotion306 and favored the
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Certosa of Rome during his leadership.307 Dom Giovanni Angelo was most likely still
involved in the canonization initiative when he was elected prior in Naples. His delay in
leaving his “other plans and interest” in Rome and accepting his election in person could
even be connected to his engagement with the canonization process in Rome.
The approaching canonization of St. Bruno would further enhance the spiritual
status of the order in Naples, attracting a new wave of patrons. In 1609 Laura Loffredo
Gesualdo bequeathed a large sum to the Certosa in exchange for the monks’ spiritual
services.308 The fathers were to provide prayers and masses on Laura’s behalf, for her
husband, their children, grandchildren and successors.309 Judging from the numerous
documents in the archives that record similar donations and bequests, the financial
support for the renovation might have come from many different patrons who exchanged
their wealth for the monks’ spiritual protection rather than rights to specific chapels. 310
As a result, the monks were able to finance the rebuilding of the church and its decoration
by attracting patrons on the strength of their newly re-established superior spiritual status.
This system of patronage afforded the monks unusual control over the church; in fact,
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they were able to retain the rights of most of the chapels in the church and even reclaim
altars that had been given to secular patrons in the past.311
A major priority of the renovation at this time was the relocation of the choir from
its position in the middle of the church, between the altar and the lay audience, to a new
location.312 The new location was to allow for more privacy, but also to provide the
monks with visual dominance over the interior and the altar while affording them a
position of privilege within the sacred space. The repositioning of the choir in an
exclusive alcove at the head of the church endowed this space with the required privacy,
but especially with a new prestige that manifested the quasi-saintly status held by the
monastic body.
The relocation of the choir was carried out between 1614 and 1618-19.313 The
choir at San Martino was incorporated into the original plan, as it was impossible to
extend the extant building fabric to provide an independent space for the monks, as had
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been done in other monastic churches without destrying the cloister. The choir was
moved back in an alcove created in the fourth and fifth bay. In the fourth bay, the vault
was lowered and the pavement was raised to match the ceiling height and the floor
elevation of the fifth bay, the old Sancta Sanctorum. 314The cassa armonica, the sound
chamber, was reconfigured to the new choir location, and the arch that originally
demarcated the entrance to the presbytery was incorporated in the new vault. A new arch
was inserted to delineate the caesura between the new choir and the nave and to mark the
new position of the altar in the front of the tribuna. The new arch rested on two piers,
each composed of a series of pilasters that visually reconciled the difference in width
between the choir space and the nave.
James Ackerman judged the transposition of the altar and the choir in CounterReformation church planning to be “a revolution in church planning and liturgical
practice as radical as any in the history of monasticism.”315 Because it was contrary to
Carthusian architectural traditions, this transposition was not immediately embraced at
San Martino; however, it was eventually accepted as a way to re-establish the hierarchy
that had vanished with the removal of the tramezzo. The relocation of the choir behind
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the altar removed the monastic body from the main church space and incorporated it
more directly into the altar area, identifying the monks as bodies of privileges in a place
of privilege. In their new location, the monks had visual control of the whole church,
while they also represented its focus, and the target of the lay audience’s gaze.316
The design of the new tribuna was developed during the priorate of Dom
Giovanni Angelo. Certainly the prior was familiar with Michelangelo’s solution for the
chancel at the Roman Certosa, where a monumental columnar screen separated the choir
and the altar (Figure 45). Michelangelo’s screen design was based on an ancient model, a
monumental architectural framework consisting of an entablature and supported by
freestanding columns that was often used in the designs for imperial baths in Rome, and
served to mark the boundaries of successive halls without impacting spatial continuity.317
However, Michelangelo adapted the model to the Carthusian liturgical needs by inserting
a partition wall between the two columns, providing a private setting for the monks to
officiate.
Despite the innovative solution that would much influence successive
developments in choir design, the monks in Rome did not favor this design and early in
the seventeenth century, they transferred the choir to the sacristy, which became their
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new church.318 Dom Giovanni Angelo was prior in Rome at that time and must have been
heavily involved with the decision. It is hard to speculate on the reasons that induced the
move, but certainly the increased spiritual status of the Carthusian order required a
stronger monastic presence within the sacred space, which was difficult to achieve in
such a monumental and public church as the one at the Roman Certosa. In fact, the
church of the Roman Certosa of S. Maria degli Angeli was a titular church often visited
by the pope and his entourage of cardinals, and it was also a destination for pilgrims
coming to the holy city. Altar possession was allowed and burial was permitted even in
the chancel, despite the monks’ opposition. In 1596 the Roman monks demanded the
removal of the altar and tombs of Pope Pius IV and his nephew Cardinal Gian Antonio
Serbelloni that were installed in the choir.319 It is possible that the monks’ decision to
move into a separate place was based on their desire to maintained control over “their”
environment and to define their spiritual centrality in the liturgical space without having
to compete with the authority of their illustrious patrons and of the laity at large. Dom
Giovanni Angelo’s experience in Rome certainly convinced him that while maintaining a
degree of separation with the lay audience, it was also important to retain control and
dominance over it.
Dom Giovanni Angelo carefully considered all of these issues when he decided to
restart the rebuilding of the Certosa of Naples. As demonstrated earlier in this chapter, he
318
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solicited patronage through the enhancement of the spiritual status of the order, but
retained control of the church by discontinuing lay altar possession, and burial in the
Carthusian sacred space. The re-positioning of the choir and altar had caused the monks’
estrangement from their own church in Rome. In Naples, the design was to achieve the
opposite result and establish spatially and symbolically the monastic body’s privileged
status and their spiritual authority over the congregation.320
In 1631 the sculptor/architect Cosimo Fanzago received payments for work he
had completed in the choir alcove, including the floor, the steps leading to it from the
nave, the platform of the altar, and the altar’s ledge.321 Giovan Giacomo Conforto
probably designed the Neapolitan tribuna in collaboration with Fanzago, who assumed
control of the cantiere in 1622.322 The design of the choir at San Martino conformed to
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the prototype adopted in many reformed orders churches in Naples in the early
Cinquecento, favoring a quadrangular plan with the choir surrounding the altar, leaving
an opening facing the nave (Figure 46). This configuration may also have been what
Palladio had originally planned for San Giorgio Maggiore, a solution he also
recommended at least in one occasion.323 The advantage of this formation was that it
allowed for participation to the liturgy from all parts of the church, but it also
underscored the centrality of the choir and its principal and unique role within the sacred
space.324 At San Martino, the centrality of the choir and its relationship with the high
altar was further enlivened by Fanzago’s integration of architecture and decoration into a
dynamic effect that borrowed from stage design.325 Fanzago’s invention at San Martino
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continued to develop the basic prototype from which most of the sculptor/architect’s
future choir/altar arrangements developed. Fanzago adapted Michelangelo model to the
specific needs of the Neapolitan monks, resolving the relationship between the choir and
the altar less in term of marked separation and more through spatial distinction achieved
through changes in elevation.
In the Neapolitan design, the large arch that marked the caesura between the nave
and the tribuna related to both the altar and the choir, directing the beholder to examine
the correspondence between the two.326 Fanzago lined the piers that supported the large
arch with a series of pilasters. On each pier, pilasters incorporated the corner of the main
support, while another pilaster projected outward toward the high altar (Figure 47). The
design was an adaptation of Michelangelo’s solution in Rome. Whereas the projecting
pilasters served to enclose the choral precinct and visually delineate the choir as a space
of its own, they did so without physically separating it from the altar or the nave. In
addition, the projecting pilasters did not impede visibility of the monastic body from the
nave, but established it as the lay audience’ visual and spiritual point of reference.
The choir was elevated a few steps above the nave. In its original position, the
altar was located on a platform placed directly on the nave floor. The nave floor
surrounding the altar was later raised to the same level of the choir elevation, causing the
unsightly shortening of the base of the supports of the large arch (Figure 48). In its earlier
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configuration, the altar, while firmly residing in the nave and therefore accessible to the
laity, also appeared in elevation as if occupying the space of the choir. The optical
contiguity of the altar and choir enhanced the monks’ visibility of the host during
consecration when the celebrant elevated it while facing the altar and choir directly, his
back to the lay audience. Fanzago’s solution delineated the choir space as a place of
privilege for privileged bodies. From their alcove at the head of the church, the monks
dominated the laity spatially and liturgically, establishing their centrality to the spiritual
experience of “their” sacred space (Figure 49).
To accommodate the new choir, access to it from the cloistered zones had to be
reconfigured. Traditionally, in a Carthusian monastery, the door connecting the choir to
the cloister was always located between the Sancta and the choir space in the upper
church. In the Trecento church, this door was located on the southeast corner of the
smaller refectory cloister, which at the time was connected to the main cloister through a
passage between the chapter hall and the parlatoio. The monks’ entrance to the choir was
an important component of the old design and continued to be so in the new layout. The
access from the cloister to the choir was redesigned so that the monks could access the
choir through a long corridor entered through the parlatoio, which was joined to the
chapter hall through a vestibule (Figure 50). With the old choir entrance in the fourth bay
eliminated, the possibility for a fourth chapel on the south side of the church emerged.
The choir of the Conversi was moved into that location in order to ensure the young
brothers’ privacy from the lay community. The choir of the Conversi completed the
sequence of the new chapels on the south side of the nave. The chapels on both sides of
the nave were designed to be accessible enfilade, but the ones on the south side allowed
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for a private and direct passage to the choir of the Conversi and the chapter hall during
public celebrations, facilitating the circulation of the lay brothers through the liturgical
space.
Most of the lateral chapels must have been completed by 1618-19 since their
marble decorations were carried out between 1619 and 1622. In 1619 Felice de Felici and
Iacopo Lazzaro received payments for the marble work in the first chapel to the right of
the entrance. In 1622 de Felici’s associates Salvatore Ferraro and Nicola Botti were paid
for the marble decorations of the first chapel to the right of the altar, which had been
executed in 1618. Between 1619 and 1622, the same team of marmorari also decorated
the chapel to the left side of the altar and the first chapel to the left of the entrance.327
Giovanni Giacomo Comforto approved all the payments. When Fanzago was working in
the choir a few years later, he also completed the middle chapels on each side of the nave,
for which he received payment in 1631.328
By the late 1620s, the rebuilding of the church interior was close to completion.
The report of the visiting officials of the order from 1624 confirmed that the situation at
San Martino had been brought under control, even though work on the exterior façade of
the church had not yet subsided. The visiting fathers exhorted the monks to keep the two
chapels in the atrium of the church in a decorous manner, as these should not be used by
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the “scarppellini” as their workshop.329 Work on the façade was began by Giovan
Tommaso Gaudioso, but eventually Cosimo Fanzago took over the project. After 1631,
Fanzago was responsible for work on the façade of the church,330 and in 1636, he
presented an alternative design for the façade (Figure 51). The new design enlivened the
piperno structure already built with colorful mischi and greatly widened the façade’s
proportions. The Carthusian monks, however, did not approve the design. They
considered the widening “mostruoso,” and they felt that the colorful marble was too
delicate to be used on the exterior of a building. The monks re-directed the architect
toward less spectacular solutions determining the evolution of the current facade.
The church’s interior of this time must have seemed as a luminous gem. The
whitewashed vaulted ceiling and walls reflected the light entering from the new
clerestory windows, revealing the beautiful colored nuances of Dosio’s lightly colored
marble and mischi, as well as Fanzago’s polychrome marble revetments articulating the
walls in the nave, in the chapels and in the choir. The new plan sufficiently distinguished
the monastic from the lay spaces, while also emphasizing the privileged position of the
choir monks in the sacred space. The tribuna was the focal point of the plan, as it defined
the spiritual and liturgical center of the church. It was a zone of great mystical intensity
due to the power generated by the devotional concentration of the monastic body and the
presence of the sacramental altar.
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This new choir configuration directed new attention to the monks and their
devotion, highlighting their spiritual superiority, delineating the “monastic body” as
divinely gifted, and presenting it as a living model of sanctity. The production of holiness
was a crucial aspect of the Counter-Reformation and, as Helen Hills has pointed out, “the
production of living saints was one of the most distinctive features of the Italian postReformation cultural landscape.”331 This preoccupation with sanctity particularly affected
Naples with one hundred and five cases of fama di santita` (reputed sanctity) between
1540 and 1750, and with a remarkable increase in the publication of biographies of saints
and would-be saints.332 The cultivation of new models of sanctity was crucial to the
spiritual renewal of the Spanish capital.
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CHAPTER 5
THE SEVENTEENTH-CENTURY DECORATIVE PROGRAM

The canonization of St. Bruno in 1622 was an important event for the Neapolitan
Certosa and for its patrons, whose commitment to the Neapolitan institution greatly
bolstered the cult of St. Bruno and the reputation of the order that led to the canonization.
In the wake of the canonization, the image building of the saint received new impetus.333
The visualization of the saint was crucial to the establishment of his cult, as canonization
per se did not make a saint. As Helen Hills has pointed out saint making assumed many
forms during the post-Tridentine era, including the building of churches and chapels
dedicated to specific saints and their depiction in sumptuous altarpieces.334 Thomas
Dandalet has described the engagement of the Spanish Hapsburgs in “saint-making,”
especially the production and diffusion of the cult of Spanish saints and their orders.335
The models of sainthood introduced by Spanish saints such as St. Teresa of Avila
projected a new focus on mysticism and greatly impacted the contemporary religious
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practices in Naples.336 The popularity of the cult and devotion of hermit saints in Spain
was also an effect of the “re-enforced individual ascetic tendency of the CounterReformation” embraced by the Hapsburgs. 337 Viceregal support for the hermits of St.
Bruno can be connected to the desire to promote this particular type of spirituality and to
encourage the hermitic monks’ devotional method as a viable means of monastic and lay
spiritual reform in Naples.338 In the aftermath of St. Bruno’s canonization, artistic
patronage surged at the Certosa and a more ambitious decorative program was conceived.
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In conformity with their new status and financial independence religious orders
sought to maintain control over their churches’ interiors often conceiving their decoration
as a unified program.339 The surviving contracts reveal how the Carthusians placed
specific demands on the work commissioned for their church by including clauses
designed to ensure that the work did satisfy their requirements. For example, the contract
for Battistello Caracciolo’s commission of 1622 is characterized by unusual terms that
protected the fathers in case the artist’s work failed to satisfy their expectations. The
contract spelled out the requirements of the commission, but did not set the price for the
painting. In fact, it was specified in the contract that the price had not been agreed upon,
and would be set only if the painting was approved and executed by the established date.
In other words, Caracciolo was to paint the work at his own expense, and as specified by
Father Bernardino; however, it was understood that if the work were poorly received or
delivered late, it would be returned to the painter and that payment should not be
expected.340
Padre Bernardino, who acted as prior during Dom Giovanni Angelo’s absence
from the monastery in 1623-1624, clearly established the subject, the location, and the
timeframe for the work and demanded that the execution of the painting was by the
339
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artist’s “manu propria”; however, the terms of payment remained vague, with only a
reference to an advance of 100 ducats.341 The price was to be established by the Reverend
Fathers of the monastery after viewing the completed work. If the fathers agreed that
Caracciolo had successfully fulfilled all the requirements of the commission, he would
receive payment according to the monks’ estimation of the work’s worth. This agreement
was certainly advantageous for the monks, but denied any security to the artist who was
hired on a trial basis. Despite the dubious terms, Caracciolo accepted the commission,
perhaps lured by Padre Bernardino’s promise for new work “nella cappella difora a
frisco” upon delivery and acceptance of the painting.342
In addition, the fathers often required the artists to submit drawings for their
review and approval. Contracts often refer to these preparatory drawings and cartoni;
however, very few survive. As revealed in these contracts, the drawings served as an
important means of communication between the artist and the monastic representative in
charge of the church’s decorative program.343 A drawing submission was an integral part
of the agreement in 1637-1638 between the artist Jusepe de Ribera and the prior of the
341
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Certosa, Giovanni Battista Pisante for a large painting for the choir. The prior had
discussed all the particulars of the painting with the artist who was to execute the work
accordingly.344 Collaboration with the monks was essential. Stanzione’s decoration for
the Chapel of St. Bruno heavily relied on newly developed and published iconographic
models that were brought to the attention of the artist by the monks and served as a guide
for the artist’s compositions carried out in 1630-1637.345
Conversely, the lack of preparatory drawings could cause misunderstanding
between the artist and the monks. Without a means to communicate and discuss his idea
with the patrons, the artist relied exclusively on his own judgment to execute the design,
often misinterpreting or ignoring the goals of the overall program. That was the case of
the architect and sculptor Cosimo Fanzago, whose work in the nave of the church was
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bitterly criticized by the monks for not adhering to the established parameters and for
displaying a design ad exuberantia.346
The artists were charged with great responsibility and were encouraged by the
monks to explore new ways to cultivate viewer piety and adoration of God by moving his
affetti (emotions) while remaining within the religious parameters of the program. 347
The Carthusians valued artistic talent, as they understood that it was essential for the type
of art they sought for their sacred purposes. Artists were selected based on their
reputations, but also based on their willingness to accept their role as interpreter of a
specific religious message to which they were personally committed.348 Artists selected to
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work at the Certosa needed to accept the program as conceived by the monks and work
within the parameters established by corporate decisions. Any deviation from these
working practices caused severe repercussions.
But what was the nature of the program and what were the parameters used to
judge the commissions? The decorative program, as conceived by the monks, sought to
create a visual experience that responded to Carthusian mysticism and devotional
practices. This was an experimental program that required artists to create a type of
devotional art capable of manifesting and mobilizing the upward movement of the
contemplative soul while maintaining pictorial decorum.349 A work was deemed
successful when it enhanced the spiritual experience of the audience, and responded to
the devotional requirements of its location. The importance of the relationship between
the work and its location was stressed in all the contracts. Since different areas in the
church were dedicated to different functions and audiences, works needed to conform to
such diverse uses and emphasize certain stylistic and compositional elements in order to
fulfill the specific devotional demands of their locations.
The stylistic diversity displayed in the church was a response to the unique
spiritual requirements of each stage of the Carthusian devotional method. Each stage
called for different types of devotional images combining religious narrative captured in
frozen tableaux in one area of the church with dynamic display of heavenly visions in
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Hall, 2011, 170.

For a discussion of the affective emphasis of late sixteenth century and early
seventeenth century art, see M. Hall, The Sacred Image in the Age of Art (New Haven:
Yale University Press, 2011), 145-267.
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others. Raffaello Causa, noticing how the most dissonant styles were rendered into a
lively and unified visual ensemble, characterized the program’s “concordia discordium”
as the miraculous component of the pictorial design at San Martino.350
Artists worked on individual commissions, but under the supervision of a project
manager who coordinated all aspects of the project and ensured that everything was
executed within the time limitations, and according to the requirements of the program.
The sculptor Cosimo Fanzago, even though he never received the official title of
architetto della Certosa, was the dominant figure at the cantiere of the Certosa from
1623 to 1656. Domenico Fontana, pope Sixtus V’s architect who moved to Naples in
1592 to work for the viceroy Juan de Zuniga, count of Miranda, was the first to
inaugurate the system of division of labor in Neapolitan large-scale commissions that was
used by Fanzago at the Certosa.351
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“Questo e` il miracolo di San Martino, in particolare della Chiesa della
Certosa, il miracolo che accomuna in un vibrante accordo polifonico singoli virtuosismi
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De Cavi, 2009, 4. On Fanzago as leader of the cantiere at the Certosa, see John
N. Napoli, “Fashioning the Certosa di San Martino: Ornament, Illusion, and Artistic
Collaboration in Early Modern Naples” Ph.D. diss. Princeton University, 2003. On
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Arte Cristiana 86, fasc.784 (1998), 41-48; Hall, After Raphael: Painting in Central Italy
in the Sixteenth Century (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press,1999), 257-67; Steven
F. Ostrow, Art and Spirituality in Counter Reformation Rome: the Sistine and Pauline
Chapels in Santa Maria Maggiore (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press,1996); M. L.
Madonna, ed., Roma di Sisto V: le arti e la cultura (Rome: De Luca, 1993).
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The complex decorative program was organized to interact with different
audiences and to relate functionally and symbolically to the liturgical functions of each
space. The architectural sequence envisioned by Dosio and updated by Conforto and
Fanzago defined the spatial structure of the decorative program. The spaces at the head of
the church were used exclusively by the monks, and were lined up enfilade and arranged
perpendicularly to the nave. The decorative program in these spaces was organized
according to a chronological sequence that followed the processional path of the monks
when entering the choir from the cloister through the chapter hall. From the cloister, the
monks walked through the parlatoio and entered the vestibule preceding the chapter hall,
where the door to the choir was located. Through the choir they continued to the sacristy,
where they prepared for the liturgical celebrations and re-entered the choir to take their
seat in the choir stalls.
The renovations of these rooms were completed at different times, under different
priors, and their decorations were carried out as a series of independent projects in the
hands of different teams of artists. They have never been interpreted as parts of a unified
program; however, the iconographic coherence of the final result would have been
difficult to achieve without careful coordination and planning. In fact, the concept for the
decorative program in its early inception in the early 1590s, when Dom Saverio was
prior, combined brilliantly with the extended program introduced under Dom Giovanni
Angelo and carried out by his followers. When analyzed as a whole, the common
intentions of the designers become clear.
When reviewing the surviving contracts for the commissions, three major factors
become evident. First, the Carthusians prefered artists that came from outside the usual
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group involved in Neapolitan religious commissions (except for Belisario Corenzio who
was one of the few experienced frescoist in Naples). The artists selected at the Certosa
represented a new generation of painters formed in Naples, but also ouside of the city, in
Rome and Spain. These artists had all worked for viceregal patrons before starting at the
Certosa. Second, while subject matter was often specified in details, the monks left its
interpretation to the sensitivity of the artists. Whether narratives or devotional images, the
artists were responsible to enhance the works through the use of light, color, space and
staging in order to deploy images that interpreted Carthusian spirituality and inspired
devotion in the viewer. Third, the priors were as committed to the creative process as the
painters, they acted as their promoters, but also as their critics. Priors and artists
understood the importance of the works of art within the religious experience of both the
monastic and lay audiences and worked together to develop a new type of devotional
image that complemented and interprted the mystical experience sought by the audience.
The artists selected to work at the church of the Certosa came from the major
workshops active in Naples in the first half of the seventeenth century. Bernardo De
Dominici, the eighteenth-century biographer of the Neapolitan artists, described the
climate at the Certosa as one of competition that inspired artists to push the boundaries of
established artistic tradition.352 The monks challenged the artists to provide new types of
religious images that could stimulate the affetti and help the viewer to progress on the
path to contemplation. The artists selected at the Certosa collaborated in forging a unique

Bernardo De Dominici, Vite dei pittori, scultori ed architetti napoletani 174245. Bologna, 1971, III: 52-53.
352
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decorative ensemble with great emotional and transformative impact. 353Artists who were
already well-known in the viceregal orbit were favored at the Certosa. Pietro Bernini was
invited to work at the Certosa by the viceroy Enrique de Guzman, count of Olivares
(reigned 1595-9), and the Spaniard Jusepe de Ribera was the viceroys’ favorite painter
when he started to work at the Certosa.354 Prior to the Carthusian commission,
Caracciolo had also worked for the viceroys. Between 1612 and 1616, together with
Belisario Corenzio, the artist frescoed the ceilings of the Sala dei Titolati and the Royal
Gallery at the new royal palace- with the Deeds of Alfonso the Magnanimous and the
Deeds of Ferdinand the Catholic. Caracciolo was also commissioned by the viceroy
Count of Lemos to paint the ceiling of a small hall dedicated to the Deeds of the Grand
Capitan Gonzalo de Cordova.355 The members of the Accademia degli Oziosi provided
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On painting as divine product and its impact on the status of the artist see
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King. Some Observations on their Relations,” in Arte y Diplomacia de la Monarquia
Hispanica en el siglo XVII, ed. J.L. Colmer (2003), 382-384.
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For the debate about the date of these works, see M. Causa Picone, “Battistello
frescante nel Palazzo reale di Napoli,” Paragone, Nuova Serie 1 (1987): 443 and
JoseLuis Palos, M.L. Palumbo, “La Sala del Grand Capitan en el Palacio Real de Napoles
y los Origines del Dominio Espagnol en Italia,” in Espana y Napoles, ed. Jose Luis
Colomer (Centro de Estudios Hispanica, 2003), 138-9. For an interpretation of the
frescoes in this room, see J. L. Palos, M.L. Palumbo, “La Sala del Grand Capitan en el
Palacio Real de Napoles y los Origines del Dominio Espagnol en Italia,” in Espana y
Napoles, ed. Jose Luis Colomer (2003), 147.
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the program for all of these rooms.356 The Accademia was an important cultural center in
Naples that flourished under the patronage of the viceregal sovereignty. Caracciolo might
have been brought to the attention of the viceroy by the academy’s principe Giovanni
Battista Manso.
Another artist working at the Carthusian church was Massimo Stanzione, who
was also well connected to the Accademia and might have been brought to the attention
of the viceroy by its members. Stanzione’s first commission at the Certosa might have
been supported by his reputation among the Oziosi as a refined painter; however,
confirmation of his ability as a fresco artist came from a member of the Carthusian order
who vouched for Stanzione’s fresco works in Rome.357 Stanzione’s experience at the
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On the Oziosi see G. De Miranda, Una Quiete Operosa. Forme e pratiche
dell’accademia napoletana degli Oziosi 1611-1645 (Naples: Fridericiana Editrice
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Vincenzo Pacelli, “Affreschi storici in palazzo reale,” in Seicento Napoletano. Arte,
Costume e ambiente, ed. Roberto Pane (1984), 158-79 and De Miranda, 2000, 187 and
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For Stanzione ‘s connection to the Accademia degli Oziosi see S. Schultze and
T. Willette, 1992, ch. 2.2. This reputation was confirmed in poetry by Giovanni Battista
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the letter supporting Stanzione reputation as a fresco artist see M. Novelli Radice,
“Precisazioni cronologiche su Massimo Stanzione,” Campagna sacra, V, 1974, 98-103;
see especially 100 and note 10. Schutze has more recently analyzed the document in the
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Certosa was contemporaneous with a very important viceregal engagement. In fact, in
1633-34, the artist completed four large paintings commissioned by the viceroy Manuel
de Acevedo y Zuniga, count of Monterrey (reigned 1631-1637), for the hermitage of San
Juan built in 1634 in Madrid’s park of the Buon Retiro by Gaspar de Guzman, countduke of Olivares and King Philip IV’s valido (1587-1645).358 The viceroy also
commissioned Paolo Finoglio, another artist who was working at the church of the
Certosa at that same time, a painting for the same location.359

The decorative cycle begins in the chapter hall’s vestibule with episodes from the
infancy of Christ. In the vault of the vestibule, angels announce the birth of Christ to the
shepherds; on the four sides are the stories of the Nativity, the Adoration of the Magi, the
Presentation in the Temple, and the Circumcision. The four corners of the dome are
frescoed with portraits of the Sibyls and Prophets foretelling the coming of Christ and
speaking of his sacrifice on the cross, referred to by the symbols of the passion under the
arch leading into the chapter hall and by the Flagellation in the lunette above the door to
the parlatoio. The two paintings on the east and west walls of the vestibule are dedicated
to episodes from the life of the Virgin Mary, the Visitation and the Presentation.360 These
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works were completed in the 1590s during Dom Saverio’s priorate; however, their
authorship is still uncertain. Causa attributes the frescoes in the dome to Bernardino
Cesari and the painting of the Presentation to the unknown painter, Flaminio Torelli.361
The renovation of the chapter hall was probably completed contemporaneously
with the relocation of the choir between 1614-26 (Figure 52). The design of the chapter
hall followed closely that of the Sacristy, and the organization of the decorative programs
in the two spaces is also very similar. By the early 1620s, Belisario Corenzio completed
the frescoes in the vault and Paolo Finoglio executed the large painting on the wall above
the door to the choir,362 as well as the paintings for the lunettes of the vault.363 The theme
of the room continues to illustrate scenes from the life of Christ (Figure 53). The
depiction of Jesus among the Doctors by Finoglio 364 portrays an event from the
adolescence of Christ, and the episode of the Woman Charged with Adultery by Corenzio
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Today this has been replaced by a painting of the same subject by Francesco
de Mura, but originally it was a work by Finoglio, as asserted by Sarnelli in his guide
published in 1685. Causa, 1973, 52.
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belongs to the mission years in Christ’s life. Corenzio organized the images of the vault
in five quadri riportati of different sizes and edged by gilded stucco frames of different
shapes. The subjects of the five quadri, while still relating to the Christological cycle,
were more specifically conceived to express monastic ideals as highlighted in the Statues
of the Carthusian order. The prior read a chapter from the statutes to the monastic
community that met in the chapter hall weekly.
The vault featured five frescoes organized longitudinally at the center of the
ceiling. The first quadro depicts the Parable of the Sower.365 The parable underscores
how some individuals are better suited to understand the Word and are called to it in a
special way. When interpreted within the Carthusian context, the Parable of the Sower
highlights the special nature of the Carthusian vocation. As expressed in the first chapter
of the Statutes, “to the praise of the glory of God, Christ, the Father’s Word, has through
the Holy Spirit, from the beginning chosen certain men whom he willed to lead into
solitude and unite to himself in intimate love.”366
The second quadro illustrates the Parable of the Prodigal Son. The story of the
lost son is a story of redemption through repentance. Repentance requires a full
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“Hearken; Behold, there went out a sower to sow: And it came to pass, as he
sowed, some fell by the way side, and the birds of the air came and devoured it up. And
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Statutes of the Carthusian Order, prologue, ch.1.1,
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admission of wrongdoing and a deep desire for change and for a new connection with
God. “To be sorry for the life one has lived; to be converted…to turn from the world and
direct one’s way toward God” was and continues to be the first step to a Carthusian
life.367 The need to direct one’s way toward God is emphasized in the third fresco, which
depicts Christ Expelling the Moneychangers from the Temple. This image is centrally
placed in the vault and acts as a constant warning for the monks against the dangers of sin
and corruption. As stated in the statutes, “all that savors of luxury, inordinate gain, or
accumulation of wealth must be sedulously avoided.”368 Worldly distractions endanger
the purity of heart necessary to achieve unity with God, the goal of Carthusian life.
The fourth quadro portrays the theme of conversion as exemplified in the story
from the Book of Judith, The Conversion of Achior. Achior was an Ammonite prince who
was brought before the Assyrian king Nabuchadnezzar to provide information about the
people of Judea who had refused to surrender to him. Achior warned the king about the
power of the God of Israel, but he was mocked for it. Achior was then seized and taken to
the Judean city of Betholia where he was left tied up outside the city walls. After the Jews
discovered the prince and learned of his respect for their God, they allowed him to
convert to their faith. The prince’s conversion reconfigured him into a new person and his
life into a new type of existence devoted to higher purposes.
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For the Carthusians, conversion was a constant process, as they fully recognized
the challenges of their condition: “the more sublime the path that opens before us in the
holy way of life handed down to us by our Fathers, the more easily can we fall away from
it.”369 It was through regular conversion that the monks maintained contemplative focus
in their lives. Guided by the examples of the Desert Fathers and by their successors,
Christ’s Apostles, the monks worked for the salvation of the souls by sending forth life
over the world by the powerful, hidden act of prayers and sacrifice. The fifth quadro in
the vault refers to the Commissioning of the Twelve Apostles. In the commissioning, the
Apostles accept their ministry and begin to work for the salvation of the souls. The
monks of San Martino shared in this same ministry, contributing to the goal of global
salvation by stirring up the souls to receive grace through the might of sacrifice and
prayer.
Eight tondi depicting Cherubs carrying wreaths of laurels and palms, symbolic of
moral and intellectual virtues, introduce the portraits of Carthusian monks in the
triangular compartments of the vault. The ten triangular compartments feature portraits of
Carthusian monks, with each holding symbols of a virtue particular to their order.370 In
addition, each side of the triangular compartments is decorated with frescoes of
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mondo, desiderio di Dio, merito, onore, premio.
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allegorical figures representing monastic virtues.371 Only those possessing these virtues
were able to withstand the challenges and discipline of monastic life and could aspire to
mystical unity with God. In the lunettes below the compartments, Paolo Finoglio
rendered the portraits of hermitic saints and founders of monastic and mendicant
orders.372 These saints were to serve as exempla of monastic excellence and are depicted
while experiencing God’s presence in the solitude and darkness of the hermitic cave
(Figure 54).
Finoglio’s saints in the lunettes are impressive for their naturalism, emotional
charge, and intense chiaroscuro. The unidealized figures are depicted in a shallow, rocky
setting, seated, kneeling or reclining. A cloudy, dimly illuminated sky emerges out of the
background. Very few details are included in the compositions: a book, a cross or a
saint’s personal attributes. The figures are shown praying, repenting, meditating or in
mystical contemplation. Even through the surrounding darkness, the figures appear
illuminated by a mysterious light. The light reveals the intent expressions of their faces as
they abandon themselves to the darkness that surrounds them in order to find the light of
God. The chiaroscuro of these paintings takes on a very important function as it
introduces darkness as a means to enlightenment, a crucial concept in Carthusian
371
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spirituality.373 Carthusian writings from the Middle Ages to contemporary times often
describe this concept with the words “And night shall be my light in my delights... ”.374
The four oil paintings that hang on the walls just below the windows emphasize
episodes from the infancy of Christ that were already featured in the shallow dome of the
vestibule. Only one painting of the four is not connected to the Christological cycle. It
depicts the Madonna and Child appearing to St. Bruno and delivering the Rule of the
order to him (Figure 55). 375 Simon Vouet executed this work in 1626. The painting
celebrates the order as a monastic institution under an approved Rule. The subject of the
373
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painting complements the primary function of the chapter hall as a reading room where
the prior read chapters from the Statues, the Rule of the order, to the monastic
community. Obedience is one of the virtues celebrated in the vault and strict monastic
observance was a major characteristic of the Carthusian order: “Cartusians were never
reformed because never deformed.”376
The Christological cycle continues in the choir, illustrating episodes leading to
Christ’s Last Supper and the institution of the Eucharist. The first and principal effect of
the Holy Eucharist is union with Christ by love. This union does not consist in the
sacramental reception of the Host, but in the spiritual and mystical union with Jesus by
the theological virtue of love.377 The decorations in the choir stress this aspect of the
Eucharist, relating specifically to Carthusian spirituality.
The Eucharist was a particularly significant and intimate moment in Carthusian
communal worship. Once a day, the monks would gather around the altar in their church
to receive communion, and on Sundays and feast days they would share the experience
with the lay community. Christ Himself designated the idea of Communion as a union of
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love: “He that eateth my flesh, and drinketh blood, abideth in me, and I in him.”378 Since
the ultimate goal, the final step of the Carthusian spiritual journey, was unitive love, the
Eucharist offered the means for such union. 379 In combination with the discipline of
monastic life, Holy Communion strengthened the fire of the affectus, and kept the monks
on the path to unitive love. Even though the effects of Holy Communion were
commensurate to the spiritual preparation of the receiver, the devout laity was not
completely excluded from the experience and, through spiritual training, could aspire to
some degree of mystical illumination. The exempla and guidance of the monks was
essential to the lay religious’ spiritual experience.
Hugh of Balma illustrated the path to union with God as threefold. The first was
the path of cleansing, “in which the human spirit (was) disposed to learning true
wisdom.” The second was the illuminative path, “in which the pondering spirit (was)
ignited with the fire of love.” The final path was the unitive path, “in which the spirit
carried aloft by God alone (was) led beyond every reason, knowledge, and
understanding.”380 The cleansing path was the easiest of the three and the one open to any
devout. Two paintings in the choir refer to this first phase of soul perfecting. These two
paintings were placed opposite one another to the side of the altar, and were visible from
both the choir and the nave (Figure 56). The painting by Battistello Caracciolo depicted
the Washing of the Feet and the work by Massimo Stanzione illustrated the Preparation
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for the Last Supper (Figures 57 and 58). The pair emphasize the importance of ritual
cleansing as a step in the process toward the spiritual perfection needed to share the
“bread of the angels,” symbolically alluded to in both paintings. The cleansing path
involved many steps and led to full contrition. An important step in this process was
meditation on Christ’s passion. The decorative program of the new Sacristy was informed
by and participated in this practice, illustrating scenes from the passion cycle that
matched the narrative from Ludolph of Saxony’s Vita Christi, the meditative text used by
the monks to complete this step.381 Naturalism and strong chiaroscuro prevail in the
paintings by Caracciolo and Stanzione, enhancing the emotional impact of the narratives.
In these works, however, the source of light is external, and it penetrates the dark interior
spaces where the acts of purification take place. The light symbolizes the exterior world
that fills the mind with errors and misconceptions. The light sought by the devout souls
emerges spontaneously in the absolute darkness of the mind, filling the soul with the
ardent love of God. Detachment from the external world was an essential step toward
purification from sin and the discovery of the inner light of God.382
Two additional paintings decorate the choir alcove: the Institution of the
Eucharist by the School of Veronese on the south wall and the Communion of the
381
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Apostles by Jusepe de Ribera on the north wall (Figures 59 and 60).383 This second pair
of paintings focuses on the theme of the Eucharist as a sacrament and as the sacrifice of
Mass in which Christ’s real presence is realized. The painting from Veronese’s workshop
illustrates the moment of the consecration of the Bread and Wine, while Ribera’s painting
relates more specifically to the transubstantative nature of the sacrament and its impact
on those who receive it. Ribera composed the work according to the directions provided
by the prior. The artist and the prior discussed the painting in detail and Ribera provided
drawings for the design. 384Ribera could not have conceived the composition on his own,
as the image is deeply embedded in mystical theology.
The painting features Christ serving Communion to his Apostles. Two of the
Apostles are shown behind him; one is prostrating to the ground, the other seated, eyes
closed, supports his head with his hand (Figure 61). A group of five Apostles is
positioned right across from Christ. One man takes Communion, one kneels down, openarmed, and looks up into the sky where angels appear among the clouds, another also
kneels down and looks up longly toward the angelic vision, holding one hand on his chest
the other toward the sky. Two bearded Apostles stand behind the communicant eagerly
waiting for their turn to receive communion (Figure 62). Behind them, a group of four
383
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Apostles emerge from the background. They stand in the shade looking away from Christ
and the other Apostles, two of them engaging directly the gaze of the viewer.
Because of their location, these two paintings are less readly visible from the
nave, which means they were intended to address the monastic audience of the choir
more exclusively. The Eucharist had an important role, as it fueled affectus and assisted
the monks in progressing in their spiritual journey. For instance, the Eucharist helps the
prostrating Apostle to give new impetus to his penitence, and it assists the meditating
young Apostle in pondering over the newfound wisdom. The Eucharist is also the means
of finally experiencing unitive love for those Apostles on the last stage of their spiritual
journey. The older Apostles who had already experienced the joy of union love long to
repeat the experience, and especially seek the Eucharist. The Apostles in the background
remain estranged from the excitement and appear rather perplexed. These men
inquisitively direct their gazes toward the viewers, the choir monks, as if asking for an
explanation.
This image refers to an important concept in mystical theology. Mystical wisdom
was passed on directly by God; it was apprehended affectively, and could not be
explained or taught by men. Unitive love required the mind to realize that human
knowledge was unnecessary to the soul, which only longed for God’s love. It was
through longing that the religious soul “ascend(ed) through an upward movement unto
the Fount-of-all-things, in which alone it will find truth; and after having found this
precious pearl…[the soul would] be the more attentive to abandoning most willingly
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other things, for the sake of keeping this truth which previously it either did not love or
else loved badly.”385
The Apostles shown repenting and meditating are still at the beginning of their
spiritual journey, while the ecstatic Apostles had already experienced the rewards of
union love. For many mystics, the Eucharist was the prelude to their ecstatic experiences
and divine visions. For the men in the background, the journey presents challenges as
they approach God from a philosophical pathway, making inferences about Him from an
empirical knowledge of the world. For these Apostles, unitive love remains
incomprehensible, as union was primarily achieved through the affections and the
longing for God’s love. The mystical path was arduous and required a pure heart, as
according to the Scriptures, “the pure in heart are the ones who shall see God.”386 The
visio mystica was an exclusive gift accorded only to very few, even among Christ’s
Apostles.
Again the relationship between light and darkness in the painting is highly
symbolic and should be understood in the context of mystical theology. Ribera was
commissioned to create the painting in ca. 1643, the same year he completed the works in
the spandrels of the nave’s arcade, which are characterized by extreme chiaroscuro and a
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dark background.387 Ribera began to work on the commission for the choir right away,
but he became sick and could not finish the painting until the 1650s. While the painting
of the Communion certainly displays an atmosphere of pervasive clarity and blue sky, it
also alludes to a previous darkness by retaining vestiges of it throughout the composition.
The vestiges of this darkness are clearly visible in the middle ground as a black band that
wraps around the shallow stage taking over its left corner. In mystical theology, darkness
is necessary in order to discover the true light. As “the brightness of the Divine
Incomprehensibility,” shines over the ecstatic Apostles, they are permitted a glimpse of
Heaven, while the vestiges of darkness serve as visible remainders of the process that
brought them there.
An altarpiece depicting the nativity by Guido Reni completed the choir’s
Eucharistic ensemble in 1642 (Figure 63).388 The scene of the Nativity was to be set
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against a frescoed architectural view by Viviano Codazzi that was never executed.389 The
altarpiece provides a suggestive backdrop to the Eucharistic rite, especially for the
moment when the Host was elevated, juxtaposing the historical incarnation of Christ
depicted in the painting with His Real Presence in the Blessed Host. This altarpiece is
visible from the nave and therefore also interacted with the program in that space. The
Nativity is paired with the Pietà by Massimo Stanzione from 1638 on the back wall of the
nave above the entrance (Figure 64).390 Similarly, the fresco of the Crucifixion by
Lanfranco in the large lunette on the back wall of the choir alcove, also visible from the
nave, finds its fulfillment in the nave’s vault fresco of the Ascension by the same artist
both executed between 1637 and 1640 (Figure 65).391 These works restate and continue
the Christological cycle begun in the vestibule and the chapter hall, carried out in the
choir and sacristy, and culminating in the vault of the church, merging the monastic and
389
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lay spaces thematically. The decorations of the nave were designed with the lay audience
in mind, and were organized in four layers starting at floor level and moving up toward
the vault. The chapels comprise the first layer, the ground level of this ascending pattern.
The nave walls up to the entablature form the second layer. The third layer wrap around
the nave’s walls above the entablature, and reach up to the vault. The fourth layer
develops across the entire vault. In each layer the decorations follow a “counterclockwise
wraparound pattern.”392
In the first layer, starting to the left of the altar, the chapels are dedicated to the
Virgin, the Carthusian protrectress, a standard dedication for the order’s churches; to St.
Bruno, the founder of the order; to St. Gennaro, the patron saint of Naples; to St. Hugo, a
Carthusian saint and bishop; to St. John the Baptist, the protector of the Carthusians; and
to St. Martin of Tour, the Certosa’s namesake. Each chapel contains decorations
dedicated to episodes from the life of the saint they celebrate (Figure 66).393 In the second
layer, for the spandrels of the nave arches, Ribera was commissioned in 1638 to depict
twelve biblical figures or prophets painted in oil on shaped canvas (Figure 67).394 For this
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layer, Fanzago designed new polychrome marble revetments for the arcade’s piers that
featured innovative botanical motifs. For the third layer, on the walls framing the
windows above the nave arcade, Lanfranco was commissioned in 1637 to provide
frescoes depicting the Apostles, and for the large lunette above the entrance, on each side
of the window, he illustrated the Calling of the Apostles and Christ Saving Peter from the
Waters. Lanfranco also frescoed the fourth layer, the vault by 1640 (Figure 68). In the
spaces between the ribs of the Gothic vault, the artist painted a glorious depiction of the
ascending Christ surrounded by the just souls of Limbo (Figure 69).
As noticed by Jeanne Cheneault Porter, the entire decorative program of the nave
forces the viewer to refer to Guigo II’s the Carthusian Ladder to Heaven.395 The concept
of the Ladder was illustrated in a letter that Guigo wrote to a brother Gervase and it
introduced a method based on spiritual exercises that led to unity with God. The Ladder
could be used by monks in the cloisters as well as “others in the world who (were) God's
lovers, by means of which they (could) climb from earth to heaven.”396 The Ladder was
composed of four rungs, each corresponding to an activity: reading, meditation, prayer,
and contemplation. Each level brought the devout closer to the mystical encounter with
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God. The Spiritual ascent promoted by the Ladder is illustrated in the nave by images
suggestive of the process of illumination required for the mystical experience of God.
In the dimly lit chapels the faithful begin their ascent through the beneficial intercession
of the saints. Inspired by the exempla and writings of the Old Testament prophets,
depicted as emerging from their dark caves set in natural landscapes alluded to by the
botanical designs of Fanzago’s marble revetments, the devout engaged in meditation,
seeking the darkness of the mind that is the prelude to the clarity and light of divine
illumination. The power of this mystical approach finds its full expression in Lanfranco’s
fresco of the Assumption of Christ. In the fresco the Redeemer is shown in a cloud under
a luminous sky ascending toward His father while the angels, the just souls of Limbo, the
Apostles, the Old Testament figures, and the liturgical audience in the nave watch from
below. Every figure in the vault is depicted gazing upwards while the spandrels’ prophets
are intently consulting and pointing to their scrolls and tore books, as if checking that
what they predicted was correct. The actual audience in the nave also gazes upwards to
experience the vision, a glimpse of heaven on earth.
In the nave the program aims to create an illusion of a transcendental realm, a
threshold to another beyond. The ascending layering of the nave decorations manifests in
visual terms the upward movement of the contemplative soul as it experiences God’s
love. The changing style and luminosity of the works of art symbolize the changing states
of the devout soul as it detaches itself from the earthly realm and moves upward toward
Heaven. The program in the nave illustrates for the lay audience the steps to
contemplation, manifesting the challenges and rewards of the process that leads to the
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“sanctification of the self.”397 The aim of this visual experience was to move the viewers’
affecti and to mobilize the upward movement of their souls.

Art was exploited to manifest the process that leads to contemplation. In the areas
reserved for the monks, the program stresses the importance of soul purification as a form
of preparation for unitive love. According to a Carthusian monk, “To prune and purify
the soul; to ennoble it by the practice of the virtues, patiently exercised, vivified and
nourished in the forcing-house of the monastery” is essential to illumination.398 This
concept remained the driving force behind the intentions of the architectural renovation
and shaped the goals of the decorative program. Obedience to God’s will, humility and
submission to the monastic Rule are emphasized in the decorative program of the chapter
hall. In the sacristy, the theme of the sacrifice of Christ is used as a meditative focus that
produces true repentance and humility. Finally in the choir the prepared soul is united to
God by means of the body and blood of Christ. The decorations of the nave of the church
of the Certosa, the chapter hall, the choir, and the sacristy participate in defining these
spaces as “zones of intensity, or pure affect.”399 As such, these zones had a dynamic
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transformative capacity that impacted the viewers. The entire program was designed to
facilitate illumination by producing an affective experience that complemented and
enhanced the devotional practices.400 The center of this experience was in the choir where
the monastic body was housed. As a reliquary, the choral space contained the sanctified
bodies of the monks that, unlike the bodies and bones of dead saints, were a living
presence, a tangible model of sanctity, and a present and future spiritual asset.
The monks seated in the choir composed a spiritual and divinely gifted body that
participated in the production of holiness in Counter-Reformation Naples. As observed
by Michel De Certeau, the production of a body played an essential role in mysticism.
The body was a necessary component so that the task of offering it to the spirit could be
accomplished (Figure 70). The body gave Truth a place to make itself manifest.401 The
monastic body assembled and protected in the choir acted as a receiver and transmitter of
Truth, mobilizing holiness in the church. The monks in the choir consciously shaped their
spiritual experience through renunciation, detachment, and mortification of the senses in
order to obtain illumination, the upward movement of the soul. Their spiritual perfection
did not bring about miracles, but was used to intercede with God on behalf of humanity.
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The holiness of the monastic body did not depend on external factors such as miracles or
martyrdoms, but on the disciplined dedication and constant conversion that came from
within. The rebuilding and decoration of the church of the Certosa manifested this
process, sanctioning the sanctification of the Carthusian body and impacting the
production of holiness in Naples and beyond.
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CHAPTER 6
CONCLUSIONS
This study has retraced the steps of a long process that led to the rebuilding of the
Certosa di San Martino, and to its refashioning as a center of spiritual authority in Naples.
The fire of 1587 offered the opportunity for the physical renewal of the Certosa, but the
institution’s revival began earlier in the sixteenth century. The successful institutional reorganization and expansion of the order, initiated by Dom Du Puy, the General of the
order, in 1504, had called new attention to the Certose of the Regno, and in particular to
the Certosa of Naples, whose prior played a major role in the annexation of the monastery
of Santo Stefano in Calabria, St. Bruno’s burial place, in 1514.402 The beatification of St.
Bruno that same year further increased the status of the order in Naples, and intensified
its relationship with its viceregal supporters who had begun to make the hill of San
Martino the site of their palatial residences. 403
Lay interest in the Certosa di San Martino increased throughout the sixteenth
century, caused by the heightened popularity of mystical devotional practices among the
elites in Naples. These elites admired the Neapolitan white monks for their piety and
erudition, a reputation unique within the order. The church of the Certosa became
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increasingly open to this lay audience, causing alarm amongst the officials of the order
who visited it. According to the statutes, interaction between the monks and the laity was
to be kept to a minimum, and women were to be denied entrance to Carthusian
monasteries.404 As a royal foundation, San Martino had always had a special relationship
with the sovereignty’s court, and interaction with its members was viewed as an essential
component of the Neapolitan Certosa’s identity. Perhaps because of this unique
characteristic of the Certosa of Naples, the plan of its new church introduced a design that
allowed for a liturgical experience that, unlike other churches of the order, considered
more specifically the relationship between the monastic and lay audience housed in the
space.405 This plan deviated from the Carthusian architectural tradition, and embraced a
spatial layout that manifested the unique identity of the Neapolitan Certosa, and
emphasized the high spiritual authority of its monastic body.
The new design of the church referred to local models that had integrated the
monastic and lay spaces early on in the fifteenth and early sixteenth centuries, but its
evolution reveals tensions in accepting some of these models’ most important
innovations.406The decisions relative to the repositioning of the choir, and the altar in
particular, caused much anxiety, revealing the monks’ apprehensions regarding their lost
Eucharistic privileges, which they saw as a challenge to their own social and spiritual
significance. Within this scenario, spatial negotiation took on a new significance
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manifesting the monks’ growing social and spiritual ambition, as they claimed a
privileged position in the sacred space and re-affirmed their spiritual superiority.407
The reworking of the choir/altar relationship in the church and the design of the
decorative program for the renovated interiors was executed under the priorate of Dom
Giovanni Angelo de Spenis.408 Before his post in Naples, De Spenis was prior of the
Certosa of Santa Maria degli Angeli in Rome. His Roman experience certainly informed
his decisions regarding art and architecture at the Certosa of Naples. While in Rome, the
prior was closely involved with the process that led to the pope’s canonization of St.
Bruno in 1624, which further increased the spiritual status of the order.409 In Naples, the
canonization event revamped patrons’ interest in San Martino and enabled the beginning
of the decorative campaign.
The production of the saintly body was crucial to the Counter-Reformation. Helen
Hills has explored this notion in relation to the production of new forms of sanctity. She
posits that “reform meant desire not just for new forms of churches and monasteries, but
for new forms and faces – and new possibilities, therefore – of sanctity.”410 An important
aspect of inventing new forms of sanctity involved the publication of thousands of
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spiritual biographies of canonized and living, would-be saints. The author elucidates on a
new trend that began in the late sixteenth century, which was particularly noticeable in
Naples, when frontispiece images depicting portraits of their saintly subjects began to
appear in the spiritual biographies of living and would-be saints. For Hills, these stark
and austere images are representations of “saints-in-the-forging,” and participated in the
production of new imitable models of sanctity in Naples. These would-be saints had
withdrawn from the world, and had chosen a life of renunciation, detachment and
mortification of the senses in order to fully experience God’s love. These images propose
the living saints as ideal models that can be followed by any Christian who wishes to
pursue the path of holiness.
In line with the images of would-be saints in the spiritual biographies, the
delineation of the spiritual and divinely gifted Carthusian body in the choir alcove of the
church of the Certosa of San Martino participated in the Counter-Reformation’s
production of “the body and face of holiness.”411 In the final plan for San Martino, the
choir and the altar are contiguous, and both are clearly visible from the nave. While this
organization accorded the monks a privileged proximity to the altar, it also introduced the
monastic body more directly to the audience, allowing it to become the object of its gaze
and the model for the laity’s own spiritual aspirations.
Throughout the church and its adjacent spaces, painted decorations played an
important role as meditative foci that responded specifically to the functions of each
space, and to the spiritual needs of the monastic and lay beholders who used them.
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Images were used as spiritual catalysts that activated the affetti and prepared the viewer
for a spiritual experience. The whole decorative program was conceived as a metaphor
for the upward movement of the contemplative soul, a prerogative of monastic life, but
also a goal achievable by the lay audience through spiritual preparation (albeit to a lesser
degree). The program refers specifically to the idea of spiritual preparation, highlighting
that the holy experience is shaped through a long difficult process, a sort of spiritual
disciplining and training. Mistica visio is the culmination of this self-consciously shaped
process.412 This idea of progressive transformation is the key to the understanding of the
church of San Martino.
In the church, the spatial experience is inseparable from the articulation of
ornament. Decoration at San Martino is more than a counterpoint to the orderly classical
matrix of the church’s design; it transforms the classical language of the architecture into
a new hybrid idiom full of novel expressive possibilities. The potential of this new
expressive form is fully engaged at San Martino. Art and architecture are combined to
create a visual experience that delights the senses, and moves the affetti, transforming the
church into a zone of intensity that was intended to promote the conversion and the
upward movement of the contemplative souls it housed.
The design and the decorations of the church at San Martino directly addressed
the themes of spiritual authority and the production of holiness at a time when religious
orthodoxy was strongly promoted in the viceregal capital. Carthusian spirituality
provided a valuable model that emphasized that spiritual superiority is reached through
self-negation and the discipline of devotional practices. The spiritual power of the
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Certosa resided in the monks’ commitment to their Rule, and in the potential of the
Carthusian practices to inspire and sustain the devotion of the laity. As a spiritual
powerhouse, the Certosa di San Martino was perceived as a valuable asset to religious,
and social reform, and an important catalyst to the transformation of Spanish Naples into
“the most faithful city, which always erupts in flames of Charity, Love and
Devotion…”413
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Figure 29. Province of the Carthusian Order in the Regno di Napoli, Province de S’
Bruno from Maisons de l’Orde des Chartreux (from De Stefano, p. 47, figure 15)
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Figure 30. Fra Giovan Francesco d’Arezzo e Maestro Prospero, detail of choirstalls now
in the choir of the Conversi, but originally designed for the choir in the church, Certosa di
San Martino, Naples, 1510-20, inlaid wood

Figure 31. Girolamo Santacroce/Cosimo Fanzago, Tomb of Carlo Gesualdo, 1525/1640s,
Chiesetta delle Donne, Certosa di San Martino, Naples
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Figure 32. Unknown, Portrait of the Prior Saverio Turboli, 17th century (Museo di San
Martino, Naples) Photo: courtesy of Archivio Fotografico della Soprintendenza per i Beni
Artistici e Storici, Naples

Figure 33. Naples, Certosa di San Martino, courtyard and facade of the Chiesetta delle
Donne
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Figure 34. Reconstruction of the church of the Certosa di San Martino during Dom
Saverio Turboli’s priorate (plan by Andrea Dragani)
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Figure 35. Pietro Bernini, St. Martin Offers his Mantle to a Poor, 1590s, marble relief
(Museo di San Martino, Naples)

Figure 36. Attributed to Pietro Bernini with Gianlorenzo Bernini or Cosimo Fanzago,
Madonna with Jesus and St. John, marble, ca. 1606 (Museo di San Martino, Naples)
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Figure 37. Padula, Certosa di S. Lorenzo, choir with choirstalls of 1504-8
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Figure 38. Giuseppe Cesari, Crucifixion, sacristy of the church of the Certosa di San
Martino, Naples, late 16th century, oil on canvas
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Figure 39. Giuseppe Cesari, detail of vault over fifth bay depicting Stories from the Old
Testament Prefiguring the Eucharist, choir, church of the Certosa di San Martino,
Naples, 1596-97, fresco

Figure 40. Giuseppe Cesari and others, vault, choir, church of the Certosa di San
Martino, Naples, completed 1596-97, fresco
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Figure 41. Choir of the church of the Certosa di San Martino, vault and walls (diagram by
Andrea Dragani)
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Figure 42. Naples, Certosa di San Martino, sacristy, view toward treasury chapel

Figure 43. Attributed to Lazzaro Tavarone, Flagellation, Sacristy of the church of the
Certosa di San Martino, late sixteenth century, oil on canvas
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Figure 44. Unknown, Portrait of the Prior Giovanni Angelo de Spenis, 17th century, oil
on panel (Museo di San Martino, Naples) Photo: courtesy of Archivio Fotografico della
Sopraintendenza per i Beni Artistici e Storici, Naples

Figure 45. James Ackerman, reconstruction of “Michelangelo addition to the Baths of
Diocletian” (Santa Maria degli Angeli, Rome), from Ackerman1986, fig. 137
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Figure 46. Naples, Certosa di San Martino, church, detail of contemporary choir alcove
and recontruction of choir alcove at the time of Dom Giovanni Angelo’s priorate (sketch
by the author)

Figure 47. Naples, Certosa di San Martino, detail of caesura between tribuna and nave
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Figure 48. Certosa di San Martino, church, detail of raised floor and shortened base of
pilasters in the tribuna

Figure 49. Certosa di San Martino, church, view of the nave from the choir alcove
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Figure 50. Federico Travaglini, detail of church from Plan of the Certosa di San Martino
dal Vero, 1891. Photo: © Luciano Pedicini, Naples
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Figure 51. Cosimo Fanzago, elevation of projected façade for the church of the Certosa di
San Martino, signed and dated 1636, ink on paper. Photo: © Luciano Pedicini, Naples
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Figure 52. Naples, Certosa di San Martino, chapter hall, view to south toward the
Parlatoio
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Figure 53. Chapter Hall of the Certosa di San Martino, vault and walls (diagram by
Andrea Dragani)
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Figure 54. Paolo Finoglio, St. Romuald, chapter hall, Certosa di San Martino, Naples,
1626, oil on canvas

Figure 55. Simon Vouet, Madonna and Child Appear to St. Bruno and Deliver the Rule
of the Order, chapter hall, Certosa di San Martino, Naples, 1626, oil on canvas
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Figure 56. Certosa di San Martino, church, view from the nave toward choir with
Battistello Caracciolo’s Christ Washing the Feet of the Apostles

Figure 57. Battistello Caracciolo, Christ Washing the Feet of the Apostles, choir, church
of the Certosa di San Martino, Naples, 1622, oil on canvas
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Figure 58. Massimo Stanzione, Preparations for the Last Supper, choir, church of the
Certosa di San Martino, Naples, ca. 1639, oil on canvas

Figure 59. Workshop of Paolo Veronese, Last Supper, choir, church of the Certosa di San
Martino, Naples, ca. 1590s, oil on canvas
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Figure 60. Jusepe de Ribera, The Communion of the Apostles, choir, Certosa di San
Martino, 1651, oil on canvas

Figure 61. Jusepe de Ribera, detail of meditating St. John, The Communion of the
Apostles
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Figure 62. Jusepe de Ribera, detail of Older Apostles, The Communion of the Apostles

Figure 63. Guido Reni, The Nativity, choir, Certosa di San Martino, Naples, 1630s, oil on
canvas
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Figure 64. Massimo Stanzione, Pieta`, nave of the church of the Certosa di San Martino,
1638, oil on canvas

Figure 65. Giovanni Lanfranco, Detail of Christ Ascending to Heaven in a Cloud, nave,
church of the Certosa di San Martino, Naples, 1630s, fresco
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Figure 66. Massimo Stanzione, Chapel of St. Bruno, paintings and frescoes depicting
episodes of the life of the Carthusian founder, church of the Certosa di San Martino,
Naples, 1630s

Figure 67. Jusepe de Ribera, Detail of Old Testaments Prophets in nave's Spandrels,
church of the Certosa di San Martino, Naples, ca. 1638, oil on canvas
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Figure 68. Giovanni Lanfranco, vault decorations, Assumption of Christ with Angels and
the Just Souls from Limbo (vault), the Apostles (surrounding the windows), the Calling of
the Apostles and Christ Saving St. Peter from the Waters (lunette), nave, church of the
Certosa di San Martino, 1630s, fresco
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Figure 69. Church of the Certosa di San Martino, vault and walls (diagram by Andrea
Dragani)
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Figure 70. Unknown, (Paolo Finoglio?), Portrait of a Carthusian Prior, early 17th
century, oil on canvas (Museo di San Martino, Naples)
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APPENDIX

Document 1 (1576)
Archivio Stato Napoli (ASN), Monasteri Soppressi (Mon. Soppr.) (Certosa di S. Martino)
2207, F.113, N.40
Bequest to the monastery from mag.co Ant.o Maria Gesualdo with request of burial in
“our chapel in the monastery”
Document 2 (1588)
ASN, Mon. Soppr. (Certosa di S. Martino) 2255, F. 137, N. 64 and 67
List of expenses of the Certosa, containing payments for marble works and plaster
decorations in the church
Document 3 (1588)
ASN, Mon. Soppr. (Certosa di S. Martino) 2255, F. 137, N. 88
Letter to P. Saverio Turbolo from Bernardo Olgiatti from Rome
“we pay to P. Giuseppe di Napoli, proc. of the Certosa in Rome 566 gold on your
Reverence’s account for your expenses, we expect payment soon to close the debt”
Document 4 (May 28, 1596)
ASN, Mon. Soppr. (Certosa di S. Martino) 2255, F. 137, N. 40
The monks order a survey of the monastery fabrics to technician Fabio Bruno. The
technician was to evaluate the structure of the monastery, to take measurements of the
walls and of the chapels, chapter hall, and library.
Document 5 (1609)
ASN, Mon. Soppr. (Certosa di S. Martino) 2207, F.113, N.40
Laura Loffredo Gesualdo bequests to the monastery part of her dowry to be be used for
masses and devotional offices recited by the monks for her, her husband, her
grandchildren and successors. She also requests to be buried in the Gesualdo family
chapel.
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Document 6 (1605)
ASN, Mon. Soppr. (Certosa di S. Martino) 2165, F14, N. 3
A. June 20, 1605 Lorenzo Ribera, Priore di Chiaromonte and Lorenzo Emanuele, Priore
of Padula confirm the election of Giovanni Angelo de Spenis to the priorate of Naples.
The new prior was a professed father and before his election in Naples he was the prior of
the Carthusian house in Rome and he also was Visitatore (visiting official) of the
Carthusian province of San Brunone.
B. Letter dated June 1605 from the fathers of S. Martino regarding the election of
Giovanni Angelo. The fathers express happiness and send their welcome to the new prior.
The letter includes the signatures of
Don Pietro Adorisio, vic.ro
Don Bernardo Sedgravis
Don Bernardino Attanasio
C. Letter dated Decembre 1605 to the ‘Beatissimo Padre’ requesting a new election, as
the elected prior is yet to establish himself in Naples. The monks complain that the
prior’s absence can impact religious life. In fact, the presence of the elected prior
prevents practices and inconveniences that otherwise proliferate caused by the
unreprensible desire that some have to dominate. Therefore they beg to send a padre
visitatore to intervene in the election according to the statutes “La sua assenza puo`
causare grandissima pertubazione al servizio di nostro Sig.re e alla commune quiete della
Religione, si come all’incontro la sua presenza raffrenera` molte prattiche e inconvenienti
soliti a nascere in tali campi causati dal sfrenato desiderio che alcuni cengono di
dominare e percio` la supplichiamo a volerci fare grazia di comandare che detta padre
visitatore debba intervenire a questa elezione secondo vuole il … statuto”
The letter is signed by Pietro Odorisio, Vic.ro
Document 7 (1607)
ASN, Mon. Soppr. (Certosa di S. Martino) 2165, F14, N. 3
June 20, 1607, letter to G. Angelo in which his election is confirmed. The prior is asked
to abandon other plans and interests and to accept his election in person as if from the
hands of God as it is a regular election according to the statutes. Whenever he will arrive
to confort the fathers, he is welcome to help with the affairs of the Certosa “… che
quando potra`, vinghi a consular questi PP. Che sara` sempre a tiempo, per evitarli grand
caldi, di potire agiutare cotisto negotii…” The writers have great confidence in G.
Angelo’s abilities to help the Certosa. They ask him to come but they also remind him of
the rules of the statues. It is his duty to go “… quale deve persuadersi, che sta bisognosa
di quello agiuto e ammonimiento spirituale e temporale che si puo` mai dire e desiderare;
pero` con il mezzo di questa ci e` parso esortala e pregarla strettamente in Dio, che
lasciando da parti ogni disegno o interesse humano, accitti detta elezione in persona sua
come dalli mani della D. Bonta`, per esser fatta canonicamente e secondo la forma…
degli statuti.” The document is signed by D. Lorenzo de ribera, p. cm. And D. Lorenzo,
Priore della Certosa di Padula.
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Document 8 (1613)
ASN, Mon. Soppr. (Certosa di S. Martino) 2165, F 14, N. 26
Letter signed by F. Giovanni Angelo de Neap., Priore and Filippus Sorear, Vicar and
Dionisio di Neap., Proc. Domus to the Padri Commissari requesting a re-vision of the
Certosa’s accounts in an attempt to collect debts from the other Certose of the Province.
The writers ask for a special committee to look, discuss and close the debts.
Document 9 (August 31, 1621) 2165, F 14, N. 28
Request signed by Card. Sourdis? to increase the number of religious allowed in the
Certosa. The Proc.re Generale is contrary to the increase because he wishes to obbey the
decree sent out by Pope Paul V in 1605 that forbade it. The Cardinal argues that the
Carthusians were not directly named in the decree and therefore the rule did not apply to
them.
Document 10 (March 3, 1614)
ASN, Mon. Soppr. (Certosa di S. Martino) 2165, F 14, N. 13
The document is an official report written by the fathers Timoteo Barrophius, Prior of
Pavia and Angelo Parentanus, Prior of Mantua who visited the Certosa in 1614. The
document names Giovanni Angelo as prior of the Certosa. At this time the fathers find 28
monks, including the prior in the monastery, in addition to 45 conversi and 3 novices in
the grancie (properties the Carthusians owned outside the walls of the monastery). The
fathers declare the Certosa in debt with 74,933 ducats due in taxes for which the monks
pay 4,695 yearly. Also the monks of S. Martino owed 4,912 ducats to various creditors
and 7,763 to different people. The fathers are sad that the Neapolitan house is still in such
a grave financial situation “ … we are sadden that this important house has not yet been
relieved of such great debts…” The fathers advice to limit expenses and to close hospitals
and hospices, but they agree that it will be necessary to sell some of the grancie that were
bought unwisely participating in the financial decline of the Certosa “We feel that it shall
be allowed to reduce expenses and close as much as possible hospices (convalescence
homes, houses for pilgrims).
We judge that the problem cannot be easily eliminated even with the most prudent
religious, if the remote estates of Trentacinque Santi and Montemedio (that were both
purchased imprudently and with others’ money and have absorbed the secure income of
the ancient possessions) are not sold.
These debts have caused the miserable situation of the house…”
The poor financial status of the Certosa worried the fathers who wondered “How could
the cloister (that is increasingly in ruins) be rebuilt, or how could the works left
unperfected and uncompleted in the church and other places be finished, or how could all
the other things that are falling apart be repaired?”

The fathers asked the prior and religious to eliminate all difficulties and that they apply
themselves in order to finish (the re-building of that was damaged or unfinished)
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“New buildings shall be interdicted with statutes and other orders as much as possible
considering the current state of the house and we believe that none would be opposed to
this and again we interdict new construction
The cloister must be made right and the monks’ cells enlarged and the wall of the cloister
must be made tall
The choir according to the form of the order should be built soon
The Conversi (must) have their own masses according to the statutes.”
Document 11 (1624)
ASN, Mon. Soppr. (Certosa di S. Martino) 2165, F14, N. 30
Official report from the visit of 1624. Works in the church continue and the visiting
fathers require that the two chapel of the atrium outside the church be kept with decorum
as they are not to be used as the marble workers’ workshop. The fathers also order for Fra
Angelo to return to his house as someone else can be sent in his place.
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